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Summary 
 

The delivery of most psychotherapies has been constrained by data collected from patient 

self-report and clinician intuition for the last century. Clinicians who use evidence-based 

treatments need methods, tools, and data to efficiently track, assess, and respond to mental health 

needs throughout the treatment process. Patients need tools that provide feedback to optimize their 

therapeutic exercises and increase engagement. In this dissertation, I explore how interfaces shared 

by clinicians and patients can be used to support this aim in the context of prolonged exposure 

(PE) therapy, an evidence-based treatment used in treating post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 

I focus on the case of designing for United States (US) veterans as well as the clinicians who treat 

them as US Veterans are disproportionately affected by PTSD due to the nature of their work. 

In this dissertation, I investigate how to design shared, user-centered interfaces which seek 

to support clinical decision-making and patient engagement in the context of veterans with post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). To lay the groundwork for design, I detail the care ecologies of 

veterans with PTSD, identifying the human and non-human intermediaries involved in their circles 

of care as well as barriers to care and future design opportunities. Leveraging this information, I 

explore how a clinician dashboard for PTSD, sensor-captured patient generated data, and feedback 

gathered via text message from trusted others (e.g., friends, family) can be designed into a shared 

interface and support clinical decision-making and/or patient engagement. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

For the last century, the delivery of nearly all psychotherapies has been constrained by 

data collected from patient self-report and clinician intuition. This data is subjective and narrow, 

functioning as an ever-present obstacle in the practice, training, and delivery of psychotherapy. 

Clinicians who treat mental illness are in urgent need of methods, tools, and data to efficiently 

track, assess, and respond to mental health needs throughout the treatment process. Patients need 

tools that provide feedback to optimize their therapeutic exercises. My research proposes 

transforming mental health assessment and care through enhancing these clinical practices with 

data-driven approaches. This change requires new forms of automated and personalized data 

analysis and innovation in the fields of data collection and engaging user interfaces.  

While this work is relevant to chronic care more broadly, I constrain my work to a 

specific population in great need of science-based clinical innovations: United States military 

veterans diagnosed with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [125]. Approximately 20% of 

veterans of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan meet diagnostic criteria for PTSD [3,25]. PTSD 

is a trauma- and stressor-related disorder defined by the following symptom clusters: 1) trauma 

re-experiencing (e.g., intrusive memories and nightmares of the traumatic event); 2) avoidance of 

trauma-related situations, thoughts, and feelings; 3) negative alterations in thoughts and mood; 

and 4) hyperarousal [173]. PTSD has many comorbidities, including substance abuse 

[44,161,182], domestic violence [69] suicidal ideation [21,40,53,72], and medical illnesses 

[45,184]. PTSD is a chronic condition marked by considerable distress and dysfunction [173]. 

Fortunately, evidence-based treatments exist for PTSD. Among the many pharmacological and 

psychotherapy approaches that have been used to treat PTSD, Prolonged Exposure (PE) 

therapy[64] has the best evidence for therapeutic efficacy [31,79]. Unfortunately, access and 

utilization of PE is low [42,132]. One aspect of high-quality PE implementation is its significant 

volume of data exchanged between the clinician and the patient about therapeutic exercise 

engagement. These exercises include: 1) in-vivo exposure to real-world stimuli and situations 

that the patient usually avoids; and 2) imaginal exposure via the patient’s narrative of their 

distressing trauma memories.  

In recent years, clinical psychologists and computer scientists have collaborated to 

develop a variety of applications (e.g., mobile applications, teletherapy, virtual reality, etc.) that 
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are designed to improve patient engagement, information gathering, and treatment delivery of 

psychotherapies for PTSD, including PE [10,179]. However, they have not yet leveraged modern 

computing capabilities to address the most critical shortcomings of psychotherapy in general and 

PE. They do not provide concrete information about patient engagement, including factors such 

as the presence of distractions and unnecessary physical movement, objective measures of 

distress, and other ecological factors such as location and interactions with other people. They do 

not help clinicians identify and respond to “clinician barriers” (e.g., inaccurately intuiting that the 

patient is either under-engaged or over-engaged). They fail to provide interfaces where both the 

clinician and patient can reflect on the current progress and make decisions about the therapy.  

To address these areas of opportunity, I designed a set of research studies that would allow 

me to explore how a shared user interface might be designed to support both patient engagement 

and clinical decision-making. To do so, I characterized how we can conceptualize a veteran’s circle 

of care, highlighting the roles of human (e.g., clinician, spouse) and non-human (e.g., mobile 

applications, electronic health records) intermediaries and identifying barriers and opportunities to 

care. Then, building upon this knowledge, I explore how a clinician dashboard for PTSD, sensor-

captured patient generated data, and feedback gathered via text message from trusted others (e.g., 

friends, family) can be designed into a shared interface and support clinical decision-making 

and/or patient engagement. I test the hypothesis: “Designing user-centered interfaces for veteran 

care ecologies can support clinical decision-making and patient engagement during therapy for 

PTSD.”  

Through this research, I advance the field’s understanding of how novel data sources can 

be built into shared interfaces for chronic conditions in mental healthcare and what implications 

this has for patient engagement, clinical decision-making, the dyadic patient-clinician relationship. 

My research addresses the following questions: 

R1: How do we characterize veterans’ care ecologies as they undergo clinical 

treatment for PTSD? Recently, there has been an increase in the HCI community’s focus on 

designing for veterans with PTSD. However, few have documented the existing sociotechnical 

infrastructure of veterans while participating in clinical therapy for PTSD. In Chapter 3, I explain 

this sociotechnical infrastructure from the points of view of clinicians, veterans with PTSD, and 

friends and family members of veterans with PTSD, herein referred to as trusted others.  
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Table 1: Summary of Research Studies 

STUDY DATES DATA RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Completed Studies 

Study 1: 
Understanding the 
Care Ecologies of 
Veterans with 
PTSD 

May 
2017- 
December 
2019 

N= 21 (10 
clinicians, 5 
veterans, 6 trusted 
others); semi-
structured 
interviews 

• What are the formal and informal care 
partnerships surrounding a veteran as they 
undergo clinical treatment for PTSD? 

• What technologies are currently used to 
support various stakeholders (veterans, 
clinicians, trusted others) during clinical 
treatment? 

• How does the military identity impact the 
therapy process? 

• How can the inclusion of other perspectives 
(trusted others, wearables, etc.) inform and 
impact clinical treatment?     

Study 2: Steps 
Toward Designing 
a Clinician-Facing 
Dashboard for 
PTSD 

August 
2018 - 
May 2019 

N= 12 clinicians;  
Semi-structured 
interviews and N= 
5 clinicians;  
feedback sessions 

• What is the current intensive outpatient (IOP) 
process for preparing to see patients? 

• What are the current limitations to patient-
clinician interaction during therapy? 

• Is the inclusion of trusted others a valuable 
goal? 

Study 3: Using 
Sensor-Captured 
Patient-Generated 
Data to Support 
Clinician Intuition 
and Patient Self-
Report in PTSD 
Therapy 

January 
2019 – 
June 2021 

N= 10 clinicians; 
think aloud sessions 
and system 
usability survey 
(SUS) 

• How can we design an interface using sensor-
captured patient-generated data (sPGD) to 
inform clinicians about patient engagement 
during therapeutic exercises? 

• How will clinicians perceive the PEQ's utility 
and usability? 

• How can PEQ be used to support clinical 
workflow and patient engagement? 

Study 4 : 
Perspectives on 
Integrating Trusted 
Other Feedback in 
Therapy for 
Veterans with 
PTSD 

September 
2020 – 
June 2021 

N = 10 clinicians, 
N= 10 veterans 
with PTSD, N= 8 
trusted others, N= 2 
veterans with PTSD 
who are also trusted 
others; storyboard 
feedback, semi-
structured 
interviews, survey 

• What are ideal feedback text experiences as 
veterans progress through clinical treatment 
for PTSD from each participant group's 
perspective? 

• How can we design the Social Sensing 
System with these findings in mind? 

• How will participant groups perceive the 
Social Sensing System will affect patient 
engagement and clinical decision-making? 

 

R2: What role can human and non-human intermediaries play in supporting patient 

engagement and clinical decision-making during clinical therapy for veterans with PTSD? 

Recent work has explored the inclusion of human (e.g., self-report collected via mobile 

applications such as PE Coach) and non-human (e.g., biometrics) into care for veterans with PTSD. 
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However, none have yet examined how the inclusion of these perspectives could be used to directly 

measure patient engagement during clinical therapy. In Chapters 5 and 6, I explore how sensor-

captured patient-generated data and trusted other feedback could be used in the clinical therapeutic 

context, respectively. 

R3: What elements of design are essential for shared, user-centered interfaces which 

seek to support clinical decision-making and patient engagement in the context of veterans 

with PTSD? Most interfaces that support clinical therapeutic activities have been designed for 

either patients or clinicians. In Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 I unpack what future interfaces should 

consider in designing for both parties, and how these features support patient engagement and 

clinical decision-making. 

A summary of each study including dates, methods, and research questions are presented below 

(See Table 1). 

 

 

1.1 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Treatment in Veterans 
 

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a trauma- and stressor-related disorder 

characterized by trauma re-experiencing (e.g., intrusive memories and nightmares); avoidance of 

trauma-related situations, thoughts, and feelings; negative alterations in thoughts and mood; and 

hyper-arousal [44].  PTSD is a chronic condition marked by considerable distress and dysfunction 

with many comorbidities, including substance abuse [182], domestic violence [170], suicidal 

ideation, and medical illnesses [64,79,140]. US veterans are disproportionately affected by PTSD 

as compared to the US population, 16 percent to 6 percent respectively [45]. Approximately 20 

percent of veterans of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan meet diagnostic criteria for PTSD [25].  

Recovery from PTSD is possible, but treatment entails an intensive process. Veterans 

must revisit and engage with traumatic events. Prolonged exposure (PE) therapy [133] and 

cognitive behavioral therapy are commonly utilized to treat PTSD in veterans. These therapies 

are delivered by clinicians through outpatient, intensive outpatient, and inpatient programs. They 

require guided work in the clinical setting as well as homework assignments in real-world 

contexts. Despite the proven effectiveness of several pharmacological and psycho-therapeutic 

approaches that have been used to treat PTSD [133,180], yet, only 50 percent of veterans with 

PTSD seek care [179] and the treatment dropout rate can be as high as 68%  [49,50]. The 
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treatment with the best evidence for therapeutic efficacy is prolonged exposure (PE) therapy 

[10,133]. PE therapy is delivered by clinicians through outpatient, intensive outpatient, and 

inpatient programs and requires guided work in the clinical setting as well as homework 

assignments in real-world contexts. Unfortunately, access to and utilization of PE is low 

[131,148]. One aspect of high-quality PE implementation is the significant volume of data 

exchanged between the clinician and the patient about therapeutic exercise engagement. These 

exercises include: 1) in-vivo exposure to real-world stimuli and situations that the patient usually 

avoids; and 2) imaginal exposure via the patient’s narrative of their distressing trauma memories. 

These will be discussed in further detail in the next section. 

 

1.2 Mental Healthcare Partnership and Setting 
 

All research described in this dissertation was conducted in partnership with the Emory 

Healthcare Veteran’s Program. Studies 2 and 3 specifically focus on designing in the context of 

the Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP) where clinicians practice exposure (PE) therapy. IOP uses 

repeated imaginal exposures and in-vivo exposures to activate and modify trauma-related fear 

structures to break the cycle of fear activation and avoidance. Fear structures are programs in one’s 

memory that includes fear stimuli, responses, and meaning associated with both. Through imaginal 

exposure patients revisit the memories of the traumatic event by recounting them aloud in vivid 

detail with the clinician and then, between sessions, listening to recordings of the most recent 

session’s recounting (i.e., practice, see Figure 1, Phase 1). Through in-vivo exposure practice, 

patients engage with real-world stimuli and situations that have become associated with the trauma 

memory and which the patient typically avoids reducing the negative affect associated with the 

avoided situation (see Figure 1, Phase 2).  
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Figure 1: Description of IOP Therapy 

 
Veterans come to Emory for a 2-week period. On the first day veterans are introduced to 

the PE Therapy process, for example the meaning of the “subjective units of distress” (SUDs). On 

this day they are assigned to a cohort and to a specific clinician that they stay with for the duration 

of the IOP. During the next 9 days veterans are on a fixed daily schedule that includes one-on-one 

PE therapy with the clinician, group therapy, and individual PE practice. Phase 1 occurs in the 
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morning and consists of an individual therapeutic session during which the patient revisits the 

traumatic event through imaginal exposure with the clinician (see Figure 1, Phase 1). Phase 2 is a 

group therapy session where the veteran meets with his/her cohort and a group leader. During this 

time, the group leader reviews the tenets of PE and helps each veteran develop and refine their 

individualized in-vivo hierarchy (see Figure 1, Phase 2). While Phases 1 and 2 occur in the clinical 

setting, and Phase 3 typically occurs outside the clinical office setting. Patients are expected to 

listen to the recording of the morning’s imaginal exposure and complete one of the in-vivo 

exposure exercises (see Figure 1). Patients are expected to record their SUDs during each imaginal 

and in-vivo practice. Specifically, they are instructed to record their SUDs rating before the 

exposure and after the exposure, and the peak level. 

 

1.3 The Cyclical Relationship of Patient Engagement and Clinical-Decisioning Making 
 

While the term patient engagement is widely used in physical, mental health, and digital 

health research, there is no agreed upon definition. Several recent studies have attempted to 

analyze large bodies of literature to identify key characteristics and propose a unified definition 

of patient engagement [8,9,11]. An analysis of literature in health disciplines by Higgins et. al. 

led the authors to define patient engagement as the desire and capability to choose to participate 

in one's own care in a way that is appropriate for the patient, in partnership with a clinician or 

larger institution, with the goal of enhancing the experience and outcome of care. They identify 

personalization of care, access to resources, commitment to quality of care, and nurturing the 

therapeutic relationship as key attributes of patient engagement.  

In narrowing the scope of defining patient engagement in the context of digital mental 

health in human-computer interaction (HCI), studies generally emphasize patient-centered care 

that results in enhanced health outcomes but may have varying focus on personalization [80], 

patient empowerment or agency to make decisions in their own care[9,20,37,208], adherence to 

the clinical protocol [172], and engagement with the technology itself [135,184]. Unsurprisingly, 

there is limited agreement in what characteristics constitute patient engagement in digital health 

interventions (DHIs). A 2019 meta-analysis by Ng et. al. examined how 40 evaluative digital 

mental health application studies measured indicators of patient engagement and found that no 

two studies used the same combination of subjective or objective criteria to assess engagement in 

the mental health applications [114].  
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Given the lack of consistency in defining patient engagement for DHIs, it is unsurprising 

that they have been the subject of criticism. They may be positioned as the sole catalyst for 

engagement and recovery, failing to acknowledge the complex sociotechnical environment (e.g., 

clinician-patient relationship, patient relationship with caregivers, cultural contexts, etc.) in 

which they are positioned [77]. Similarly, they may fail to acknowledge the nuances in a 

patient’s ability or need to engage and how that might appear in technology. This may be 

especially true in the case of mental health. Torous et. al., explain that for individuals with more 

severe symptoms of mental illness, simply logging in to a DHI and performing one action may 

indicate a high-level of engagement whereas for those with less severe symptoms this may not 

constitute engagement [158]. Furthermore, in DHIs that provide patient resources, these may not 

all be equally relevant to different categories of patients. However, even when considering 

engagement in patient segments, this approach has been considered somewhat rudimentary and 

unsophisticated [7,63].  

Generating a synthesized definition of patient engagement for DHIs or HCI is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation. However, it is essential to provide the context above and define what it 

is I mean when I refer to patient engagement. In this body of work, the definition of patient 

engagement draws on the work detailed above. Patient engagement combines a patient’s 

knowledge, skills, ability, and willingness to manage their own health and care with 

interventions designed to increase activation and promote positive patient behavior [185]. The 

patient is situated at the center of care within a sociotechnical environment which must be 

accounted for in designing technology (e.g., clinician-patient relationship, patient relationship 

with caregivers, cultural contexts, etc.). Key characteristics of this view of patient engagement 

include personalization of care, access to data, and agency. Finally, patient engagement in the 

context of this work cannot be decoupled from clinician-patient relationship and subsequently, 

clinical decision-making. Patient engagement and clinical-decision making are viewed as an 

unending cycle throughout the course of treatment (See Figure 2). For example, any data 

collected by patients during a therapeutic exercise will be shared with both patients and 

clinicians. Review of such data collected by technology can be used to support clinician 

understanding of patient performance in exercises, inform conversations between the patient and 

clinician, allow the clinician to tailor treatment to meet the needs of the patient, and provide 

space for patient agency and understanding of clinical treatment. 
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Figure 2: The Cycle of Influence of Patient-Engagement and Clinical Decision-Making 

 

1.4 The Prolonged Exposure Collective Sensing System (PECSS) 
 
 The work in this dissertation is part of a larger effort to build the Prolonged Exposure 

Collective Sensing System (PECSS) with researchers at Georgia Institute of Technology, Emory 

University, and University of Rochester. In this section, I will describe the high-level purpose of 

the overall PECSS project and describe of the project aims which are relevant to the work in this 

dissertation. 

PECSS aims to make fundamental contributions to the areas of sensor data analysis, 

human-computer interaction, and machine learning. In doing so it pushes the state-of-the-art in all 

three fields of computer science research. This will result in generalizable methods with a 

multitude of possible applications and thus impact beyond the field of mental health assessment 

and support. Equally important is the fact that this project aims to transform PTSD care. PECSS 

addresses the information gap between clinical sessions, enhances clinician and patient 

engagement, and supports clinical decision-making. The first contribution is the design of a 

computational assessment toolkit and novel interfaces that sit atop PE Coach. One PECSS team 

goal is to is redesign the patient facing application and design novel complementary clinician 

dashboards.  
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PE’s premise is that symptoms will gradually diminish through repeated, systematic 

engagement with the trauma memory (imaginal exposure) and trauma reminders (in-vivo 

exposure). Avoidance behavior is at once an indicator of the distress level that the veteran is 

experiencing and at the same time an indicator of lack of engagement in the therapy. Therefore,  a 

central PECSS innovation is our ability to provide the clinician objective information about “what 

was going on” while the veteran is inside or outside the clinic. Another contribution is the ability 

for PECSS to provide the patient tips about how to improve their practice, based on engagement 

data from previous practice sessions. A final contribution is an understanding of efficacy of the PE 

IOP itself. The PECSS team will process data streams through integrated modeling that aims to: i) 

automatically predict changes in subjective units of distress scale (SUDs) for each session; ii) 

unveil specific aspects and time-points of the therapy program that influence the overall progress 

and success of it for the individual patient; and iii) IOP level insights about what works in general 

and potential moderators and mediators of effectiveness. The latter can transform the IOP by 

providing insights into active treatment components and motivating refinement of the treatment 

model. This could streamline the IOP and make it more cost effective. 

 

1.4.1 PECSS Aim 1: Development of ScapeSphere 
 

The first aim of PECSS is to develop novel, user-tailored sensing systems that allow patient 

data transfer and information extraction during both imaginal and in-vivo exposure exercises. 

Passively collected objective data and subjective data captured during each patient’s in-vivo and 

imaginal exposures can be used to calibrate participant engagement. For this reason, the team 

conceputalized ScapeSphere, a data collection system formed by four main components 

LanguageScape, BodyScape, DigiScape, and SocialScape. My work in Chapters 5 and 6 is situated 

within the development of the scapes listed below.   

 

LanguageScape  

LanguageScape  is a part of ScapeSphere that leverages natural language processing 

(NLP) based analysis of the imaginal exposure narrative. The goal of PE therapy is to decrease 

the distress associated with the trauma memory and reminders and to allow the patient to think 

about it differently. This goal is met through the imaginal exposure component of PE by having 

patients: 1) recount the traumatic event numerous times to learn that the memory is not 
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dangerous; 2) build confidence that they can handle distress; and 3) gain a new perspective on 

the traumatic event via clinical guidance. This requires patients to provide a first-person narrative 

of the traumatic experience. While highly trained clinicians can encourage patients to recount 

their traumatic experience in sufficient detail to evoke short-term distress and thus drive 

habituation, there is limited data as to what language features are associated with effective 

imaginal narratives for PTSD. There is nascent literature on the role that psycholinguistics can 

play in understanding trauma memory [27], [30]–[33], but there have not been efforts to 

characterize how understanding this can lead the clinician to provide feedback about how the 

patient can improve their narrative. The PE treatment protocol encourages clinicians to correct 

the following examples of reduced quality for imaginal exposure: infrequent use of present tense, 

incomplete propositions, infrequent vocal power, infrequent sensory words, and infrequent use of 

emotion words [10]. An area ripe for exploration is using natural language processing (NLP) and 

machine learning to identify what constitutes “high quality” engagement in exposure exercises. 

PECSS will include an NLP feature which analyses patient language during the imaginal 

exposure exercises and provides feedback to both the patient and clinician to enhance treatment 

delivery and progression of the narratives over the course of treatment. 

 

BodyScape  

BodyScape is the part of ScapeSphere that leverages a commercial wearable (e.g., FitBit) 

to measure the body’s physical reactions (e.g., heart rate). PTSD is characterized by distress that 

results from trauma re-experiencing (i.e., intrusive memories and upsetting reminders). However, 

heart rate has not yet been regularly incorporated into PE therapy sessions despite the existence of 

commercial products which have this measurement capability. We will leverage a commercial 

wearable such as a Fitbit into the PECSS framework and measure the efficacy of PE imaginal 

exposure. We will compare heart rate levels in the clinical setting and the natural environment.  

 

DigiScape     

DigiScape is the part of ScapeSphere that leverages the digital footprint of the patient. The 

emotionally evocative nature of imaginal and in-vivo exposure exercises leads some patients to 

engage in avoidance behavior during individual exposure exercises which are completed outside 

the clinical setting. Imaginal exposure exercises outside the clinic require that the patient listens to 
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the narrative on their smartphone with headphones, while sitting quietly and without distractions. 

Currently, clinicians elicit self-report to assess the quality of each exposure session, but there is no 

objective measure to provide context and quality for the sessions. DigiScape will allow the team 

to examine the correlation between passive sensing data on a smartphone and the efficacy of 

therapy exercises. The PECSS team will capture data from patients’ smartphones including but 

not limited to location, network connections, phone calls, and application usage. These features 

will also be investigated with a variation of  SUDs levels and other contextual factors such as 

motion and ambient noise. 

 

SocialScape 

SocialScape is the portion of ScapeSphere that leverages a  patient’s social circle to provide 

additional information about their behavior outside the clinical office setting. Past research has 

shown that trusted informants are able to reliably report on the behavior of those with PTSD [54]-

[55], however this approach has not yet been incorporated into PE practice. The team will bridge 

this gap in care and will collect information from trusted informants identified by the patient 

(expected to be a spouse or parent) via text message. Informant data is important because it 

provides corroborative information about a patient’s therapy progression. Research suggests that 

approximately 80% of adults are willing to identify informants and to provide them consent to 

observe and rate their behavior for mental health purposes [57]-[58]. This is important because 

there are promising results from studies that use multiple informant perspectives for people 

suffering from PTSD. There is significant inter-rater reliability between veterans’ self-report and 

informant ratings for pathology and distress in a PTSD therapy program [59]. Research has also 

found that spousal partners are able to acknowledge and estimate veterans’ combat-related PTSD 

severity in terms of observable symptoms such as anger, anxiety [54], and avoidance [55]. 

However, informant perspectives from family and friends are rarely collected due to time, 

remembrance, and resource constraints. PECSS will bridge this gap. 

 

1.4.2 PECSS Aim 2: Design of PECSS Interfaces 
 

The PECSS team will design the PECSS Application and dashboard interfaces. These 

will serve two purposes. They will provide visualizations of various data streams 

(LanguageScape, BodyScape, DigiScape, and SocialScape) at the desired level of granularity for 
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the patient via the application and for the clinicians via the dashboard. PECSS will also allow 

both the patient and clinician to receive specific information about current level of engagement 

and delivery, respectively. My work in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 builds towards this aim. 

We know that patient self-tracking measures (e.g., SUDs ratings) have been found to 

facilitate better and more honest communication between a clinician and patient in consultations 

by providing concrete data about stress and behaviors [60]. However, for PECSS to deliver on its 

promise to transform PTSD treatment we will need to make sure that the interfaces are useful and 

useable. We will do this by using an iterative user-centered design approach. In Year 1 we will 

start the needs assessment phase and investigate which elements of the IOP are relevant to 

clinicians and veterans both individually and in a shared setting. Further, we will examine how 

and when these data points should be shared and when access should be granted to the patient or 

informants. In Year 2, we will take the information from Year 1 and build prototypes of the PECSS 

mobile app and dashboard complete with visualizations (to enhance the existing PE Coach 

application). We will also conduct usability testing. In Year 3 we will have a final PECSS design 

and will have built a robust system. It will include visualized information inferred and extracted 

by computational models. This will be evaluated with clinicians, patients, and informants. 

 

1.5 Overview and Contributions 
 
1.5.1 Contributions 
 

Through four research studies I make contributions to field by exploring veterans’ care 

ecologies, how human and non-human intermediaries can play a role in providing additional 

information regarding patient behavior during clinical therapy, and by designing a shared 

interface for clinicians and patients. There are relatively few patient- and clinician-facing 

interfaces to support clinical treatment of chronic mental illnesses. My research fills this gap by 

designing elements of both a mobile application for patients and dashboard for clinicians that 

display ecological data collected from sensor-captured patient generated data and trusted others. 

The design and presentation of this data will allow both parties to view these data streams at 

various levels of granularity, allowing both the patient and clinician to receive specific 

information about current level of engagement and treatment delivery, respectively.   
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Second, patient-clinician exchange of information between sessions in evidence-based 

therapies such as PE therapy is limited. My research aims to enhance this exchange of 

information by allowing for additional monitoring between appointments. Collecting and 

presenting additional data to both clinicians and patients through novel user-interfaces will 

impact patient education and support proactive and tailored care decisions made by clinicians. 

Furthermore, the current power dynamic between clinicians and patients is skewed heavily 

toward clinicians. While my research does not intend to equalize this balance of power and 

authority, it does seek to balance priorities and perspectives to create more open patient-clinician 

communication to improve clinician-decision making and patient engagement toward better 

health outcomes. 

Third, evidence-based therapy is guided primarily by patient self-report and clinician 

intuition. However, this is not unique to PTSD. Presently, most evidence-based clinical 

treatments for chronic mental illnesses lack objective data collected between clinical sessions. 

This presents challenges in clinical decision-making as well as a patient’s engagement and 

understanding of their own progress as most of the treatment occurs outside of the clinical setting 

(e.g., homework exercises). My research takes an ecological approach to designing user-centered 

interfaces to (1) illuminate both objective and subjective perspectives in both clinical and non-

clinical settings which (2) can be utilized to design decision support tools that promote guidance 

of proper therapy practice and reflection on progress toward mental health management. This 

research will present information in the context of veterans with PTSD undergoing clinical 

treatment, however, many of the research and design implications may be applied more broadly 

to the treatment of chronic mental illnesses. 

Finally, I describe how future work could formalize the approach I have taken in this 

dissertation by using Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory (EST) [28] in combination 

with other feminist approaches such as Haraway [79,80] and Davis[45]. I describe how such an 

approach could be used beyond the realm of health for a broader design approach to assess 

current and future concepts. 

 

1.5.2 Overview 
 
This dissertation is organized as follows: 
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In Chapter 2, I detail related work that has served as the foundation for my research. I 

discuss the military culture’s impact on veteran care, the cyclical relationship between patient 

engagement and clinical decision-making, what technology currently exists to support mental 

healthcare treatment for veterans with PTSD, and how human and non-human intermediaries 

provide insight to inform clinical treatment. 

In Chapter 3, I explore veterans’ care ecologies and lay the foundation for this dissertation. 

I identify both humans and non-human perspectives which are currently leveraged in some 

capacity as veterans undergo clinical treatment for PTSD. I also reflect on how this 

conceptualization fits within ecological systems theory and describe the Prolonged Exposure 

Collective Sensing system. The following chapters explore different areas relevant to this system. 

In Chapter 4, I describe my early investigation into what a clinician dashboard could look 

like to support clinical decision-making using human and non-human intermediaries to inform 

care. This contributes towards the development of a PECSS clinician interface. 

In Chapter 5, I describe the potential use of sensor-captured patient-generated data (sPGD) 

as a possible non-human source of information which can support patient engagement and clinical 

decision-making. I detail clinician perspectives on how this could be used in-session to inform 

clinical decision-making and patient performance and detail key design features of future system 

to support clinical decision-making for evidence-based therapies (e.g., exposure therapy). This 

research leverages BodyScape, DigiScape, and LanguageScape and contributes towards building 

a PECSS interface for clinicians. 

In Chapter 6, I explore the use of trusted other feedback via text messages as an additional 

source of information regarding patient behavior in the real world and how that might be integrated 

into clinical treatment to support patient engagement and clinical decision making. I describe the 

perspectives of clinicians, veterans, and trusted others about their willingness and ability to use 

such a system and detail design implications. This research leverages SocialScape and contributes 

towards building a PECSS interface for both patients and clinicians. 

In Chapter 7, I reflect on this body of work and summarize how these studies address the 

overarching research questions posed in this dissertation. I also reflect on the contributions of this 

work and highlight areas for future exploration. 
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Chapter 2: Related Work 
 

2.1 Technology for Trauma-Based Care 
 

The shared interfaces I explore in this dissertation focus on evidence-based therapies in 

the context of trauma. Accordingly, it is important to review existing technology in the trauma-

based care space, who it serves, and the efficacy for health outcomes.  

A variety of technologies have been researched and developed for trauma-based care 

[130]. These technological innovations promise to reduce barriers to care such as PTSD-related 

avoidance symptoms, stigma, lack of proximal feedback and support, ambulation and 

transportation difficulties [108,153], and overall costs [75]. To date, most of these technological 

solutions for trauma-focused treatments have emphasized the patient experience and include 

internet-based treatments, virtual reality, and mHealth treatment and tools. 

Internet-based or telehealth treatments are either standalone or supported. While 

standalone telehealth is highly scalable with small to moderate effect in reducing PTSD 

symptoms [83,149], the focus is usually limited to education and skills-training modules and 

attrition rates are higher than in-person [17,169]. At the same time, standalone telehealth cannot 

allow clinicians to monitor and address inadequate patient performance. On the other hand, 

supported telehealth are found to be more cost-effective than traditional in-person treatment 

[8]while not diminishing its effectiveness or increasing attrition [160]. Internet-based treatments 

have been developed to address patient engagement barriers, telehealth approaches (i.e., 

videoconferencing), standalone internet-based treatments, and supported internet-based 

treatments. Trauma-focused treatment delivered by a clinician via telehealth has been found to be 

more cost-effective than traditional in-person treatment  [109] while not diminishing its 

effectiveness or increasing attrition [160]. Self-guided, standalone internet-based treatments are 

automated and highly scalable. These treatments include education and skills-training modules 

[17,169] and have small to moderate effect in reducing PTSD symptoms [83,149] while attrition 

rates are higher than in-person [17,169]. Through these treatments, it is not possible for 

clinicians to monitor and address inadequate patient performance. Lastly, interventions delivered 

through videoconferencing or email while virtual have patient engagement facilitated by a 

therapist. For example, a 2016 intervention developed by Littleton et. al., the therapist contacts 

the patient via internet-enabled messages after each module [91]. Effect sizes for these 
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treatments are somewhat higher than standalone internet-based treatments [83,149] and attrition 

rates are higher than in-person treatment [68].  

Virtual reality has been used in trauma-focused treatments to help patients engage in 

therapeutic exposures to safe but avoided memories [147]. Specifically, while the patient is 

describing the traumatic memory, the therapist manipulates simulated environments to match the 

memory as it unfolds, thus making it easier for the patient to face the memory without avoidance. 

The efficacy of virtual reality exposure therapy has been found effective with veterans and 

civilians [34,53] and its effect on PTSD symptoms is like that of conventional exposure therapy  

[129]. Innovations in virtual reality are encouraging; however, research is needed regarding best 

practices with respect to facilitating patient performance, as it is unknown what are the critical 

characteristics of the simulations and protocols that lead to therapeutic change [146]. However, 

the costs associated with obtaining the appropriate hardware, software, and clinical training are 

currently prohibitive to most clinicians, thus limiting the scalability of virtual reality to enhance 

patient engagement [146] 

MHealth applications have recently emerged as a more accessible means to enhance 

engagement in trauma-focused therapies. The most downloaded standalone app is PTSD Coach, 

which is presented as a tool to assist in PTSD management with information and learning coping 

tools [85]. The empirical evidence regarding its clinical utility is mixed and the observed effect 

on PTSD symptoms reduction is small compared to conventional in-person treatment 

[85,104,122]. Adjunctive apps are designed to help the patient engage in a conventional 

treatment where the therapist is tasked with monitoring and addressing patient engagement. The 

most downloaded adjunctive app for PTSD therapy is PE Coach [130], which has no clinician-

facing version. It consolidates PE resources digitally in the patient’s own smartphone with 

functionalities of therapy sessions recording, conduct in-app assessments, progress trackers, 

appointment reminders, and psychoeducation. While promising to make treatment activities 

more convenient, no trials have examined the effects of PE Coach on treatment outcomes. In 

addition, there is no clinician-facing version of PE Coach. Adjunctive apps remain an area ripe 

for innovation that goes beyond digitizing paper forms that can improve the patient’s and 

therapist’s ability to monitor engagement (e.g., multi-sensor systems) [37,138]. Available apps 

for PTSD treatment include standalone apps (i.e., self-contained programs with no therapist 

support) and adjunctive apps (i.e., complementary support for conventional therapy).  
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While several technologies have been created to support trauma-focused treatments, there 

are few interfaces created for both clinicians and patients [130]. Furthermore, little research has 

been done to provide tools for clinical decision-making for clinicians that face specific 

challenges based on their level of experience administering psychotherapies such as PE therapy 

[178]. For example, novice clinicians are may be overwhelmed by the manualized nature of PE 

therapy; they often focus on the implementation of in vivo and imaginal therapy and may forego 

key clinical skills such as listening. Successful PE therapy depends on patients fully engaging 

with their traumatic memories, and novice clinicians often fear that patients may over engage. 

Thus, even though PE therapy has high efficacy, its delivery can be improved.  

My work expands this body of knowledge by presenting a shared, patient-clinician 

interface which examines patient performance in therapy from a variety of perspectives, what 

characteristics contribute to engagement, and how this data might be collected, displayed, and 

utilized in trauma-based therapies by clinicians and patients. I discuss this throughout chapters 3, 

4, 5, and 6. 

 

2.2 Partial, Caring Perspectives of Human and Non-Human Intermediaries 
 

Haraway, among others, have underscored the need for including a variety of 

perspectives [58]. She argues these situated knowledges are disparate, rational, and incomplete 

but critical to constructing our understanding and are valid to varying degrees. These also 

compel us to question what we know (or do not know) by adopting a certain point of view and 

argues that we must strive toward understanding a variety of such perspectives. In this body of 

work, I explore how these partial perspectives can contribute toward creating a more holistic 

picture of veteran health as they undergo clinical therapy, and how these perspectives displayed 

through shared interfaces can support patient engagement and clinical decision-making. 

I explore the inclusion of a human perspective from trusted others as veterans engage in 

clinical therapy. Afterall, caring for individuals with physical or mental health problems is a 

collaborative process [19] and involves human intermediaries. These are informal caregivers 

who support patients with some aspect of care [19,103]. They may be friends, family, or peers 

and have been shown to play crucial roles for supporting health outcomes [20] for a variety of 

conditions, including cancer [73], dementia[43], autism [65,81], and trauma[19]. The same is 

true for PTSD care. It involves the individual experiencing PTSD, clinical staff, and also other 
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human and non-human intermediaries. Trusted others see the individual experiencing PTSD in 

real-world settings, understand their own experiences with the individual, identify actions to be 

taken [121], collaborate with the person receiving care [176], and aid in the overall health care of 

the individual [110].   

Even clinicians are known to rely on reports from trusted others. In a recent study at a 

dementia care center, Foong et. al. explored non-expert, volunteer knowledge for dementia 

patients and found that clinicians believed the volunteers' knowledge was not only reliable but 

effective in resolving professional barriers such as bridging the gap between clinical language 

and lay language [43]. Previous studies have examined the inclusion of trusted others in clinical 

care for PTSD in veterans. One study acknowledged a significant correlation between veterans' 

self-report and observer ratings for pathology and distress in a PTSD therapy program [120]. 

Another found that spousal partners were able to acknowledge and estimate veterans' combat-

related PTSD severity in terms of observable symptoms such as anger, anxiety [119], and 

avoidance [137]. However, as these informants may be directly impacted by the veterans' 

actions, they are likely to rate any observed problems at a higher rate of severity than clinicians 

[119]. Trusted informants are not as apt in identifying less obvious symptoms such as re-

experiencing, hyperarousal [137], or intrusive thoughts unless the veteran verbally indicates their 

presence[119]. However, including the perspectives of trusted others involves negotiations, 

including managing burden [20,176], tool adoption, age accommodation, and acceptance of 

different roles for information sharing [117].  

In addition to human intermediaries, there are also non-human intermediaries that play a 

role in supporting veterans' care. I also explore the inclusion of passive data (i.e., sensor-captured 

patient-generated data) to support patient engagement and clinical decision-making through a 

shared interface. This was motivated in large part because data from non-human intermediaries 

has already proven useful in the context of mental health. For example, machine learning 

analyses of electronic health records (EHR) [107] and Twitter data [15] have effectively 

predicted suicidality within PTSD samples. Biochip technology has been explored for more 

effectively diagnosing the stage and severity of PTSD [89]. Virtual reality has been employed to 

create realistic virtual environments for therapy sessions [129,147] and sensor-captured patient 

generated data has been used in the context of clinical mental health in veterans [112,113]. 
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Haraway argues that non-human perspectives have a strong role to play in understanding identity 

and lived experiences [59].  

Interestingly, Haraway makes no distinction between the roles of man and machine in her 

work. However, I believe in the context of this work it is essential that the balance of power be 

examined, otherwise unintended power dynamics [174] with the inclusion of additional 

perspectives may negatively affect patient engagement, clinical decision-making, and the patient-

clinician relationship. Jenny Davis warns that it is essential to examine from whom designs 

afford and under what contexts [32]. It is crucial to question the appropriate balance of data 

access, the weight each perspective may have, and how the experience of each individual (e.g., 

novice vs. expert clinician) will affect patient engagement and clinical decision-making. My 

research builds on prior scholarship related to partial knowledges in complex healthcare 

ecologies [70] by examining the perspectives that both human and non-human intermediaries 

might contribute. I aim to understand the role these human and non-human relations play in 

support of the mental well-being of veterans with PTSD. I extend this knowledge by examining 

the inclusion of trusted other feedback and sensor-captured patient-generated data which can be 

displayed in shared interfaces as a veteran undergoes trauma-based treatment (e.g., PE therapy) 

for PTSD. 

 

2.4 Designing Mental Health Interfaces in Stigmatized Contexts 
 

HCI is increasingly concerned with enhancing therapy for mental illness by creating 

supportive technologies that emphasize patient engagement and call for a shift towards more 

democratic, patient-centered care practices [132]. This is especially critical in the realm of 

mental health which emphasizes the need for trust in the patient-doctor relationship, which gives 

rise to patient engagement (e.g., empowerment, agency) [43]. Technology has helped to facilitate 

this shift, providing means to support clinical treatment and encouraging patients to be active 

participants in their own mental healthcare [24,179]. The notion of patient engagement has been 

explored through a variety of mental health conditions [4,5,101] and technologies [113,156,159]. 

These supportive technologies emphasize the need for information sharing [113], visualization of 

treatment progress [24], customization [6,177], and eliciting patient reflections to place at the 

center of care [96,154]. This can be critical for condition management and collaborative sense-

making in therapy [1]. 
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Various design considerations have been noted, including a need for information sharing, 

visualization of treatment progress [16], and eliciting patient reflections to place at the center of 

care [95,97,155]. However, technologies focused on patient engagement have been criticized for 

neglecting individual needs [21,158] and even disempowering patients by placing too great an 

emphasis on treatment compliance [150]. Furthermore, inherent power dynamics in the clinician-

patient relationship must be considered as any introduction of shared interfaces will affect the 

status quo [33,175]. 

Patient engagement may be especially difficult in stigmatized contexts [71]. Stigma 

occurs when a person is viewed in a negative way for a perceived or real quality (e.g., mental 

health condition) [24,39,52,116]. Individuals may stigmatize themselves through negative 

thoughts and emotions [30,136]. Stigma negatively characterizes the out group, which causes 

segregation between us and them. These views are common in Western society [30,136], and as 

a result, those with mental health conditions may be perceived as dangerous, unable to make 

their own decisions, and dependent on others [29,30,136]. Some people with mental health 

disorders avoid help-seeking behavior because they fear being stigmatized and discriminated 

against [62,136,141]. They may also believe they are not worthy of receiving clinical help, that 

treatment will not improve their condition or that seeking help from their social networks will be 

burdensome [29]. 

Previous research has examined how to empower stigmatized patients to seek and 

manage care through a variety of technologies. These may allow individuals to control the 

visibility of the condition [9] or build upon existing social behaviors and technologies to cope 

[36]. They may also incorporate the ideas and perspectives of stigmatized individuals into the 

design process. For example, Marcu et. al. utilized participatory design to empower HIV-positive 

youth to design a technology to improve medication adherence and fostered adoption and usage 

of an intuitive technology [98]. While some technology is designed to reduce the impact of 

stigma, all must appreciate the potential of further stigmatizing the population or exacerbating 

vulnerabilities [94,164]. 

  The work of this dissertation focuses on designing for veterans with PTSD, who face a 

complex stigma due to their military culture and diagnosed mental illness. US veterans belong to 

a subculture of American society shaped by unique norms, conditions, and belief systems 

associated with the military [26,57,82]. They have a warrior mindset and collectivist identity 
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[26,126]. In adopting a warrior mindset, military personnel learn to value honor, fearlessness, 

restraint, and readiness for battle [57,126]. Embracing a collectivist identity allows military 

personnel to learn to prioritize the mission and well-being of the group over themselves 

[26,126,143]. Veteran identity is associated with attributes such as stoicism [143], denial of 

weakness or illness, and secrecy [171]. These attributes pose challenges in seeking care and 

support [26,143]. Veterans often dismiss their own reactions to trauma as a normal consequence 

to abnormal incidents from their military service [87,143]. 

Psychotherapies such as PE require veterans to re-engage with traumatic memories under 

clinical guidance [87]. However, some veterans are reticent to disclose mental health needs to 

civilian clinicians [26]. Other veterans may emote in a restrained manner to maintain their 

military identity [26,51]. Clinicians may also be faced with knowledge gaps due to a limited 

understanding of military culture [26,82]. These embedded barriers may lead veterans to engage 

support networks outside clinical settings [87]. 

Support networks are critical during stressful times. This is the case when veterans leave 

the military and must put their military identity aside. Veterans re-adjusting to civilian life may 

feel disconnected from their social groups [82,143]. To regain a sense of control, they reach out 

to fellow veterans on social media [22,143,144]. These online forums connect veterans to a 

familiar culture and have notable communication features that include disclosure strategies, self-

censorship, judiciously sharing, and abstaining from posting to maintain individual anonymity 

[143].  

My work extends this body of knowledge by examining how to design shared interfaces 

for veterans with PTSD and their clinicians during the process of trauma-based therapy for PTSD 

(e.g., PE therapy). I build upon these learnings and share design implications for future systems 

in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Care Ecologies of Veterans with PTSD 
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3.1 Introduction and Related Work 
 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research increasingly targets improved provision and 

uptake of healthcare [40,107]. Much of this work occurs in large-scale clinical systems that 

require collaboration across multiple stakeholders from disparate backgrounds. This includes 

doctors, patients, families, and institutions, among others[56,70,105]. A growing focus 

emphasizes patient engagement, foregrounding patients' perspectives amid these complex 

ecologies of care. It also requires scrutiny of the various (human and non-human) intermediaries 

that play a role in facilitating care [7,56,103,105]. My first research study extends this 

scholarship to US military veterans with PTSD and acts as a foundation for the remainder of the 

dissertation. 

In this chapter, I describe the care ecologies of veterans with PTSD. I describe the 

military identity these veterans share and how this may add to their reluctance in care-seeking 

behaviors. I also identify and describe the roles of human and non-human intermediaries in 

ecologies of care. I discuss how military culture can be utilized in clinical care, how multiple 

perspectives can be leveraged to create a more holistic view of the patient, and finally, how 

veterans can be empowered during treatment. I also share recommendations for the design of 

sociotechnical systems that prioritize the above in support of the mental well-being of veterans 

with PTSD. 

My approach to this qualitative study was in large part influenced by Bronfenbrenner 

[18]who proposed that individuals are best understood when seen as being at the center of an 

ecological system. In his ecological systems theory (EST), human development is a complex 

system of relationships affected by various layers of the individual’s environment including 

immediate, community, societal, and environmental settings (See Figure 3). While he never 

considered the role that technology could play in EST, this approach has acted as a framework 

that has guided my thinking around the types of data which can be collected at the various levels 

and can help us understand the ecological context of evidence-based treatment for veterans with 

PTSD. At the end of the chapter, I synthesize the findings of this study with EST to visually 

demonstrate the care ecology of a veteran with PTSD. 
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Figure 3: Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory 

 
In this study, I answer the following research questions: 

• RQ1: What are the formal and informal care partnerships surrounding a veteran as they 

undergo clinical treatment for PTSD? 

• RQ2: What technologies are currently used to support various stakeholders (veterans, 

clinicians, trusted others) during clinical treatment? 

• RQ3: How does the military identity impact the therapy process? 

• RQ4: How can the inclusion of other perspectives (trusted others, wearables, etc.) inform 

and impact clinical treatment? 

 

3.2 Methods 
 

All aspects of this research design were authorized by Georgia Institute of Technology's 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). Recruitment occurred through three primary means. First, I 

reached out to about 50 personal contacts associated with veterans, including veterans 

themselves, clinicians, and friends and family of veterans. I used snowball sampling to recruit 

additional participants. Second, I posted messages about the study on 75 social media channels, 

such as Reddit, NextDoor, and Facebook, to attract participants. Finally, I reached out to 

clinicians who worked with veterans through private messages via LinkedIn and email. In 
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utilizing a market-model compensation scheme, clinicians were not compensated, but all other 

participants were entered into a $50 gift card raffle for their participation. 

All participants provided signed consent via paper or electronic forms before proceeding 

with the study. I interviewed 21 participants, including 10 clinicians (C; one clinician is also a 

veteran and labeled CV), 5 veterans with PTSD (V), 4 veterans who are trusted others (VT), and 

2 civilians who are trusted others (CT). No veteran or civilian participants had relationships with 

clinician participants. Two trusted others had relationships with two of the veterans with PTSD 

who participated in the study. Names of participants were changed to protect their identities. An 

additional 10 potential participants chose not to proceed after reading the IRB consent form (8 

did not respond after receiving the form, while 2 explained that they were not inclined to sign a 

consent form).  

All the clinicians interviewed had treated veterans with PTSD via the Veteran 

Administration (VA) and private institutions through outpatient and intensive outpatient 

programs. While most of the clinicians delivered therapy in-person within a clinical setting, one 

clinician provided in-home treatment, and another offered telehealth services. Clinicians were 

located throughout the United States. Additional details about the participants can be found in 

Table 2. 

Among the veterans I interviewed, four identified as male and one as female. These 

individuals had served as enlisted members of the Army or Marines. All these individuals have 

received treatment for PTSD through inpatient and/or outpatient programs through a variety of 

institutions in various locations in the Northeastern and Southeastern United States.  

Finally, I interviewed trusted others, who are friends or family members who act as 

caregivers to veterans with PTSD. This included four fellow military veterans and two civilians. 

The military veterans represented the Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marines. Each of these 

individuals has had relationships with veterans suffering from PTSD, in which they interacted 

with the person three or more times per week. One veteran was the mother of a veteran with 

PTSD, whereas another veteran participant had several friends who were veterans with PTSD. 

Two were military officers who are still involved in the veteran community. Both civilian-trusted 

others were women who had long-term romantic partnerships with veterans with PTSD. 
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Table 2: Background Information on 21 Participants in Study 1 

 
 
 All semi-structured interviews were conducted over a period of 12 months. Interview 

questions focused on understanding the therapy experience, technology usage, data collection 

practices, involvement of trusted others, and ways participants believed technology could 

support the therapy experience for each stakeholder group. Questions in each category were 

tailored to veterans, trusted others, and clinicians. For example, when asking about trusted other 

involvement, veterans were asked about the nature of their relationships with trusted others and 

in what ways these individuals were involved, if at all, in their care. Trusted others were asked 

about the nature of their relationships with veterans and how they perceived their role in that 

veteran's care. Clinicians were asked about involving trusted others in their clinical practice. 

Interviews lasted from 30 to 90 minutes, were recorded, and later transcribed. 2 were 

conducted in person, 15 over the phone, and 3 via email. Choice for interview format was based 

on participant preference, which reduced participant burden while also limiting selection bias. 

Despite the interview format, all participants answered the same set of questions (e.g., for 

veterans: ``What information do you provide to clinicians?”, ``What technologies, if any, do you 

use to manage your condition?”). Email participants submitted written responses to these 

questions.  
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The interviews were analyzed using thematic analysis [16]. First, I conducted an 

inductive thematic coding analysis of relevant literature on themes of military culture, care-

seeking, and patient empowerment highlighting the terms “Privacy,” “Veteran Identity,” and 

“Trusted Others in Treatment.” I worked with another PhD student to independently code the 

interview data from the bottom-up and developed a set of twenty axial codes across all 

participants. Using this initial code book, we again independently coded the interview transcripts 

from the top-down. The entire research team met to review, debate, and refine the code book. We 

defined five overarching themes derived from the initial twenty axial codes to explore care 

ecologies as well as the behaviors and interactions that affect participants during care 

interactions. These themes included care seeking, participation in care, treatment progression, 

trusted others’ opportunities, and future ideas for patient engagement and are referenced in the 

next section. 

 

3.4 Findings 
 

There are three main participant groups in the care ecology that will be referenced in this 

results section including civilian (CT) and veteran (VT) trusted others, veterans with PTSD (V), 

and civilian (C) and veteran (CV) clinicians. Veterans with PTSD offer perspectives on their care 

experience with emphasis on the roles of clinicians and trusted others in supporting such care. 

Trusted others provide insights on veteran behavior, as well as their own involvement in 

treatment. Finally, clinicians offer perspectives on their practices, the experience of treating 

veterans with PTSD, and the inclusion of trusted others in the clinical process. 

 
3.4.1 Military Identity Shapes Care-Seeking Activity 
 

Veterans are reticent to seek clinical attention for their mental health issues. In this 

section, I detail the impact of military identity both as a barrier to care and its significance in the 

clinician-veteran matching process.  

 
Veteran Military Identity Acts as Barrier to Care 

Military training brings veterans to adopt a military identity that favors hyper-masculine 

behaviors such as strength [26,27,143], stoicism [143], and secrecy [171] and poses challenges to 

seeking and receiving care [26,143]. Veterans assume this identity after they undergo training in 
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a branch of the US military. They reflect an identity aligned to the culture of the specific military 

branch. It is not gender-specific and seeks to unify under a common identity, as VT4, a veteran-

trusted other participant, detailed in her experience as a US Marine: 

“You know how Christians can be born again? Well, we kind of feel like we're born 

again in the Marine Corps. It's a new you, it's a better you. When you become a Marine, 

you have a new family; you're born into this family, and you have brothers and sisters. 

We'll die for each other.” (VT4) 

Clinicians, veterans, and trusted others explained that veterans often sought care after 

PTSD symptoms could no longer be ignored. V1 shared the experience that brought him to admit 

he had a problem: 

“...my wife attempted to wake me very abruptly and I sent her to the hospital. As this was 

unintentional, I did see that my PTSD was so severe that I checked myself into the VA 

that day to get treatment.” (V1) 

Other participants explained that military identities may discourage veterans from 

seeking care. VT1, a veteran-trusted other participant, shared the following experience. He was a 

contractor for the Department of Defense after the Gulf War, and his job was to encourage 

fellow veterans to enroll in health care treatment at the VA. He explained how difficult it could 

be to spur care-seeking behavior in veterans. He lamented the challenges he faced in his role: 

“These veterans] weren't ready to admit anything, to get them to `fess up to having some 

kind of mental [health condition]... and get professional help. You couldn't get [them] to 

go to the hospital if they were physically ill. There is a culture that is built into the 

military: you will push on no matter what. You will not be a malingerer because you're 

part of a team and you never want to leave your teammates hanging.” (VT1) 

 
Clinician Exposure to Military Culture Impacts Care 

Veterans face an additional challenge when seeking care based on their clinicians' 

understanding of military culture. Clinicians C7, C3, and CV1 emphasized the need for breaking 

down the hyper-masculine shield and connecting with other veterans to deliver effective 

treatment. C7 reported that a solid match leads to developing rapport and ultimately, allows the 

veteran to share experiences more openly with their clinician. V4, a veteran with PTSD, 

explained why it was easier to connect with another veteran rather than a civilian: 
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“You're not as open with personal problems, especially things that revolve around 

military service. Civilians don't have those experiences, backgrounds, and issues.” (V4) 

These interviews illustrated further that a strong match between the clinician and the 

veteran-patient was critical not only at the initial stage but also for treatment adherence, 

engagement, and success. CV1, a clinician and veteran, said that because of a shared military 

identity, she was able to quickly overcome barriers many non-veteran clinicians faced in 

encouraging patient vulnerability. C3 suggested that clinicians may encourage vulnerability in 

veterans by demonstrating their success with veterans or veterans with attributes similar to the 

patient.  

Despite the clear need for cohesive matching, mismatches between clinicians and 

veteran-patients are somewhat commonplace. Three veteran participants diagnosed with PTSD 

had experienced a poor pairing with a clinician at the VA. They explained that these clinicians 

had not taken time to listen or understand their background and experiences. This caused V2, V3, 

and V5 to stop receiving care for a period of time before seeking a new clinician at the VA or in 

the private sector. CT1, a civilian-trusted informant, said that her ex-boyfriend had also 

experienced a mismatch at the VA. He had not wished to be medicated and was marked as 

defiant: 

“He didn't like that he was labeled volatile because… he didn't want to take medication 

for PTSD. They didn't offer him any other kind of therapy, like exposure therapy or 

anything like that. They just said, take medication… he decided not to finish 

[treatment].” (CT1) 

 
 
3.4.2 Human & Non-Human Intermediaries Inform Care Delivery 
 

In this section, I share the limitations and opportunities of incorporating two types of 

partial perspectives in veteran care. First, I examine human intermediaries, including the current 

role of self-report data in clinical care, dependence on veteran-veteran networks both in 

treatment and their daily lives, and the importance of trusted others in providing real-world 

observations of veteran behavior to clinicians. Next, I describe clinician and patient technology 

used to understand the role of non-human intermediaries in PTSD care. 
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Veteran Self-Report: A Primary, Problematic, and Partial Data Source in PTSD Care 

Evidence-based PTSD therapies are reliant on veteran self-report[180]. For example, in 

session, veterans complete standardized assessments (e.g., PHQ-9, PCL-5, exposure-based 

homework assignments in which they record subjective units of distress (SUDs), and in-person 

exposure-based exercises alone or in a group under the guidance of clinicians [132]. Self-report 

is limited as it is inherently biased. As such, I have labeled veteran self-report as a 'human 

intermediary' as they may intentionally or unintentionally mediate what is reported during 

therapy and provide a particular perspective to the therapeutic context by doing so. The data 

show that self-report is particularly problematic for veterans with PTSD who are likely to also 

suffer from traumatic brain injury (TBI) [181]. V1 said: 

“Unfortunately, with all of my stress from lack of sleep and anxiety, my memory tends to 

really be short-term.” (V1) 

To improve recall, veterans in this study implemented strategies to record activities to 

share during clinical sessions. V4 and V2 were instructed to write down their nightmares by 

clinicians. Yet, they would only do this if they remembered or felt motivated. Four clinicians 

instructed their patients to use the PE Coach mobile application's [84] recording functions to 

track homework. 

Clinicians utilize their intuition to navigate and extrapolate from veteran's self-report 

[180]. Clinicians explained that during therapy sessions, they probed veterans' experiences more 

deeply to better understand how veterans cope and manage their lives. They stated this is critical 

as veterans may over-report symptoms to receive government care or compensation, just as they 

may under-report to maintain a strong image and avoid stigma [151]. 

 
Fellow Military Veterans are Peer-Support Systems 

Veterans utilize veteran-veteran networks for support whilst in clinical therapy. Notably, 

this phenomenon of peer support via collective identity has also been identified in managing 

stigmatized illnesses in online communities [107]. Participants explained that this reliance was 

learned during their military service when they were expected to rely on one another for mental 

health support. Veteran-trusted others VT1, VT2, and VT4 said active-duty officers and enlisted 

ranks kept a close eye for aberrant behavior, and if the situation was serious enough, they 

willingly divulged information to officers or chaplains in order for that individual to receive 
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appropriate care. VT4 said that this was critical as the hyper-masculine attitude of the military 

could prevent individuals from seeking out treatment. It is noteworthy that VT1 and VT2 both 

received formal mental health training during their service, while VT4 did not. VT2 described 

his readiness to care for a fellow veteran as such: 

“We are trained to take care of one another, to watch each other's moods, to be sensitive 

to personal issues that are being raised, and to know of anything anybody was suffering 

from.” (VT2) 

The experience of VT4 showcased the relevance of formalized training in health received 

in the military. However, regardless of formal or informal training received by veterans, there 

was a clear sense of interdependence among veterans interviewed, regardless of military branch 

and rank. 

Veteran-participants relied on one another for mental health support while in clinical 

care. They were able to note changes in each other's behaviors. For example, V2 and her veteran 

friends texted regularly and were able to detect issues through changes in texting patterns, noting 

the number and type of words used, tone, and speed at which the texts are exchanged. Veteran 

V3 regularly checked in via text or call with 58 other veterans he had met through PTSD 

treatment. If he didn't receive a response from one of these veterans, he would check in with 

other members of the network who may have had information regarding the well-being of the 

veteran in question. These veteran-veteran mental health support networks are close-knit and 

provide an outlet for genuine conversation. Veteran V4 noted: 

“My veteran buddies and I] have experienced some of these traumatic things, and we're 

able to comfortably get into these hard conversations.” (V4) 

 

It is important to highlight that not all support networks are positive. V3 was the only 

veteran to report a negative mental health relationship with other veterans. He noted that in his 

inpatient treatment experience, shortly after Vietnam, he and fellow veterans would congregate 

to smoke marijuana and drink heavily. He explained that at the time he did not view this as 

negative, but retrospectively noted that these interactions were not positive for his health. When 

he stopped drinking and smoking, the relationships with these veterans faded away. 

Clinicians further utilize informal veteran-veteran networks in formal treatment during 

group therapy sessions. They said that veterans shared a cultural bond with one another which 
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promoted exchanges. Clinicians also leveraged intricacies of sub-cultures between branches, 

generations, genders, ranks, and races. Clinician C7, who treated many African American 

veterans, explained that care had to be tailored for cultural values and their years of service in the 

military. Clinicians C6 and C9, explained how important understanding these intricacies was for 

developing a cohesive, functional group therapy environment. Clinician C6 said that groups 

spoke more freely when formed according to age and service generation. For example, veterans 

of the same war typically related well to one another, but if gender was not balanced (e.g., 1 

woman to 9 men), the minority group was not likely to participate. Clinician C9 described how 

group dynamics could be affected if the military rank of the members were not considered: 

“We have specific dynamics that we're aware of in the group setting. For example, 

maybe [some veterans] had bad experiences with leadership in the military and we have 

officers who are participating in the group. So, we try to remain aware of any sort of 

interpersonal concerns or anything that could affect cohesion or kind of a smooth group 

process.” (C9) 

 

 

Trusted Others Provide Perspectives to Veteran Behavior 

My findings revealed that veterans relied on trusted others such as friends and family for 

support in real-world settings. Three veteran participants (V5, V1, and V3) were dependent upon 

their partners for health care such as taking medication, scheduling appointments, and managing 

symptoms. Two veterans (V2 and V4) relied less heavily upon trusted others but knew they 

could lean on their friends and family members if required. One veteran (V3) described having a 

negative, abusive relationship with a partner in the past. V3 stated that he could not and did not 

want to rely upon her for support. 

Seven of ten clinicians incorporated trusted others into treatment in some form as they 

had clear access to observing the veteran in real world contexts. C3 and C5 only included trusted 

others in an educational session on PTSD (when appropriate). C7 conducted therapy sessions in 

the homes of veterans, and as a result, often interacted with and incorporated family members for 

education or included their perspectives with the permission of the veteran. C9, C10, C4, and C8 

collected information from trusted others. This could be in cases where the veteran suffered from 

memory loss or was open to including an additional perspective. C4 believed that this was 
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helpful, as veterans may not understand how their behavior affects others. The inclusion of 

trusted other perspectives as described by C8 provides additional insight and understanding of 

both veterans and clinicians.  

“One of the best sources of data is the collateral data that I get from family caregivers 

and friends that interact with the veteran on a day-to-day basis. That can be really telling 

and can affirm someone's story. It also provides another perspective which can be very 

powerful in treatment, helping the veteran gain insight into their behaviors and the 

impact they're having in their environment.” (C8) 

Clinicians explained, however, that trusted others' perspectives were subjective. They 

may under- or over-report behaviors and attitudes as they directly impact their own lives. 

Furthermore, clinicians shared that relationships between veterans and trusted others could be 

delicate. Two clinicians noted that including trusted other perspectives might worsen violence, 

aggression, or cause damage to an already fragile relationship. Clinician C3, who treats veterans 

through an intensive program, described the nuances of involving trusted others in treatment: 

“We bring [a trusted other] in for only a week [for educational purposes]. Ripping off 

that Band Aid---I don't know what's going to be in there. It could be a little cut, or it 

could be open heart surgery. Opening up that can of worms in a very short time wouldn't 

work.” (C3) 

Trusted others such as CT1, CT2, and VT4 had limited participation in clinical treatment 

but were able to see a variety of symptoms in real-world settings. Each had attended therapy 

sessions with a veteran with PTSD in the past and had provided information regarding real-world 

behaviors, as they were eager to support them. CT1 described how she could recognize her ex-

boyfriend's triggers, such as bags on the side of the road or children crying. She actively watched 

for triggers and sought to help her ex-boyfriend both in the therapy sessions she attended and in 

real-world settings. She explained: 

“I'm no therapist. I've never taken any sort of psychology classes… it's not like that. I just 

think that [it's important] somebody that cares, that's an advocate almost for you but is 

also involved and wants to help in connection with other human beings.” (CT1) 

As a result of their informal caregiving in the real world, trusted others demonstrated a 

genuine desire to play a role in the therapeutic journey, as explained by CT1. Another 

participant, VT4, became involved with her adult daughter's care after she had had a serious 
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mental health episode and the family began to suspect a mental health misdiagnosis. Her 

daughter requested her assistance in contacting her regular mental health care clinician while she 

resided in an inpatient facility. Veteran trusted-other VT4 explained how she provided 

information to the clinician (“her” refers to VT4's daughter): 

“I knew how important it was to mentally take images and audio recordings [about the 

incident] ... I don't want to downplay it and I don't want to, you know, amplify it; I want 

[the clinician] to know exactly what it was. So, I showed [the clinician] how her body 

was moving... how she was talking. I explained how I went to her house to clean up the 

blood that was all in the kitchen. And so, I knew that she had taken her hands and fingers 

and smeared the blood around on the floor because I could see the swirly pattern where 

she had painted with her [own] blood.” (VT4) 

Trusted others, like VT4, were able to give the clinicians information that would 

otherwise be unavailable. In VT4's case, the daughter had no memory of the entire incident. Not 

all trusted others interviewed were eager to disclose such information. VT3, explained it would 

be difficult to decide what was appropriate to share. He did not wish to betray the trust or privacy 

of his fellow veteran. 

 

Non-Human Intermediaries and Veteran-Patient Privacy 

Veterans have access to a variety of non-human intermediaries (i.e., technologies) to 

support PTSD care, including PE Coach [128], DOD Veteran Link [152], and social networking 

sites for veteran-veteran communication [143,144], among others. Additionally, various 

technological advances in the medical field have provided veterans with access to clinically 

sponsored technologies, such as electronic health records (EHR) and fitness wearables.  

Despite such options, clinicians explained that only a small portion of the data assessed 

about veterans from session to session is collected in an EHR. Only past medical records, 

standardized assessments, and high-level notes recorded by the clinician are formally logged. 

They explained that detailed descriptions of conversations, exercises, or reactions to exercises 

(e.g., subjective units of distress, SUDs) are noted by clinicians in separate, personal files. If 

trusted other perspectives are collected, these were not formally logged. Clinicians stated they 

typically spent approximately 10-15 minutes reviewing the patient case in the EHR file prior to 

the patient appointment. In addition, clinicians said that veterans maintain their own homework 
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and SUDs in paper files or through mobile applications such as PE Coach [128]. Clinicians C3 

and C9 both provided intensive outpatient care that included giving each veteran a wearable 

fitness tracker. They explained that veterans maintained their own quantified-self records from 

these devices and would verbally share sleep and exercise activity unprompted.  

According to clinicians, the disjointed nature of patient data is due in large part to privacy 

concerns around potential misuse of the data. The patient EHR file is a legal document that can 

be accessed by the patient and potentially other parties. Clinicians include only what is medically 

and legally required to protect themselves and the veterans they treat. Clinicians explained that 

they would not want a veteran or another party to misunderstand or misuse detailed notes they 

took. C5 said: 

“The medical record has potential to be used negatively. I tend to think about it in a 

legalistic way, so I put in things in the medical record that relate to safety concerns and 

risk. I'm making sure that the plan for the patients' continued course of treatment is in 

there. Whatever comes up in therapy sessions is not meant to be documented in a medical 

record. I don't need to write that my patient got in a fight with her husband over doing 

the dishes.” (C5) 

Clinicians noted that concerns of privacy are normal for anyone who is disclosing health-

related information. This is especially true for veterans. In the sample, all but one of the veterans 

expressed some mistrust of the government. For example, V4 explained that he received 

treatment at the VA but only revealed as much as necessary in order to receive financial benefits. 

He felt a loss of agency because in exchange for these benefits, V4 signed away his rights to talk 

about his experiences related to trauma outside of therapy; he cannot write a book or publicize 

what he saw or experienced. He said: 

“The government is not entitled to your data. I just don't trust them enough to have it in 

their hands and have the best interest for the individual.” (V4) 

 
 
3.4.3 Accessing Data to Empower Veterans During Treatment 
 

Individuals with mental health conditions struggle to believe that treatment will improve 

their condition [28]. This is exacerbated for veterans who, as a result of military culture, tend to 
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be more self-reliant [35,143]. In this section, I discuss veterans' understanding of their own 

progress during treatment and their expressed need for information access.  

 

Noting Progress is Critical for Patient Engagement 

Veteran participants expressed that a feeling of progress while undergoing treatment was 

critical for continued participation in PTSD therapies. One veteran, V1, lacked an understanding 

of how treatment had a positive impact on his life. He explained that facing the traumatic 

memories session after session was too overwhelming to feel like any progress was being made. 

He eventually quit treatment. V2, on the other hand, felt that treatment progression was clear 

over the first several sessions, but that progress became more difficult to perceive as sessions 

continued: 

“Some weeks [treatment] doesn't feel like it's effective. When I first started, every session 

had some sort of marked improvement because I was just a wreck. Everything was so 

hard, simple things like doing the dishes or going to work or just putting on shoes or 

showering.” (V2) 

Clinicians indicated that demonstrating treatment progress was both motivational and 

informative for veterans. Clinicians devised the means to engage veterans in making sense of the 

data collected in accessible ways. Once veterans had gone through several treatment sessions, 

clinicians demonstrated progress by creating visual graphs of SUDs via Microsoft Excel or self-

report measures through the EHR system. Clinician C9 encouraged veterans to create line graphs 

on paper despite having digitized data available, saying, “We keep their scores in an Excel 

spreadsheet and can easily print it out. I encourage them to track it themselves on paper for 

ownership of the process.” This exercise by C9 provided veterans ownership over data and an 

understanding of treatment progress. 

 
Including Data Sources Can Help Verify Patient Progress 

Clinicians suggested that current methods of demonstrating progress could be supported 

by collecting and displaying additional subjective and objective data. In terms of subjective data, 

clinicians sought information about behavior outside the clinical office setting, including more 

timely veteran self-report and outside perspectives from third parties (e.g., trusted others). Three 
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clinicians desired objective, bio-sensing data to demonstrate the body's physiological progress 

during treatment. C10 said: 

“I wish we could have something that could provide evidence of improvement through 

biological measures. We administer symptom checklists, which allows clients to see their 

positive growth on the chart, but if they were able to see an actual decrease in heart rate 

or skin response or even cortisol levels, that may reinforce the hard work of trauma 

treatment.” (C10) 

Inclusion of biological measures, as described by C10, served to provide an additional, 

objective perspective for clinician consideration in treatment decisions and veteran 

understanding of progress. Though desired, the prospect of additional data to demonstrate 

progress was daunting for already time-strapped clinicians reviewing multiple data sources. 

However, both clinicians and patients agreed that demonstrating progress was critical for 

continued engagement. 

 

3.5 Discussion 
 

This research adds to the growing HCI literature on how ecologies of care can inform 

progress in patient healthcare (e.g., [20,66,76,92,157]) and design of appropriate technology 

[74]. This perspective can help overcome care-seeking barriers and can highlight opportunities 

for patient empowerment. It also confirms findings from recent studies that advocate for the 

integration of trusted others, into the clinical-care workflow, in the wake of trauma 

[19,87,143,144].  

 
3.5.1 Implications for Embracing Military Identity in PTSD Care 
 

Military identities promote attributes such as self-reliance, stoicism, and strength 

[26,143,171], whereas PTSD therapies demand connection, expression, and vulnerability. These 

findings have demonstrated that military identity shapes the veteran care experience. Often, the 

military identity is seen as a barrier to care, preventing veterans from engaging in treatment. 

Clinicians must break down this barrier by attempting to understand the experiences of military 

veterans. This lends itself to more successful matching between clinicians and patients, which 

results in more effective treatment. 
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Military identities cannot be separated from the veteran. Future technologies can leverage 

military identity to empower veterans. For example, technologies may serve individual veterans 

with personalized progress measures by visualizing qualities consistent with military identities, 

such as acts that demonstrate strength. This can aid in empowering patients by demonstrating 

progress in their preferred terms while expanding the military-related lexicon of the clinician 

during treatment. This is akin to adopting an assets-based approach [99] when designing 

technology for holistic care. 

In addition, the results demonstrate that when clinicians showed consideration for 

military identities and experiences, they were more likely to develop rapport with the veterans in 

their care. When this did not occur, veterans were more likely to disengage with treatment. 

Future designs may be able to guide and educate clinicians in cross-cultural competency with 

military identity. Interfaces may provide conversational prompts which serve to establish 

understanding between civilians and veterans. 

Furthermore, future designs may also consider taking a personalized approach by 

incorporating predictive profiles for clinician-patient matching. Such technologies may offer 

concise overviews of successful outcomes across clinician and patient archetypes. Veterans 

would be able to articulate their military identity. In parallel, clinicians could be provided with 

insights about veteran's expectations to guide interactions. This would also allow technology to 

highlight patterns of successes and areas for improvement across treatments and provide support 

systems to strengthen the dyadic clinician-patient relationship.  

 
3.5.2 Implications for Leveraging Multiple Perspectives in Ecologies of Care 
 

A variety of human and non-human intermediaries provide partial perspectives to veteran 

care ecologies. The study results describe contributions of three human intermediaries to the care 

ecology including veterans themselves via self-report, fellow military veterans, and trusted 

others.  

Veterans regularly contribute self-report data in clinical sessions. However, this group is 

disproportionately affected by issues of memory lapses due to the high chance of co-morbid 

conditions such as traumatic brain injury or alcoholism. Already, clinicians suggest that veterans 

implement strategies to improve their recall by utilizing apps such as PE Coach or recording 

their thoughts or dreams on paper or mobile notebooks. Future designs may consider the 
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collection or more timely and accurate self-report data by utilizing smartphones. First, ecological 

momentary assessments (EMAs) might be utilized to collect data regarding the veteran's mood 

and activities throughout the day to obtain information on behaviors outside the clinical context 

to be shared with clinicians. Furthermore, smartphone sensor data and wearables may be able to 

provide additional information on physical well-being and sleep, as well as application usage. 

For example, when veterans are instructed to use PE Coach to complete therapeutic homework 

assignments, passive data sensing (e.g., application usage, location) may be able to provide 

clinicians with a sense of patient engagement and focus on the task at hand. Such data can also 

be visualized and presented to patients too [138]. 

Clinicians shared that they capitalize on veterans' shared culture in group therapy 

sessions. They carefully formed groups to enhance the dynamics between subcultures, allowing 

veterans to connect over the basis of shared experiences. While there are toxic relationships 

inherent to the in- and out-group mentality, military identity seeks to unify groups through 

habitual exposure. Studies show that veterans find support in online communities [144]. My 

findings reveal that veterans are able to identify aberrant behavior via in-person and virtual 

contexts (e.g., texting). In a similar vein, technology could be designed to support military 

identities in a group setting, leveraging the existing camaraderie among groups of veterans, as 

peer support has been shown to address gaps in care for mental health [115]. Other platforms 

include mobile applications (e.g., VA DoD Veteran Link [152]) that can prioritize peer coaches 

to support veterans in navigating the PTSD treatment journey. Such technologies can create 

connections between veterans in similar stages of treatment, facilitate positive interactions 

through culturally appropriate guided conversations, and assist in creating online or virtual 

events. However, the privacy and confidentiality of veteran-patients’ needs to be foregrounded in 

the design of such online communities.   

Trusted others can identify real-world data about veteran behaviors and, in some cases, to 

provide this collateral information to clinicians. Several clinicians in the study already include 

the trusted other's perspectives into the PTSD treatment process. These findings emphasize 

allowing veterans to pick the trusted others to be included as part of their care. They also 

reinforce the importance of adequate screening along with a flexible inclusion of multiple trusted 

others. Text messages completed by trusted otherse can also be used to collect relevant 

information at regular, timely intervals in the real world. A second opportunity for future 
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technology is to educate trusted others on what symptoms, behaviors, and attitudes are useful to 

report and in what manner. This is important because this knowledge is something that is 

otherwise gained through the personal experience of individuals suffering from PTSD.  

These findings indicate a variety of human and non-human perspectives contribute to the 

care ecology of veterans with PTSD. For example, clinicians selectively utilize EHR data, their 

own notes, collateral information from trusted others, and biometric data from wearables (e.g., 

heart rate, stress level) to supplement patient self-report. Should these data sources be 

incorporated into future technology, designers must attend to common barriers identified in using 

patient-generated data within a clinical setting [172]. Technology can coalesce patient data, 

including individuals' session-to-session progress, cohort progression, and analysis of EHR data 

through machine learning and data visualization to improve clinician reviews. This would 

facilitate reconciling disparate data sources to effectively synthesize patient health data for 

decision-making. Attempts have been made to take into consideration clinicians' need to 

streamline workflow. However, there need to be new systems that allow access to the data by 

both patients and clinicians [138]. The inclusion of such perspectives might provide more 

informed participation in treatment. For example, it can be easily visualized to track progress. 

Technology must consider how to weigh and display data from each of these subjective, partial 

perspectives [58] of human and non-human intermediaries in the care ecology. It must consider 

how to maintain or enhance veteran engagement and empowerment at the center of the care 

ecology.  

 
3.5.3 Implications for Veteran Empowerment 
 

Understanding patient empowerment, a key characteristic in how I define patient 

engagement in this dissertation, is steadily growing. Early on in my work, I focused on only this 

characteristic, but later adopted a more comprehensive definition of patient engagement. 

However, patient empowerment in stigmatized contexts is less understood. Technologies may be 

employed to help individuals seek out and manage care. They can also stigmatize or exacerbate 

vulnerabilities in these populations [94,163,164]. In the study, veterans feared Government 

misuse of their mental health data to negatively affect benefits. Clinicians noted this was possible 

and subsequently, limited data input.  
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For veterans to feel empowered, they must have access to monitor and utilize their own 

mental health data. They should be provided with a transparent understanding of how the data 

might be used and opt in or out of logging certain information in clear, common language. 

Research has already explored how such variables can prompt reflection through patient-facing 

interfaces [95,96,154]. However, further research is needed to explore customization of 

technology to integrate relevant patient-centered presentation of data for PTSD care. 

Another barrier to data collection during treatment is the veteran-patients' mistrust of 

institutional authorities contributing to feelings of mistrust and surveillance reported in similar 

health research [176]. I provide two design implications. First, future designs might be created 

by non-institutional authorities. At this juncture, much research and technology development for 

veterans is conducted by the DoD and VA. Second, I suggest that disparate data points collection 

use ephemeral media to display particularly sensitive information. Patients can define such 

measures to demonstrate and deconstruct treatment progress through measures that cannot be 

permanently linked to a veteran's records. For example, this type of ephemeral mechanism has 

been made popular by social media platform, SnapChat [183]. This could be reformatted for 

medical purposes to utilize data and engage patients.  

 

3.5.4 Leveraging Bronfenbrenner as a Framework for Understanding and Design 
 

In Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory (EST) [18], human development is a 

complex system of relationships affected by various layers of the individual’s environment. 

When we consider the care ecologies (i.e., ecological system) of veterans with PTSD, we can 

leverage EST to think about the possibilities for data collection and how a future system may be 

situated among these many layers. This approach has been used successfully in to determine 

ecological factors in other chronic conditions[7,95]. Furthermore, it can be used as a basic tool to 

think through how such a system might affect patient engagement and clinical decision-making. 

For example, how might environmental influences (e.g., military culture) affect patient 

perception and use of features of a shared interface? 

Below, I present how the findings from Study 1 are conceptualized with 

Bronfenbrenner’s EST in mind. In reviewing each circle of the EST for the care ecology of a 

veteran, the following stakeholders and data sources are identified in each ring: self (e.g., self-

report, biometrics, cell phone data), immediate (e.g., friends, family members feedback), 
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community (e.g., clinician feedback), societal (e.g., government, regulations), and environmental 

(e.g., social and culture values such as military culture).  

 
Figure 4: Care Ecology of a Veteran with PTSD with respect to Bronfenbrenner’s EST 

 
The following chapters are motivated and built upon this conceptualization. In the next 

chapter, I present an early prototype of what a clinician dashboard could look like in 

incorporating some of the human and non-human intermediaries identified in this chapter in 

evidence-based therapy. In Chapter 6, I provide an in-depth investigation of how human 

intermediaries’ feedback at the level of family and community can be leveraged in a shared 

interface for evidence-based therapies such as PE therapy. In Chapter 5, I expand my 

understanding of what it means to utilize technology to inform care by introducing a new 

concept of measuring a therapeutic exercise with sensor-captured patient generated data. I take a 

closer look at how biometrics at the level of the patient and passively sensed data (e.g., location, 

ambient noise, and temporal data) collected at the level of the environment might be leveraged. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
 

At the time of this publication, HCI was increasingly investigating complex ecologies of 

care and the importance of patient empowerment. This work focuses on barriers to therapeutic 

care among veterans with PTSD and exploring what role technology might play in enhancing 

empowerment. Drawing on qualitative research inquiry, I uncovered the challenges and 

opportunities in care-seeking for veterans with PTSD. I discussed how the veterans' military 

identity might lead us to enriched design opportunities. Future design would likely benefit from 

leveraging the presence of partial caring perspectives owing to additional human and non-human 

intermediaries, with the understanding that the veteran must be at the center of the design 

activity. 

Since the time of this study, my understanding of how care ecologies can be leveraged for 

design has broadened from patient empowerment to considering the cyclical nature of patient 

engagement and clinical decision-making. The following studies will take a much broader 

perspective as I discuss the design of future shared interfaces. Furthermore, while this study 

discusses trauma-based care more broadly, the following two chapters will narrow the scope to 

exposure therapy while Chapter 6 encompasses evidence-based care for veterans with PTSD. 
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Chapter 4: Steps Toward Designing a Clinician-Facing Dashboard for PTSD 
 

4.1 Introduction  
 

In this study, I address a clear gap in the literature regarding tools to improve clinical 

decision-making and delivery of PE therapy which is known to be one of the most effective and 

highly used therapies for PTSD. Currently, most of the technology built to deliver PE therapy is 

geared towards improving the PE experience for patients [11,13,128,129,134]. There is a lack of 

clinician-focused technology. However, clinicians have pressing needs that have gone unmet, 

particularly those who may be novice in delivering this evidence-based treatment. In this work, I 

investigated a practical solution to aid clinicians in the form of a clinician dashboard which was 

originally envisioned to work in combination with PE Coach, an existing application for patients 

which will be described in additional detail in this chapter.  

The goal of this research was to validate whether a clinician-dashboard could improve 

clinical decision-making by providing additional information regarding patient progress. It 

explores opportunities for the development of technology to support clinicians in the delivery of 

PE therapy. I address this gap by first examining the challenges that clinicians face when 

delivering PE therapy and by designing and evaluating two clinician-facing design solutions to 

improve clinicians' abilities to document and monitor patient progress and more effectively 

target treatment. I investigated the following research questions by leading a team of master’s 

students in the human-computer interaction program at Georgia Tech: 

• RQ1: What is the current IOP process for preparing to see patients? 

• RQ2: What are current limitations to patient-clinician interaction during therapy? 

• RQ3: Is the inclusion of trusted others a valuable goal? 

 

4.2 Background 
      
In this study, I focus on the treatment of PTSD using Prolonged Exposure (PE) therapy, a 

manualized therapeutic approach which has been shown to have one of the greatest therapeutic 

efficacies [10,61]. PE therapy has its theoretical underpinnings in Emotional Processing Theory 

(EPT) of PTSD; a theory that emphasizes processing the traumatic memory in the reduction of 
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PTSD symptoms [41]. According to EPT, emotional processing involves activating the 

pathological network of trauma-related responses (e.g. fear, sadness, unrealistic beliefs about the 

world) and then weakening these responses [41]. The two main determinants of successful PE 

Therapy are repeated in vivo (real world) exposure to situations that the patient is avoiding due to 

trauma-related anxiety, and repeated, prolonged imaginal exposure where the patient revisits the 

trauma memory by visualizing and recounting the traumatic event aloud. The fundamental 

takeaway of the in vivo and imaginal exposure components is for the patient to learn that the 

traumatic memory and the trauma itself are two distinct entities. Through repeated in vivo and 

imaginal exposure exercises, they weaken their responses to trauma-related stimuli. Successful 

PE therapy results in patients being able to reclaim control over their lives by reducing excessive 

fear and anxiety [41]. 

PE therapy can be administered via traditional weekly 90-minute sessions or daily in 

intensive outpatient programs. During sessions, clinicians discuss the patient's progress, review 

previous homework assignments, conduct imaginal exposure sessions, guide the patient through 

emotional and cognitive processing, and assign new homework. The therapist must keep track of 

the patient's self-report measures via instruments such as the PTSD Checklist (PCL-5) and 

Subjective Units of Discomfort scale (SUDs). The PCL-5 is used to assess a patient's PTSD 

symptoms [123] while the SUDs scale measures how distressed the patient is feeling in the 

current moment. This scale ranges from 0, a state of no distress, to 100, a state of the most 

distressed the patient has ever experienced [41]. 

 

4.3 Related Work 
 

Prior work on the treatment of PTSD using PE includes a variety of interfaces. Numerous 

mobile applications have been developed treat symptoms of PTSD [130]. One of the most 

popular mobile applications, PE Coach, was developed with the goal of facilitating PE therapy 

for the patient [84,127]. Functionality of this application includes the ability to record imaginal 

exposure sessions, enter SUDs, and schedule appointment reminders. Kuhn et. al. found that 

clinicians generally have favorable perceptions of PE Coach [84], however, PE Coach does not 

currently have a clinician interface. Recent work in the computing field has explored the user 

requirements for the design of future technology which incorporates the perspectives of various 

stakeholders including both clinicians and patients [37]. 
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Virtual reality (VR) based applications have also been used to improve PE therapy by 

enabling scenarios that are realistic yet safe for the patient [4,6,50]. VR has been used to 

simulate combat environments for veterans [135]. Furthermore, there is hope that the use of VR 

could increase the utilization of PE therapy [12]. As in the case of mobile applications, VR 

applications for PTSD have been primarily developed as a tool for patients [6]. 

Currently technology for PE therapy is geared toward the patient, however, there is also 

ample opportunity to support clinician workflow and clinical decision-making. For example, 

these professionals have specific challenges based on their level of experience administering PE 

therapy [178]. Novice clinicians may be overwhelmed by the manualized nature of PE therapy; 

they may focus on the implementation of in vivo and imaginal therapy and forego key clinical 

skills such as listening. Successful PE therapy depends on patients fully engaging with their 

traumatic memories, and novice clinicians often fear that patients may over engage (e.g., become 

too aroused). Thus, even though PE therapy has high efficacy, its delivery can be improved. 

 

4.4 Methods 
 

To investigate the above research questions, we developed a three-part research design. 

First, we uncovered requirements for a clinician-facing PE therapy interface via semi-structured 

interviews and subsequent analysis of the interview data. Based on the results of the interview 

data, we developed two interface prototype designs. Finally, we engaged clinicians in prototype 

demonstration sessions to elicit feedback on the designs.  

 
4.4.1 Interviews and Thematic Analysis 
 

In the first part of the study, 12 clinicians (10 females, 2 males, age range 30 to 58 years) 

that practice PE therapy participated in semi-structured interviews that lasted, on average, about 

45-minutes. The goals were: (1) to understand the challenges clinicians face when delivering PE 

therapy, (2) to better comprehend how clinicians assess patient progress and (3) to determine 

what data clinicians are missing from their existing processes. Audio from the interviews were 

both recorded and transcribed. Two of the researchers on the team used thematic analysis [23] to 

analyze the interviews. The entire team of researchers met to analyze, iterate, and develop 28 

themes from 120 transcript excerpts. From these discussions, three main themes emerged. These 

themes include (1) the need for an improved workflow during therapeutic sessions, (2) utility and 
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limitations in patient self-report, and (3) the desire for a better way to assess their patients' 

symptoms and behaviors outside of therapy. These will be discussed in detail in the results 

section. 

 

4.4.2 Design Alternatives: Creation of Two Interface Prototypes 
 
  Based on themes uncovered in the clinician interviews, the team developed two design 

alternatives. The first was a clinician-facing information dashboard aimed at automating the 

collection and visualization of patient self-report and homework data. The second was a “Social 

Sensing System” that would enable clinicians to gather collateral information from people who 

regularly interact with the patient (e.g., partner, family member, friend) known as “trusted 

others.” 

The information dashboard prototype, or Prototype 1, focuses on the digitization of the 

PE manual's paper forms to allow for automated visualization of self-report data throughout the 

therapy. Variables were selected for the dashboard based on interviews with clinicians, the PE 

therapy manual, and research into the predictive power of various self-report measures [41]. The 

dashboard design consists of three screens. The first provides a patient overview which 

graphically displays the patient’s PCL-5 score, in vivo hierarchy progress, in-session imaginal 

exposure SUDS, and the clinician's notes (See Figure 5). The second screen provides a session 

agenda, homework review graphics, and homework assignment capabilities (See Figure 6). The 

third screen provides an overview of the imaginal exposure sessions. It allows for real-time 

graphing of SUDS and physiological measures, such as heart rate, one-click capture of patient 

engagement signs, such as crying or clenching fists, and clinician note entry (See Figure 7). 
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Figure 5: Overview of Clinician Dashboard 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6: In-Session Interface 

The Social Sensing System prototype, or Prototype 2, has three main sections: (1) a social 

sensing overview section that enables a clinician to view a trusted other’s assessment of a 
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patient’s progress (See Figure 8), (2) an in vivo section that displays a trusted other’s assessment 

of a patient’s in vivo session (See Figure 9), and (3) a messaging section that enables a clinician 

to message a trusted other with pre-formulated questions pertaining to a patient’s state and 

progress (See Figure 10). 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Imaginal Sessions Overview 
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Figure 8: Social Sensing Overview 

 

 
Figure 9: Trusted Other Assessment of In Vivo Session 
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Figure 10: Clinician Messaging Interface 

 
 

Prototype Demonstration Sessions 

We conducted feedback sessions with five clinicians (4 females and 1 male with age 

ranging from 31 to 39 years). They had been practicing PE therapy for an average of 4.4 years 

(±2.4 years).  
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In order to evaluate the information dashboard, clinicians were first asked to complete a 

background survey about their experience with PE therapy and rate their current satisfaction with 

the process of delivering PE therapy on a seven-point Likert scale. Clinicians then completed the 

following four think-aloud tasks on the information dashboard: (1) prepare for an upcoming 

appointment with patient John Doe, (2) review John Doe's homework, (3) conduct an imaginal 

exposure session with John Doe and (4) assign John Doe his next set of homework. After each 

task, clinicians were asked to rate their satisfaction with the process using the dashboard and 

were asked follow-up questions about their experience using the system. After completing all 

tasks, clinicians were asked to provide three words to describe the system and were interviewed 

about their overall impressions of the interface. The goal of the information dashboard feedback 

session was to understand whether a clinician-facing dashboard centered on visualizing self-

report data would be useful to clinicians. 

Feedback sessions for the social sensing interface had six components (1) a device usage 

survey, (2) think-aloud tasks for each of the three sub-components: the general social sensing 

feature, the in vivo feature, and the messaging feature, (3) a task interview for each of the three 

sub-components, (4) a post-task interview, and finally, (5) a System Usability Scale (SUS) 

questionnaire for the social sensing interface. 

The purpose of the device usage survey was to gain insight into the clinicians’ technology 

usage habits. These habits were uniform, as they all used laptops/PCs for their clinical work, 

though some expressed a desire to use a tablet when interacting with a patient. Think-aloud tasks 

were performed to both assess whether the clinicians could complete specific tasks using the 

interface and to gather feedback on features as they were using them. Task-specific questions 

allowed for further explication of the system features. The post-task interview and the SUS were 

performed to obtain the clinician’s assessment of the system. 

 

4.5 Findings 
In this section, I describe first the requirements and design implications which were 

uncovered during the interviews with clinicians. Next, I describe clinician feedback regarding the 

two prototypes that were developed for this study. 
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4.5.1 Requirements for a Clinician-Facing PE Therapy Interface 
 
  Analysis of interview transcripts revealed three main themes which informed later 

prototype designs. These themes included (1) the need for an improved workflow during 

therapeutic sessions, (2) utility and limitations in patient self-report, and (3) the desire for a 

better way to assess their patients' symptoms and behaviors outside of therapy.  

 

 

The Need for an Improved Workflow During PE Therapy Sessions 

The current process for collecting and reviewing patient data is inefficient and relies on 

patient self-report and clinician intuition. Clinicians who deliver PE therapy must balance time 

spent collecting and analyzing data with engaging in therapeutic tasks. Clinicians compromise by 

verbally engaging patients to share self-reported data while in session. Clinician 5 and 7 

explained: 

“[Any data] needs to be easily accessible, not time intensive, and immediate because if 

those are not readily available, or I gotta figure it out, then I'm not going to do it.” (C7) 

“One thing that is a challenge for me as a clinician is that there are so many things to 

be aware of and assess in a short amount of time[...] you want to focus on the 

therapeutic tasks.” (C5) 

While clinicians desire additional data, they do not have time to collect and perform 

lengthy analysis themselves. They desire a system that allows them to quickly digest relevant 

information. This presents an opportunity to utilize technology to reduce clinician time spent on 

such analysis which can support clinical decision-making in-session without over burdening 

already time-strapped clinicians. 

 
 
Utility and Limitations in Patient Self-Report 

Patient self-report is crucial for monitoring patient progress through treatment; however, 

clinicians struggle to effectively monitor the volume of self-report data from session-to-session. 

This is due, in part, to the large amount of data (e.g., SUDs collected from homework, 

standardized self-report assessments, etc.) that needs to be processed and analyzed by clinicians 
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before therapy sessions. Clinicians explained that they are able to confidently assess the validity 

of self-report but struggled to manage volume. Clinician 4 explained: 

“I put a lot of faith in [self-reports]. I definitely use them to drive treatment, to know 

when to terminate, when to change.’...[but] your desk starts to explode with paperwork 

and of course the writing the notes and inputting their scores each week and trying to 

mention their SUDS.” (C4) 

Self-report is critical for clinician assessment of patient progress in PE therapy and their 

subsequent decisions regarding how to tailor treatment accordingly. However, tracking and 

making sense of the volume of self-report data presents a challenge. This indicates an 

opportunity for technology to collect self-report mechanisms and display them in an easily 

digestible way for clinicians. Already, past research has emphasized the utility of visualizing 

time-oriented patient variables [2,86]. Research on therapeutic processes within PE suggest 

several indicators, including decreases in SUDs between exposures and completion of homework 

tasks [10], that are predictive of treatment outcome. 

 
Assessing Patients' Symptoms and Behaviors Outside of Therapy 

During the interviews, clinicians explained that patient behavior varies from the clinical 

office setting to the real-world. In real-world environments, patients interact with others, perform 

daily activities, and encounter challenges which impact their PTSD. Accordingly, they expressed 

a desire to better assess their patients' symptoms and behaviors outside of therapy, including 

more frequent assessments of symptoms and information about the patient's daily life, even 

outside the context of self-report. Clinicians said: 

“More frequent assessment of symptoms or anything like that in their home environments 

[would be useful].” (C8) 

 

“[I would like to see more] Information about what they're actually doing in their real 

life. So, if there's a way to observe them and see if they're doing... engaging in safety 

behaviors[...] just a little bit more information not based on their self-report.”  (C2)  

This desire for additional real-world data points to an opportunity to utilize technology to 

collect timely information provided by those who regularly interact with patients in real-world 

environments. Already, several studies have indicated that trusted others are able to accurately 

report on patient behavior [19,43]. 
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4.5.2 Clinician Feedback on Two Clinician-Facing PE Therapy Interfaces 
 
  Two prototypes were presented for clinician feedback: (1) a dashboard aimed at 

automating the collection and visualization of patient self-report and homework data and (2) a 

“Social Sensing System” that displayed collateral information from trusted others. The results 

from these feedback sessions are presented below. 

 

Information Dashboard to Visualize Patient Self-Report 

Overall, the information dashboard received positive feedback with clinicians describing 

it as comprehensive (n=2), intuitive (n=2) and helpful (n=2). Clinicians thought the system 

would improve accountability, both for the patient and the clinician, saying: 

“This seems more organized and easier to notice any discrepancies.” (C4) 

“I like that it’s more holistic, and it could be more accurate.” (C2) 

Clinicians described the system as a tool their patients could use directly or 

collaboratively with the clinician. One clinician stressed the importance of allowing the patient to 

remain in control of the treatment: 

“Usually now, you bring your form, and you tell me how those things went, and it’s in the 

patient’s ballpark in terms of how they want to talk about it[...] they take ownership of 

their work.” (C5) 

However, clinicians were skeptical of two features: (1) clinician notes and (2) the ability 

to mark suspected SUDs as over- or under-reported by the patient. Since all clinicians in this 

study already took notes in a separate system, they did not see the need to record or transfer 

notes to another system. Clinicians thought that the ability to mark SUDs as over- or under-

reported made their judgment seem too official. Instead, one clinician proposed a companion 

metric, such as a perceived unit of distress, that would allow the clinician to rate their perception 

of the patient's distress without placing official judgment on the reported SUDs.  

The in vivo hierarchy and homework review sections of the dashboard had the most 

usability issues, and several design changes were identified to improve these features. Clinicians 

were most excited about the imaginal exposure feature, with many saying that it would increase 

the likelihood of them visualizing the session and that it would save them time by allowing them 

to graph SUDs and engagement signs in real-time. 
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The results of the Likert questions from the survey were positive with all dimensions 

showing improvement using the dashboard compared to the current process (See Figure 11). The 

biggest improvement was in the process of tracking a patient’s mental health status, which was 

one of the main goals of the system. 

 

 
Figure 11: Likert Results Demonstrate Improved Process with Dashboard Versus Current PE Therapy Process 

 
 
Social Sensing 

As part of the feedback process, clinicians were asked to rank the three social sensing 

sections in order of importance, all five agreed unanimously on the order: (1) the in vivo section 

(most important), (2) the general Social Sensing section, and (3) the messaging section (least 

important). This consistency in ranking indicates the specific use cases for which clinicians want 

collateral data. Overall, clinicians had positive feedback regarding the fact the social sensing 

system as whole could provide them with important, missing data. Clinicians said: 

“I had an outpatient before; it would’ve been useful to have feedback from his wife about 

how he was. She was a huge part of his treatment.” (C1) 

“I always want to hear more about what other people think is going on. I get a skewed 

picture talking to one person.” (C5) 

The results of the System Usability Scale were positive as well, with an average score of 

89.5 which corresponds to an “excellent” usability rating [162]. However, clinicians voiced 
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concerns that the Social Sensing System might lead to privacy and confidentiality issues that 

would need to be discussed with the patient prior to inclusion of the trusted other. Clinicians also 

noted that the Social Sensing section could better emphasize the problematic behavior noticed 

and better visualize emotions. Regarding the in vivo section, clinicians mentioned that it did not 

clearly indicate that the SUDs assessment was that of the trusted other and not that of the patient 

but found this section the most important in assessing the patient. However, they appreciated that 

the messaging section had a pre-populated question form that allowed them to quickly send 

desired queries. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 
 

To the team’s knowledge, no clinician-facing dashboards had been developed for PE or 

other PTSD psychotherapies at the time of this study. This research begins to bridge a gap in the 

literature surrounding technology developed for clinicians delivering PE therapy by designing an 

interface prototype to improve clinical decision-making. Both early-stage prototypes presented in 

this study were well-received by clinicians, validating the concept and future related research. 

However, given the scope of the work, the validation was broad, and several questions arose 

from the findings particularly when thinking about this study in conjunction with Study 1. 

First, clinicians in this study mentioned the potential for utilizing this data in conjunction 

with a patient to afford that patient agency. I began to question how the designs presented in this 

study might change when designed for patients. How and when could clinicians and patients use 

this data? How might it inform clinical decision-making and patient engagement? What designs 

or features would encourage patients to engage in collaborative discussion with clinicians and 

how would this function in session? 

Next, in contrast with the findings in Study 1, clinicians did not indicate that self-report 

was problematic for reasons of bias. Instead, they were concerned with volume. This contrast in 

responses led me to conclude that additional investigation into how clinicians assess self-report 

for homework and SUDs was needed in future research. 

Clinicians also indicated a desire to see more data collected outside of the clinical setting 

to inform their practice in a streamlined way. I began to think about how we might collect these 

perspectives using human (i.e., trusted others) and non-human (i.e., passive sensing data) and 

how they could be used during the clinical setting. Not only might these inform patient progress 
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over time but might also serve to provide context to self-report data which was effectively 

streamlined by presenting real-time graphs in the clinician dashboard in this study. However, as 

clinicians pointed out, this type of data collection could raise issues of privacy with veterans.   

Finally, due to the study only containing clinician perspectives regarding the Social 

Sensing System, it became clear that I still needed to understand what conditions, if any, this 

type of system would be acceptable to trusted others and veterans with PTSD. 
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Chapter 5: Using Sensor-Captured Patient-Generated Data to Support 
Clinicians and Patient Self-Report 

 
5.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, I explore how non-human intermediaries can contribute toward a more 

holistic picture of the veteran journey through PE therapy. I describe the notion of the Patient 

Engagement Quotient (PEQ), a unique measure and interface which displays similarity ratings 

calculated using sensor-captured patient-generated data (sPGD; i.e., heart rate, phone usage, 

ambient noise, and physical activity) for therapeutic exercises performed under the guidance of a 

clinician and outside of the clinical setting. I examine how sPGD can be leveraged to measure 

and investigate what contributes to patient performance in a therapeutic exercise. I also share in-

depth information regarding clinician interpretation and planned use of data displayed by PEQ in 

clinical sessions with patients. I frame the results in the context of situated objectivity and 

propose the notion of “perceived reference weight,” which describes the significance attributed 

to contextualized data. This is essential in considering how we might support clinical decision-

making for individuals with a range of clinical experience. 

Recent work has explored the utility of sensor-captured patient generated data (sPGD) in 

the context of identifying and treating a variety of mental health conditions 

[4,47,78,101,124,165–167]. Studies have leveraged mobile phones or wearables to collect sPGD 

such as phone usage, sleep data, and physical activity throughout a patient's day-to-day activities. 

From this data, studies have been able to predict relapse [165,166] monitor behavioral patterns 

[165], and investigate how such data might begin to be incorporated into the clinical setting 

[112,113].  

This study extends the research by investigating how sPGD might be utilized by 

clinicians who are treating veterans with PTSD in intensive outpatient treatment using PE 

therapy. Using the PEQ prototype as a probe I address the following research questions: 

• How can we design an interface using sPGD to inform clinicians about patient 

engagement during therapeutic exercises? 

• How will clinicians perceive the PEQ's utility and usability? 

• How can PEQ be used to support clinical workflow and patient engagement? 
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My research makes the following contributions. My research provides one of the few 

shared interfaces which displays sPGD to clinicians and patients in the context of mental health 

[138] for PTSD. I examine how sPGD easily collected through commodity smartphones and 

fitness trackers can be leveraged to measure and investigate which features (e.g., heart rate, 

physical activity, ambient noise, and phone usage) contribute to patient performance directly in a 

therapeutic exercise. I also share in-depth information regarding clinician interpretation and 

planned use of data displayed by PEQ in clinical sessions with patients. 

 

5.2 Related Work 
 

Smartphone applications or wearable activity tracking devices have been used to collect a 

range of sensor-captured patient generated data (sPGD) in the context of mental health, such as 

physical activity, sleep data, and phone usage. By leveraging different forms and combinations 

of sPGD, researchers have examined correlations between sensed behavior in non-clinical 

activities and the current or future state of mental health for a variety of conditions including 

schizophrenia [166], bipolar disorder [4,47,100,101,165], depression [78,124,167], and PTSD 

[112,113]. 

Mobile phone sensing systems have been used to accurately predict psychotic relapse in 

patients with schizophrenia [166,168]. Wang et. al. [166] proposed a mobile sensing system that 

collected data regarding physical activity, location, environmental setting, digital 

communication, and phone usage. Using machine learning models to predict risk of psychotic 

relapse for patients in an intensive schizophrenia clinic, the study demonstrated significant 

predictive power from passively sensed metrics as compared to traditional clinical assessments.  

Sensing systems for bipolar disorder such as MONARCA  [4,47] and MoodRhythm 

[100,165] aim to support patient self-care and mental illness management while providing 

relevant information to clinicians. To do this, MONARCA, a smart-phone based healthcare 

mobile application, collects accelerometer data, location, call-logs, application usage, social 

activity, physical activity, mobility, voice features, and phone usage. It combines this passive 

SPG data with self-report assessments of mood, sleep, medication adherence, activity, warning 

signs, cognitive problem, stress, and alcohol consumption [4,47]. Similarly, MoodRhythm uses 

the patient’s smartphone to collect sound, light, accelerometer, location, social media pattern, 

and phone use in combination with self-reports of mood [100,165].  
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Finally, Ng et. al. explored the use of sPGD for PTSD by exploring clinician [112] and 

patient perspectives [113] on incorporating wearable activity tracker data (e.g., sleep quality, 

calories burned) into an intensive trauma-based care setting for veterans with PTSD. They found 

that sPGD in this case could enhance patient self-monitoring and noted that it might be possible 

to identify a relationship between PTSD symptom measures and FitBit [112]. 

  My study builds upon prior research which has investigated the utility of sPGD for 

mental health conditions, particularly recent work by Ng. et. al. [112,113] as I also examine the 

use of sPGD in an intensive treatment setting for veterans with PTSD. However, in contrast with 

previous studies, I incorporate sPGD from both a mobile phone and FitBit and it utilize it to 

directly measure patient performance in imaginal exposure exercise. To my knowledge, this is 

the first attempt to leverage sPGD to measure patient performance for a trauma-based mental 

health exercise to support clinical decision-making.  

In measurement-based care, clinicians utilize systematic tracking of symptoms and 

responses to treatment to guide clinical decision-making [90]. In the case of trauma-based 

treatments such as PE therapy, patients regularly provide self-report measures through the PCL-

5, PHQ-9, and SUDs to capture metrics regarding patient response to therapy [41,88,93]. Yet, the 

validity of self-report is limited as it is inherently biased [46,67]. As past research has noted, 

sPGD demonstrates promise in contributing additional data from another perspective to 

measurement-based care [112]. There are a variety of potential benefits in incorporating sPGD 

into measurement-based treatment for mental health. sPGD provides the foundation for scalable 

behavioral pattern recognition for clinicians and patients [111]. It can make health data more 

accessible [78,112,113] and identify trends in treatment [106]. Subsequently, sPGD can be 

utilized to inform clinical decision-making from a perspective of situated objectivity [112,118] 

and empower patients to take an active role in their own care [23]. Furthermore, patient-

generated data has been found useful in establishing trust between patients and providers and 

assisting patient-doctor communication at the point of care [105,142] to build stronger patient-

doctor relationships [23].  

Yet, there are also a variety of perceived challenges in utilizing sPGD in the point of care 

setting. First and foremost, interpretation [111] and utility [112,113] of data by key stakeholders 

is a concern. The volume and types of data may not seem directly relevant for clinical purposes 

and may conflict with existing workflows [6]. Patients may misinterpret data or have unrealistic 
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expectations which can lead to fixation, discouragement [112], emotional triggering [111], or 

lead them to conclude they are not progressing adequately [23,78]. For example, Ng et. al. found 

that some veterans using Fitbit data in PTSD treatment felt the purpose of collecting the data was 

unclear and did not trust that the data was meaningful [113]. Second, the addition of 

supplementary health data can be time-consuming [112,145] and create new barriers in the 

doctor-patient relationship [145]. Finally, research has highlighted issues of interoperability with 

other key systems in the ecosystem (e.g., EHR) and concerns for data privacy [37,111]. Patients 

tend to withhold information that they perceive as personal or sensitive [142], and this may be 

exacerbated in the context of mental health, particularly for insular groups such as veterans with 

PTSD who have heightened privacy concerns [37].  

To date, studies have examined perceptions of the use of sPGD for measurement-based 

care. However, none have yet introduced a prototype to elicit specific reactions of stakeholders 

on the ground in the context of mental health. My study addresses this gap by conducting 

investigation of how clinicians interpret and plan to utilize sPGD presented by the PEQ 

prototype in session with veteran patients with PTSD in a point of care setting. 

 

5.3 Design of the Patient Engagement Quotient 
 

The Patient Engagement Quotient, or PEQ, is a novel measure that compares and 

contrasts patient sensor data during clinician led imaginal exposure exercises and for homework 

sessions throughout exposure therapy (See Figures 12 and 13). This is potentially useful to help 

clinicians and patients understand how patients are performing in exercises at home where they  

1) face distractions they would not typically encounter in the clinical setting and 2) do not have 

clinician guidance to work through the exercise. The sensor data during the clinical therapy sets 

the baseline for “patient engagement” since the clinician is actively working with the patient to 

stay focused during this time. The design of PEQ currently focuses on imaginal exposure 

activities. The purpose of the imaginal exposure is to activate and modify trauma-related fear 

structures in order to break the cycle of fear activation and avoidance. Through imaginal 

exposure, patients revisit the memories of the traumatic event by recounting them aloud in vivid 

detail with the clinician and then, between sessions, listening to recordings of the most recent 

session’s recounting. 
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During the clinical session, a patient uses a mobile application and FitBit, to record their 

imaginal exposure exercise under clinician guidance. When the app is turned on, various data 

streams including heart rate, physical activity, phone usage, and noise level in the environment 

are collected to establish a baseline level of engagement for optimal learning. Later, when the 

patient is ready to do their imaginal homework exercise, they turn on the app and it collects the 

same data streams that were collected during the in-person clinical session. It then compares and 

contrasts the patient sensor data detected during the homework session to the sensor measures 

recorded earlier in the clinical session. These measures will be displayed as a Patient 

Engagement Quotient on both a clinician dashboard and patient-facing mobile application. Both 

clinicians and patients can view patient engagement performance from the clinical and 

homework sessions throughout PE therapy. Measures include: 

•  A comprehensive PEQ score to give a high-level similarity rating that compares 

engagement during the clinical session to engagement during homework. This is an 

average of the scores of all data streams collected. 

• Scores and visualizations for each data stream collected. 

• Averages from all sessions within each data stream.  

PEQ collects and displays comparative data regarding patient engagement in imaginal 

exposure exercises throughout exposure therapy. Clinicians can use this data to inform their 

delivery of PE therapy and guide the patient to optimal performance. The patient gets feedback 

on their performance that allows them to optimize the next homework exercise. They then get 

additional information that confirms what they did well and where they can improve. In short, 

the goal of PEQ is to help clinicians to give individualized feedback to each patient and help 

patients know how well they did during their homework.  
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Figure 12: PEQ Clinician Dashboard 

 
5.4 Methods 

The PEQ concept was tested with 10 clinicians. All clinicians were employed by the 

same mental healthcare facility and elected to participate after receiving an internal email sent on 

our behalf. Participants were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card for their time. Table 3 

provides a summary of participant information including participant ID, history of relevant 

clinical practice, technological capabilities assessment, and System Usability Scale (SUS) score 

[38]. 

Sessions were conducted primarily by me over video call; a co-author assisted with some 

of the sessions. Each session lasted between 40 - 60 minutes. First, clinicians shared their 

experience collecting and evaluating patient self-report for imaginal exposure exercises 

throughout exposure therapy. Then, they were shown a short video explaining the PEQ concept. 

Afterwards, they participated in a think aloud session [72] with the interactive PEQ prototype in 

which they reviewed the PEQ sensor-captured patient-generated data for an imaginary patient. 

This prototype did not contain real patient data and mock data was used to create tables and 

visualizations to ascertain if it was realistic. They were asked to share initial impressions of the 

prototype as well as to determine what PEQ told them about the imaginal exposure exercise, 
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which area(s) of the homework (if any) required clinician attention and how, and the time frame 

of the available data. After concluding the think aloud tasks, clinicians were then asked about 

their experience interacting with the prototype in a semi-structured interview. Clinicians were 

asked to explain the PEQ concept in their own words, how (if at all) they saw themselves using 

PEQ as a part of their exposure therapy practice, what data (if any) they believed patients should 

have access to and when. Clinicians were also given an opportunity to provide open-ended 

feedback. Finally, they completed a system usability survey to evaluate their experience with the 

prototype. 

 

 
Figure 13: PEQ Clinician Dashboard with Noise Level and Physical Activity Tabs Open 

 

 

 All sessions were transcribed by a third-party service and analyzed line-by-line by 

utilizing thematic analysis [16]. An initial set of 10 inductive codes were generated utilizing key 

findings from Evans et. al. [37] and Ng et. al. [112] (e.g., “Clinician and patient relationship,” 

“Self-Report,” etc.) and another 10 deductive codes emerged from reviewing the transcripts (e.g., 
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“Clinician Knowledge of Outside World,” “Data Access,” etc.). In this first round of coding, the 

20 codes were applied to the 10 transcripts 447 times and two inductive codes were removed for 

lack of relevance to the data. A second and third round of coding were performed to further 

refine and apply the code book. A total of 16 parent codes (e.g., “Self-report”) and 24 child 

codes (e.g., “Self-report quality,” “SUDs calibration”) were applied 869 times. Clear themes 

emerged from this data including current clinical practices in evaluating imaginal exposure 

exercises, interpretation and imagined utilization of PEQ, and possible barriers to use of PEQ. 

 
Table 3: Study 3 Participants 

 
 

5.5 Findings 
 

I organize the findings into three sections. First, to establish a baseline for understanding, 

I describe current practices in collecting and assessing self-report, clinician workflow, and 

clinical decision-making for imaginal exposure exercises in PE therapy. Then, I share findings 

regarding clinician interpretation of the utility and usability of sPGD presented in the PEQ 

prototype. Finally, I describe how clinicians would utilize this information in the therapeutic 

setting. 

 

5.5.1 The Reality of Conducting Imaginal Exposures in PE Therapy 
 

While conducting imaginal exposures in PE therapy is a specific procedure that includes 

many small clinical choices that are informed by theory-driven case conceptualization [132], I 

found that clinician practice extends beyond these guidelines. Accordingly, it is essential that I 
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describe how clinicians guide the imaginal exposure exercise in-session, what expectations they 

have for at home practice, and how this practice is evaluated in the following clinical session.  

  

Guiding Imaginal Exposure Exercise In-Session 

In each session, clinicians guide patients in conducting an imaginal exposure exercise. 

These generally last between 45-60 minutes (90 minutes for entire session), and the clinician 

offers guidance throughout to help the patient effectively articulate a narrative of the traumatic 

event with their eyes closed. They recommend that patients use a smartphone application (e.g., 

PE Coach) to record the session while their phone is in airplane mode. Clinicians will ask 

patients to share their SUDs as frequently as every 5 minutes and will always have patients share 

their pre, peak, and post-exercise SUDs.  

In early sessions, clinicians spend time instructing patients on how to calibrate their 

SUDs ratings. Clinicians help patients set anchor points from 0 to 100 that patients and clinicians 

will use to assess SUDs scores throughout therapy. Patients express what experiences would 

produce a 0 (no negative affect), 50 (manageable stress), and 100 (the most distressed you've 

ever been). C1, C4, C10 explained that this is a highly individualized process and, subsequently, 

there is a lot of variability in how patients use SUDs. Clinicians must use their intuition to 

interpret this type of reporting and guide patients on how to best use SUD scoring. C1 explained: 

    “[In speaking with a patient I'd say], I noticed that you said you were about a 70 or 80 

in the imaginal exercise] but you didn't seem like you were having a lot of physiological 

response. Can you tell me a little about that? [Or maybe I have someone who under 

reports] and they tell me they are at a 30 but I'm noticing they are sweating. I normalize 

that this is something really different than they are used to doing and it’s not just about 

noting SUDs at any given time but allowing themselves to experience those emotions.” 

(C1)  

Clinicians look for emotional engagement with the imaginal exercise rather than 

avoidance of the memory. This includes the cognitive part (e.g., “this is dangerous”), the 

behavioral part (e.g., an urge to leave the situations or look away), and the physiological part 

(e.g., increase HR). They look for physiological reactions to the exercise such as sweating, 

flushed cheeks, breathing more heavily, speaking more quickly, and changes in body language. 

Three clinicians also utilized a device called eSense to measure Galvanic skin response (GSR). 
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Clinicians also seek to identify avoidance or safety behaviors during the imaginal exposure 

which might appear as any number of reactions as they are highly individualized, but might 

include actions such as fidgeting, re-enacting, wringing hands, or hiding their face. C8 shared: 

    “We're doing the imaginal exposure and I notice that [the patient] hides their face. If 

that's the first time I see it, then usually once we are done with the exercise, I name that 

behavior and we talk about it as a safety behavior. I ask them why they did it. I also 

would call it out during the exercise and ask them not to hide their face. And then I know 

it's a safety behavior they might engage in. I would follow up on it later [in session and 

homework.]” (C8) 

  Clinicians rely on their intuition and ability to manipulate the PE therapy protocol to meet 

the unique patient needs. Specifically, they discussed over-engagement which is characterized by 

experiencing an acute level of distress that impacts the patient's orientation (person, place, and 

time) and ability to identify their immediate environment is indeed safe. For example, clinicians 

may have patients open their eyes during the imaginal to reduce engagement if they are over-

aroused, allow patients to act out memories, or even move around, if appropriate. C7 explained 

that clinicians who are well-versed in PE therapy are able to do this effectively. They said: 

“Sometimes you bend a little bit, especially a [clinician] who knows the protocol. They 

might bend the protocol to achieve what’s necessary. So, for example, the person is very 

over-engaged in their session, and during the imaginal, you say, okay, just do this with 

your eyes open and then we’ll get to the appropriate amount of engagement as we go 

through the course of treatment.” (C7)  

Lastly, clinicians explained that the COVID-19 pandemic which shifted their practice to 

fully virtual sessions, meant that they would have less control of the in-session imaginal 

exposure and potentially limited visibility into avoidance behaviors which could occur outside of 

the camera screen. For example, they might not notice hands wringing or a leg shaking. 

However, C9 shared that despite limitations of telehealth, there is still more control if your 

therapist is involved and guiding a patient than if they are not present at all. 

Clinicians provide guidance in-session for imaginal exposures for optimal practices 

which are individualized on a patient-by-patient basis for that moment in time in their treatment 

whether in-person or via telehealth.  
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Expectations for At-Home Practice 

Following each imaginal exposure exercise in-session under clinician guidance, patients 

are expected to listen to the recording from that day by themselves for homework. In the context 

of the IOP, the patients may complete this exercise while at the facility during down time or later 

from their hotel room. However, during the time of this study, veterans enrolled in the IOP were 

participating virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, they were completing their 

homework in their normal home environment. 

First, clinicians expressed that they expected veterans to listen to the imaginal exposure 

for the full duration of the recording. Clinicians instruct patients to complete this exercise in a 

private space with the phone in airplane mode. However, clinicians said this was more easily 

controlled in an IOP setting and took a more pragmatic approach to homework expectations in 

the pandemic. They noted that some exceptions might need to be made based on the patient's 

real-world situation. C7 explained that some patients might need to use headphones so that 

others in the household did not hear the recording. C1, C3, and C4 said that finding a quiet, 

private space at home might be challenging or impossible. C3 said: 

“I pick my battles. Ideally, no, [the patient shouldn't walk] but if that’s the only time they 

can get away - they’ve got a busy house, quarantine, kids, working from home, they don’t 

have a space that’s quiet to sit down and do this, I’d be okay with that. It’s not ideal, 

right? I’d tell them, ‘Lock yourself in the car’ first, but if [walking] gets them to do [the 

homework] and assuming that it wasn’t avoidance...getting them to engage is the 

priority.” (C3) 

Clinicians also instruct patients to note their pre, peak, and post SUDs just as they would 

in-session. Patients may use a paper worksheet, a fillable PDF which can be sent virtually to the 

clinician, or PE Coach to note their SUDs. C2 said that compliance on filling out the SUDs 

measures for homework was about 50/50 and only because they emphasized the importance and 

actively used them in session. If a patient forgot, C2 allowed the patient to fill them out 

retroactively at the beginning of the session. In contrast, C6 explained that they did not place 

much emphasis on completing SUDs measures for homework and rarely saw worksheets like 

they had in clinic before the pandemic. 

 Clinicians aim to have patients complete their imaginal exposure at home as similarly as 

possible to the imaginal exposure completed in-session. However, they have a realistic 
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understanding of what this might look like and flex their expectations accordingly so long as the 

patient is engaging with the memory. 

 

Evaluating Imaginal Exposure Homework 

Clinicians expressed a sense of underlying trust in the clinician-patient relationship. By 

and large, they believed patient accounts of whether they had completed the homework exercise 

and to what degree. Generally, clinicians felt homework compliance was high, and as C4 and C5 

pointed out, patients are forthcoming if they have not completed it. On occasion, a patient may 

not be honest about homework compliance, but this becomes obvious quickly. C3 explained that 

patients are not able to easily lie about engaging in the exercise. C3 said: 

“[If they haven't done the homework and say they have,] there’s a lack of depth. They 

can’t really talk about it, right? It’s like when someone’s lying about something, it’s 

either very shallow or overly detailed in sort of the wrong way.” (C3) 

  Clinicians engage patients in in-depth conversations around homework to better 

understand and tailor the patient experience. Often, clinicians use SUDs to initiate conversation 

around homework. They probe for additional information and seek descriptive language to 

explain when, where, and for how long they engage in the imaginal homework exercise. They 

ask the patient about any avoidance or safety behaviors that may have taken place, particularly 

those which were identified in previous sessions. C1 noted that other avoidance behaviors may 

exist, but it can be difficult for a patient to identify these alone as they may be habitual actions. 

Clinicians also prompt patients to answer questions regarding the effort it took to engage in 

homework and what has changed since the last time they performed the exercise. These 

questions help the clinician understand the patient's progress and how to continuously shape 

optimal practice. C10 explained that engagement in imaginal homework early on may look 

different than later in the program; they may allow a patient to act out a memory (e.g., holding 

up an imaginary gun) during the imaginal early on to increase engagement. 

“In early sessions, sometimes people act out parts of the memory and that can be a sign 

of engagement, but as a therapist, I would also be talking with them about doing that less 

over the sessions...staying with the memory and re-experiencing but not re-enacting. It 

depends where we are in the sessions whether that's a good or bad thing.” (C10) 
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 Strict homework adherence to a particular regimen is not how clinicians interviewed 

practiced PE therapy for imaginal homework exercises. Instead, the clinicians seek to better 

understand the experience of the patient by gathering self-report, tailoring the treatment 

accordingly, and continually evaluating the patient's habituation to and progress in therapy. 

  

5.5.2 Interpreting sPGD in the PEQ Interface 
 

Next, I share findings regarding clinician interpretation of the utility and usability of PEQ 

prototype sPGD data streams and visualizations. I provide general feedback on the prototype's 

utility and usability followed by an in-depth analysis of each data stream collected including 

heart rate, phone usage, physical activity, and noise level.  

 

General Utility and Usability 

Overall, clinicians found the PEQ prototype to be useful and usable for informing their 

PE therapy practice for imaginal homework exercises. After interacting with the prototype, all 

ten clinicians filled out a survey to provide a perceived usability rating (see Table 3). On 

average, the PEQ prototype received a SUS score of 78 (anything over 68 is considered to be 

above average), with seven clinicians providing a score of 77.5 to 100. Three clinicians provided 

a score between 50 - 62.5. 

Clinicians unanimously understood the PEQ concept and were able to articulate its 

purpose and functionality at a high-level in their own words. Before clicking into the individual 

data streams, they understood that the rings represented a similarity rating and understood that 

the number in the center of the rings provided an average of all data streams. Clinicians 

identified two areas that presented a challenge in interpreting the data. First, what was an ideal 

and/or realistic similarity rating? Second, they were unsure of what the individual data streams 

might entail but were able to bridge this gap in knowledge once they interacted with the 

prototype over time. 

About half of the clinicians indicated that visualizing patient habituation (e.g., reductions 

in SUDs from session to session) to therapy over time might be more useful than general 

averages.  

 

Heart Rate 
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Clinicians shared that heart rate provided useful information regarding patient 

performance in homework. Six of ten clinicians felt they would address heart rate with the 

patient while one stated they would use it for their own knowledge. They felt collecting 

comparative heart rate data over the course of all sessions could potentially demonstrate the 

body's physiological response to PE therapy and demonstrate progress over time. In reading the 

interface, most clinicians focused on the heart rate activity comparison graph showing heart rate 

(bpm) against time of the imaginal exposure exercise. C3, C6, and C7 articulated that when 

reading the graph, they were looking for similarities in heart rate peaks around the same points in 

time to determine patient performance. C6 shared that heart rate would be a useful indicator for 

her as a clinician to determine habituation and would inform how she shaped therapy, but that 

she would not discuss this with a patient from session to session. In contrast, C9 felt this was the 

only piece of the PEQ prototype that they would continually visit with the patient as it was 

singularly telling in terms of demonstrating habituation. C4 felt similarly and said that heart rate 

data could be particularly useful visualization for patients who are struggling to engage in 

treatment. 

“Heart rate can be one indicator of how emotionally engaged they are, especially if this 

is a patient that we’re seeing a lot of avoidance and that they’re having trouble 

emotionally engaging with the memory after we've done a few repetitions.” (C4) 

 Clinicians did question what heart rate might look like in real patients and how this might 

change their view on the utility of the data stream. C1, C2 and C7 questioned what heart rate 

might be able to show in terms of patient performance. C1 questioned: 

“[For homework the heart rate data is] little bit lower, so that looks theoretical but it’s a 

good theory [of what could happen].” (C2) 

  C3 questioned whether the FitBit would provide high enough quality data to conduct 

heart rate variability analysis, though, they noted this was likely outside of the concern of an 

average clinician. C8, C10, and C7 acknowledged that heart rate had some utility but would 

prefer a GSR data stream. 

  

Phone Usage 

Clinicians were able to easily interpret the number of calls, number of contacts, and time 

spent calling, texting, and utilizing apps. In the prototype, I displayed data to demonstrate the 
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patient was engaging in all these behaviors during homework. Perhaps unsurprisingly, nine of 

ten clinicians stated they would use this data stream as part of their practice. C4 and C9 

explained that they imagined this data would be particularly helpful early on in treatment as they 

could catch and correct it early. C1 believed collecting and visualizing this data could open doors 

to behaviors not previously detected by the patient. He said: 

“Sometimes I think a call or a text comes in and they don’t think about it; it’s just kind of 

natural to [respond]. And so that would be kind of a learned habit that we can talk more 

about and work on not engaging [with calls or texts] with when they’re doing the 

homework. I think some of this data is information that maybe they wouldn’t talk to you 

about maybe when you’re asking about how their homework went.” (C1)   

However, six clinicians were confused about the functionality of the phone usage data 

stream. All six assumed the phone would be in airplane mode as is standard in their current 

recommended instructions for imaginal homework exercises in session and for homework (even 

when using an application like PE Coach). As a result, they imagined that the patient had not 

complied with that request. C1 and C7 also questioned where the indicators for a paused 

recording were on the graph given that phone calls had taken place. C7 thought that perhaps it 

also picked up apps running in the background of the phone rather than those in active use. C3, 

C7, and C10 questioned whether phone usage included usage of the PEQ mobile application 

itself. C3 shared a statement that demonstrates this confusion in interpreting the similarity score 

and data stream details:  

“Phone usage would be a big one [for my attention] if [it] was high. If similarity, I guess, 

was low, that would be a big concern for me.” (C3)  

While phone usage received a strong reaction from clinicians, interpretation was variable, and 

clinicians struggled to understand what phone usage during the imaginal really meant.  

  

Physical Activity 

Seven of ten clinicians indicated that they found physical activity to be a useful source of 

information for patient performance. C1, C2, C6, C7, C8, and C10 indicated that this could 

provide some additional context to homework performance. It might show that a patient was 

engaging in avoidance behaviors. C1 said: 
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“Walking for a few minutes might mean that they were also engaging in other things like 

chores or things around the house.” (C1)  

However, C3, C6, and C7 explained that while physical activity was not ideal, it might be 

the only way that a patient was able to complete the homework. C3 and C6 said that walking 

might be okay, especially early on in therapy, so long as it was not avoidance behavior. 

Clinicians stated that walking was preferable to driving as they should be devoting their attention 

to homework to properly engage. C7 said: 

“I have had patients say, 'I went on a walk, and I listened to my imaginal.' And I’m like, 'I 

would prefer that you did not do that.' But I do also feel like sometimes that may be a 

thing that comes up, especially with COVID and people working from home, [sometimes] 

there no other place.” (C7)  

After reviewing this data stream, five clinicians asked if it was possible to see smaller 

movements they typically address (e.g., fidgeting, wringing hands, shaking legs). C4 and C6 

initially mistook the physical activity graph to depict data representing these smaller movements. 

C4 said:  

“Within sessions [I] will talk with patients about how much they’re fidgeting, if I notice a 

leg shaking, if I notice they’re covering their face or moving their hands a lot, fixing their 

hair a lot. So, this is really nice that this tracks it. And even within session, patients don’t 

always know in session how much they’re moving around. They’re so in the imaginal that 

unless I point it out to them, they don’t know, so this would be a really nice way to have 

some objective data saying, 'look, you’re moving around quite a bit. What’s going on?' 

We really want your activity level to be pretty low. We want you sitting still, hands on 

your lap. I think that could facilitate a conversation about what’s happening in session, 

but then also having a peek into what’s going on during their homework session, too.” 

(C4)  

Clinicians did find some utility in physical activity but noted that movement may be okay 

for some patients, especially early on. Several clinicians desired the ability to see smaller 

movements. 

  

Noise Level 
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Noise level in the environment received mix reviews from clinicians. Six stated that they 

found the data stream useful but noted it had less utility than other data streams collected. C1, 

C3, C4, and C10 explained that they would assume the noise levels in the homework 

environment would almost certainly be higher than in the clinical environment, which are 

abnormally quiet. C10 said that they expected a higher noise level, particularly in earlier sessions 

as the patient was acclimating to best practices in PE therapy. C1 and C9 pointed out that noise 

levels could be especially relevant for telehealth as it might help manage the clinicians’ 

expectations around what was realistic for both the imaginal exercise completed under their 

guidance and for homework. C9 said: 

“Noise levels is a cool one because you would expect not to have any noise problems 

inside a therapist’s office. This is interesting to think about in terms of telehealth. So, you 

know, now that we do so much over telehealth, I guess we’ll see a lot less controlled in-

session things [like noises in the background]. But I'd still expect more control if your 

therapist is actually watching you [than for homework].” (C9)  

Seven of ten clinicians had some confusion about the utility and functionality of noise 

levels. C2, C6, C7, C8, and C9 struggled to understand what noises the sensor stream was 

detecting; was it the recording or just ambient noise? How did it work if the patient was wearing 

headphones? What happens if there is a loud noise on the street while the data is being collected? 

C1 raised a concern of relevance to veterans who have a heightened sense of privacy concerns. 

He expressed confusion over how the app collected noise, in what format, if it was associated 

with the patient's name, and how it was stored. C6 and C7 questioned what an optimal noise 

level really was inside and outside of the clinical setting. C5 and C6 weren't sure how to interpret 

a similarity rating between the imaginal exposures. C5 said: 

“I’m thinking about what information I don’t have that could be the attribution for the 

higher level of noise during homework versus in the PE session. But either way, so what? 

I really don’t know what to draw from that.” (C5)  

While noise level could offer some insights into patient performance, clinicians stated 

that they might already expect a difference in noise levels. Furthermore, they had several 

questions regarding the functionality of noise levels that required clarification. 
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5.5.3 Integrating PEQ sPGD into Imaginal Exposure Exercises 
 

Here I describe how clinicians would address the sPGD data presented by the PEQ 

prototype in therapy. I also discuss clinician perspectives on patient data access and barriers to 

use. 

 

Providing Feedback to Patients 

Clinicians indicated that they would utilize the data presented by PEQ in conjunction 

with their already existing processes for evaluation such as SUDs, PCL-5, verbal report, and 

clinician intuition. C2 said: 

“If their SUDs aren’t going down, if they don’t seem to be making improvement, I’m 

going to look at this and I’m going to say, I think this is why. I think you’re not really 

engaged in your imaginal exposure, you’re doing other things, so that’s why it’s not 

getting better. So just use it as another bit of data.” (C2)  

Most of the clinicians said they would integrate PEQ data into their already existing flow 

for evaluating homework exercises. They would ask general questions about how the patient felt 

the homework went, what changes they might have noticed, and if there were any distractions. 

By asking these open-ended questions, they would allow the patient to respond with or without 

the data or go through the data together and discuss the best way to move forward. C10 shared: 

“I would probably start with a more open-ended question about how they felt like their 

homework went. And if they didn’t bring up that they were distracted and doing other 

things on their phone while they were supposed to be listening, then I would say, oh, well, 

in looking through PEQ, it looks like there were some interruptions during your 

exposure. Let’s talk about that. What’s going on? Why were you getting calls, and then, 

getting more specific. And from looking at all that, I wouldn’t want to nitpick 20 different 

things with the patient. I would kind of try to put it under, if it’s appropriate to put it 

under one umbrella of, let’s find a quiet place next time where you can be by yourself and 

not interrupted, you know, turn off the getting calls and getting notifications while you’re 

doing this. And you know, set in giving some more specific instruction in how to make a 

quiet place where they can focus just on doing their imaginal exposure.” (C10)  

However, there was sense among four clinicians that using this data could introduce the 

risk of a patient feeling criticized. While they felt the data could be useful, discussing it with a 
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patient has to be a balance between providing useful feedback and ensuring engagement. This 

would have to be determined on a patient-by-patient basis. C9 explained: 

“I do think that one downside to this could be that we don't want to be like 'hey, you were 

walking around during your imaginal!' We don't want to wag our finger at patients. But 

we do want to make sure they're engaged. So, we need to balance those two things.” (C9)  

Clinicians indicated that many of the sensor streams would be best addressed early on in 

treatment, particularly when the patient was more likely to engage in some of these distractions 

and when they were still in the learning phase. Afterwards, clinicians envisioned that PEQ, or 

parts of it (e.g., heart rate) could be visited periodically. 

  

Data Access 

There was variability in opinions surrounding data access. Clinicians had distinct 

opinions on what data they would allow patients to see and when. Three clinicians (C1, C2, C3) 

believed patients should gain access to all their PEQ data immediately after finishing the exercise 

at home. That way, they could review it and bring it into the session ready to discuss it. Half of 

the clinicians (C4, C6, C7, C9, and C10) believe that patients should gain access to all their PEQ 

but only once they were in-session with the clinician. They worried that patients might not 

understand how to interpret the data or might fixate on it without clinician guidance. C8 believed 

that patients should have access to all their data but when should be determined by the needs of 

the patient. They said: 

“If someone is very prone to worry or rumination that might not be someone that I would 

give access to right away. I don’t think it would be harmful; I just think that it could be 

something that they look at and then really think about a lot, and it might take away from 

the main work, which is just doing the imaginal exposure.” (C8) 

The only clinician who did not believe patients should have access to all their data was 

C5. They shared that they would share data only if it was noteworthy. She said: 

“If I’m reviewing the data and there is nothing in particular that jumps out at me, I’m not 

sure I would find a clinical reason to share it with the patient. But I might do that if 

there’s something that I want to talk about with the patient.” (C5) 

In general, clinicians believed patients should have access to all their PEQ data, but when 

they ought to receive access varied. 
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Barriers to Use 

A variety of barriers arose in my conversations with clinicians. First, and perhaps most 

obvious, is the time integration of this sPGD would take. It is one more demand on top of an 

already demanding therapeutic process. C7 said: 

“I don’t know is [this] a discussion that takes two minutes? Or is [it] a discussion that’s 

now all of a sudden taking 30 minutes and pulling away [from the rest of the session]?” 

(C7)  

Furthermore, as insinuated in the data access section, clinicians are not confident that 

patients will be able to interpret this data on their own. C3 expressed: 

“Patients might not know what to do with all this information.” (C3)  

Concerns of data privacy, particularly for the veteran population, was mentioned by three 

clinicians. They worried that this technology might feel overly intrusive and that veterans might 

have concerns over what was collected, how it was stored, and for how long. C1 said: 

“[The veteran] population is even more sensitive to privacy concerns, so they would 

probably want to know a little bit more about, you know, what is recorded as far as 

sound [for example].” (C1)  

There was also concern from one clinician regarding how data collection through the 

phone and FitBit might be cost prohibitive for some patients. C1 questioned how the volume of 

data collected might not align with what their smartphone plans allow. 

 

5.6 Discussion 
 

Through my investigation of the PEQ prototype, I contribute to the growing body of 

literature which examines the use of sensor-captured patient-generated data (sPGD) for clinical 

mental health [5,47,165,166,168]. Previous research has investigated the usefulness of 

incorporating passive mobile sensing systems [5,47,165,166,168] and wearable devices 

[113,167] to measure physical activity, phone usage, sleep quality, and more to indirectly assess 

mental health conditions. In measurement-based care, these practices have been shown to 

improve patient-doctor communication and establish greater levels of trust [106,142]. Ng et. al.’s 

application of FitBit tracking data to intensive trauma-based care for veterans with PTSD 

suggests that passive sensing systems can improve patient self-monitoring habits [113]. 
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However, when examining reasons for non-use, veterans shared that they did not see a clear 

connection between the FitBit tracking and relevance to therapy goals. In the design of PEQ, I 

extend the research of the application of sPGD in clinical mental health by directly measuring 

imaginal exposure exercises. Thus, I make explicit the connections between sPGD and therapy 

practice. In presenting the PEQ concept through an interactive prototype, I also elicit specific 

reactions from clinicians about how they might use such data on the ground in appointments with 

patients. This contributes to knowledge around clinical decision-making using such interfaces in 

a realistic context and builds upon how such data can be leveraged to visualize patient 

performance [138]; PEQ further expands the reach of this design by making it accessible to 

patients. 

The use of sPGD is one of many efforts to include additional perspectives to create a 

more holistic understanding of mental health status for veterans with PTSD in clinical therapy 

[5,37,113]. However, as Ng. et. al. point out, while sPGD is free from some of the biases of self-

report, it is not fully objective [112]. Instead, they suggest a shift to “situated objectivity” [118] 

which combines the notion of 1) “mechanical objectivity” in which sensor data creates a frame 

of reference for interpreting self-tracking information and 2) “trained judgement” in which 

experts are relied upon for contextualization in knowledge formation. They highlight how 

clinicians may play a critical role in reframing and refocusing data interpretation for patients 

[112]. 

In considering the role of trained judgment in interpreting sPGD data in the context of 

mental health, it is crucial to consider the level of experience of the clinician involved. My study 

interviewed PE practitioners whose extensive experience enables them to anticipate the needs of 

patients and individualize the practice of PE therapy to meet those needs. Individual clinician 

practices may then be reflected in the sPGD data collected for each patient. While this may be 

interpretable at an individual level, aggregate forms of sPGD from multiple patients may pose 

some nuances and require additional investigation to uncover meaningful patterns. 

Conversely, novice clinicians may require more support than what is currently present 

when interpreting PEQ data. As pointed out by an expert clinician, it is possible that patient's at-

home practice may outperform the clinician-led session when the clinician is a novice. While this 

is an edge case, the current design of PEQ assumes that the patient performs their therapeutic 

activity better under the guidance of a clinician. Considering the skill of the individual 
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interpreting the data leads us to an extension of situated objectivity. Specifically, the latter 

considers the non-systematic way in which experts contextualize self-tracking data. Thus, 

“perceived reference weight” describes the significance attributed to contextualized data. For 

clinicians, when expertise is high and self-report is consistent, the reference weight of self-

tracking data is low, acting as a supplemental source to inform decision-making. When expertise 

is high and self-report is unreliable, the reference weight of self-tracking data is high, leading the 

data to be a more influential source for discussion. 

It is important to note that I did not have the opportunity to test the PEQ prototype with 

truly novice clinicians, which are the individuals who may be most in need of decision support in 

delivering PE therapy [210]. It would be interesting to determine how use of sPGD might be 

utilized by novice therapists directly. How might their interpretations of the data and perceived 

use differ from the expert clinicians enrolled in this study? In addition, the data in my study was 

“dummy data” and while designed to look realistic, it did not represent real patient data. Future 

work should also determine how clinician opinions and usage of the utility of sPGD streams vary 

from patient-to-patient and if we can learn any meaningful patterns from cohorts of patients. For 

example, how might sPGD collected in-session vary between patients that have combat trauma 

versus military sexual trauma? Is it possible to predict when habituation will occur among sub-

populations of veterans? And how will patients interpret and react to the use of this data in 

therapy? 

Finally, it is crucial to note that while my original intention was to include patients in this 

study, it was not possible due to recruitment barriers imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Despite my best efforts to recruit patients who were currently or had been enrolled in PE therapy, 

I was unsuccessful. A prototype and conceptual video have been developed along with all study 

materials. Future work should investigate this perspective to determine the viability of PEQ in 

supporting patient engagement.  

  

5.7 Design Implications 
 

In this section, I share several design implications useful for future designs that utilize 

sPGD to measure patient performance in shared interfaces to support clinical decision-making 

and patient engagement. 
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5.7.1 Facilitate Customization 
 

Clinicians demonstrated distinct preferences for specific data streams, data access, and 

how they would approach the use of this data in-session with patients. Future interfaces should 

allow clinicians to customize their own dashboards (e.g., choose preferred data streams) as well 

as patient access to data. The clinicians were very clear that patient access would be based on 

individual patient profiles; the implication was that uncurated data streams could have a 

negative implication on some patients' treatment performance. 

  

5.7.2 Highlight Use Cases 
 

Regardless of clinician or patient-level of expertise, clinicians have limited time to 

incorporate sPGD into their workflow. One approach to streamlining clinician training is to 

provide use case scenarios that clearly show how technology works, what is measured and how 

this is reflected in the sPGD. For example, ambient noise level was one data stream that was 

unintuitive for the clinicians. Thus, I could have presented a scenario whereby ambient noise 

levels could explain how a similarity rating can be established if the user is wearing headphones 

or how the system handles a loud street noise. Similarly, heart-rate visualizations could be used 

to show the clinician circumstances where the patient was habituating to treatment.  

  

5.7.3 Identify What Data is Collected and Stored 
 

Activities like imaginal exposures are deeply personal. Clinicians expressed concern over 

the storage of this data and the need to protect patient privacy. Past studies have also highlighted 

legal liability from the storage of such data [48]. Future designs should avoid storing personal 

health information when possible and abstract to sPGD data points only. For example, rather 

than storing the audio content, sPGD stores only the decibel levels. Furthermore, clear guidelines 

and policies should be displayed for both clinicians and patients. Patients should also have the 

opportunity to decline transmission of the data from any homework session recorded to protect 

their privacy. 
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5.7.4 Existing Technology Impacts Use 
 

Existing technologies affected clinician interpretation of sPGD data. First, due to the 

functionality of PE Coach, clinicians expected that patients would be able to utilize PEQ on 

airplane mode. This is not the case but did impact the interpretation of data and the instruction 

clinicians said they would provide to patients. Second, three clinicians used eSense to measure 

GSR. As such, clinicians felt heart rate was less precise than the data they were accustomed to 

using. Future designs could consider these existing workflows and accommodate their 

incorporation on clinician preference. 

  

5.7 Conclusion 
 

Clinician intuition and self-report are fundamental to the delivery of psychotherapies, 

however, technologies such as the PEQ can be leveraged to support clinical decision-making. 

Through this study, I present an in-depth investigation of how sPGD can be used to directly 

measure a therapeutic exercise (i.e., imaginal exposures) and be leveraged to support clinician's 

understanding of patient performance outside of the clinical setting. I highlight the nuances of 

clinician practice of guiding imaginal exposure exercises, how sPGD from commodity devices 

are interpreted and how this data would be used on the ground in therapy sessions by clinicians. 

Sensor-captured patient generated data utilized in the PEQ can be leveraged to provide a more 

holistic picture of veteran mental health progress through a patient-centric approach.  
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Chapter 6: Perspectives on Integrating Trusted Other Feedback in Therapy 
for Veterans with PTSD 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, I continue the investigation begun in Chapter 4 regarding the Social 

Sensing System[163], a concept which leverages trusted other feedback for veterans in therapy 

for PTSD. This research has demonstrated that accounts of trusted others can provide additional 

context into real world behavior relevant to clinical decision-making and patient engagement. I 

will describe a two-phase study with clinicians and then later veterans with PTSD and trusted 

others and will detail that while trusted other feedback may provide a unique and useful 

perspective, key design features and considerations of underlying relationships must be 

considered. I will also investigate the power dynamics through the mechanisms and conditions 

framework [45] in the Social Sensing System and consider what this means for the design of a 

shared interface in this context. 

Evidence-based therapies (e.g., Prolonged Exposure [31]) can promote PTSD recovery 

and rely mostly on the patient's self-report. However, recent work has identified the potential for 

utilizing social support networks [5,19,37,130] as a supplement to patient self-report for veterans 

undergoing clinical treatment for PTSD. This data is important because it provides unique and/or 

corroborative information about a patient’s therapy progression. Past research has shown that 

individuals who regularly interact with patients are usually involved in their care (i.e., trusted 

others). Trusted others can reliably report on the behavior of those with PTSD [9,54]. Research 

also suggests that approximately 80% of adults are willing to identify trusted others and to 

provide them consent to observe and rate their behavior for mental health purposes [3]. However, 

the collection and use of such trusted other data has not yet been systematically explored in the 

context of evidence-based therapies for PTSD (e.g., exposure therapy). There are open questions 

about the interface that would be optimal to engage trusted others, patients, and clinicians to 

promote clinical outcomes. 

In this research I address the gap in knowledge about what interfaces could optimize 

incorporating trusted others into evidence-based therapies. The goal was to design a Social 

Sensing System that allows trusted others to communicate with clinicians about patient related 
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behavior associated with PTSD symptoms. In this two-phase, mixed method study I investigate 

the following research questions: 

• What are ideal feedback text experiences as veterans progress through clinical treatment 

for PTSD from each participant group's perspective? 

• How can we design the Social Sensing System with these findings in mind? 

• How will participant groups perceive the Social Sensing System will affect patient 

engagement and clinical decision-making? 

 

6.2 Related Work 
 

Existing literature has studied the role of social support in promoting mental health and 

well-being [169] and an essential component of social support comes from trusted others such as 

families and friends [164]. For people with mental health challenges, previous work shows that 

patients with less supportive and stable social networks tend to be more psychologically 

distressed [52,172]. In the case of PTSD patients, PTSD severity is found to have a significant 

association with perceptions that support members are not receptive or ineffective [26]. Veterans 

with PTSD–depression symptoms are at higher risks for suicidal ideation when perceiving low 

social support [37]. There have been efforts in including trusted others into mental health care as 

multiple studies have noted success in improving mental health by incorporating interventions to 

strengthen their social support network [26,44,131,188]. Evidence suggests social support can 

reduce likelihood of treatment dropout [65]. To date, however, limited work has explored the 

engagement of trusted others in designing technologies to support PTSD recovery [21]. 

Despite the benefits of including trusted others in care, there are perceived challenges. 

First, trusted others can find it hard to offer care appropriately [27]. Second, when trusted others 

provide support, they are also subject to risks of declined mental well-being and impaired 

intimacy due to compassion fatigue [11,50]. Relationship dynamics between patients and trusted 

others are often affected by the trauma, which requires them to work together to cope with 

emotional distress, rebuild shared beliefs, and define new goals [7]. 

  Feedback and support from trusted others such as families and friends work as a 

cornerstone for decision support and supportive community in health management, which are 

critical components of both patient engagement [69] and chronic care [10]. However, how to 
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better incorporate trusted others into psychotherapy is less studied. In the case of PTSD, current 

practices for assessment and diagnoses include a wide range of clinician-administered interviews 

and patient self-reports [8,104,109]. To date, researchers have not yet developed standardized 

and evidence-based assessment methods for PTSD treatment that gather data from trusted others 

who could provide valuable data given their capability to observe the patient’s daily functioning 

and the relative objectivity of their perspectives. 

Currently, the inclusion of trusted others in psychotherapy practice is mostly limited to 

those who work as caregivers, particularly populations that may have limited insight into their 

own conditions, such as children. In this situation, ecologically valid informant measures have 

been developed [147]. In PTSD therapy, while empirically supported informant measures for 

childhood PTSD have emerged [84], the available informant measures for adult PTSD have 

weak or unknown psychometric properties [81,200]. Despite the dearth of trusted other 

assessment tools, clinicians encourage their patients to collaborate with trusted others to better 

understand and monitor symptoms and to facilitate the patient’s engagement in therapy [2]. For 

example, a trusted other can accompany the patient to a safe but avoided public setting such as a 

grocery store and note the patient’s engagement in unhelpful avoidance behavior (e.g., a patient 

may ask his trusted other to control the shopping cart and choose grocery items while the patient 

actively scans for threats) [156]. Data collected from trusted others is typically gathered from 

unstructured interviews that aim to understand how symptoms manifest within social contexts 

(e.g., the patient’s home) [2]. 

There is no known research comparing adult PTSD self-report data to other-report data 

with respect to validity, reliability, and utility. However, systematic differences are anticipated 

[147], as clinicians often expect trusted others to have different expectations and perspectives 

than patients and provide clinically valuable data the patient is not comfortable with sharing or 

able to acknowledge [156]. Therefore, soliciting and incorporating information from trusted 

others requires clinical sensitivity and full informed consent. My work aims to address this gap 

of understanding potentials and barriers in including trusted others in PTSD therapy, and at the 

same time, to provide empirical insights of designing for stakeholders involved in the process. 
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6.3 Methods 
 

In this section, I describe the two-phase mixed-method study with clinicians, veterans 

with PTSD, and trusted others. This study was approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology 

Institutional Review Board. All participants were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card for 

their time. 

  

6.3.1 Phase 1: Clinician Perspectives 
 

In the first phase of the study, I investigated clinician perspectives (“C”, N=10; See Table 

4) on collecting social support feedback. Clinicians were recruited through a partnership with 

Emory Healthcare Veterans’ Program that provides clinical therapy to veterans with PTSD. All 

clinicians who participated were experienced in working with combat-related or sexual assault-

related traumas.  

Table 4: Study 4 Clinician Participant Details 

 
 

Sessions lasted between 30 and 45 minutes and were conducted via video call. First, 

clinicians completed an online survey in which they were asked to consider which questions 

from the Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist (PCL-5)[17], they believed trusted others 

could answer and would be useful for clinical decision making. The PCL-5 is a correspondent 

self-report measure of PTSD based off the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 5 (DSM-5) 

symptoms. It is organized and written for non-clinical persons. The clinicians were asked to 

identify the 10 most important questions, then order PCL-5 questions from most important to 

least important. Then they were asked to re-word the PCL-5 questions so that trusted others 

could better understand the items. Afterwards, clinicians participated in a semi-structured 

interview where they were asked 1) what behaviors trusted others might be able to observe, 2) 
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how the questions could be formatted and the interval for collecting this information from trusted 

others 3) and how, if received, clinicians might use this data in the therapeutic setting. The data 

collected in this phase was used to develop feedback text questions for trusted others as well as 

the protocol and storyboard of the Social Sensing System concept used in Phase 2 of the study.  

  

6.3.2 Phase 2: Veteran and Trusted Other Perspectives 
 

The goal of the Social Sensing System is to allow trusted others to provide text-message 

based feedback about a patient's PTSD related behavior for use in clinician-led therapy. This is 

not a concept that veterans or trusted others are familiar with. Thus, we utilized findings from the 

first phase to develop a set of activities that would make the Social Sensing System concept 

understandable to veterans and potential trusted others. To illustrate and assess the Social 

Sensing concept, we created a storyboard and demonstrated it to veterans (“V,” N= 10), trusted 

others (“T,” N=8), and two individuals who participated in both roles (“VT,” N=2; See Table 5). 

In it, we depict a realistic scenario of a veteran opting in to using the Social Sensing System on 

the recommendation of his clinician (See Figure 14). He identifies a trusted other to use the 

application. We developed a scenario that depicts avoidance of “large gatherings,” one of the 

top-rated behaviors that clinicians indicated trusted others could share. In the scenario, the 

veteran and a friend make plans to attend the fair together but upon arrival, the veteran chooses 

not to go in because they do not want to be around crowds. The trusted other receives a text 

message from the Social Sensing System which asks, “How often does your Veteran avoid 

certain people, places, conversations, activities, or objects?” They respond with a “4” from 

Likert scale options of 1 (never) to 5 (always). Afterwards, the veteran reviews the data in-

session with clinicians.  
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Table 5: Study 4 Veteran and Trusted Other (TO) Participant Details 

 
 

 
Figure 14: Select Images from the Social Sensing System storyboard depicting avoidance 

 

Sessions lasted between 25 - 60 minutes. Nineteen participants were asked basic 

questions about their military service or their relationship to a service member, viewed the 

storyboard, and participated in a semi-structured interview to assess their level of interest and 

ability to use the Social Sensing System. They were asked what kind of feedback they believed a 

trusted other could provide and their level of comfort with sharing that information. Afterwards, 

they filled out a survey based on questions developed by clinicians in phase one in which they 
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assessed their level of comfort answering the question (about a service member) and provided a 

sample answer, if appropriate. 

  

6.3.3 Data Analysis 
 

A third-party service transcribed the audio files. Each transcript was coded, line-by-line 

using thematic analysis. In the first phase of the analyses, a series of inductive codes were 

generated. I created codes for PTSD symptoms from the DSM-5 such as “Avoidance” and 

“Hypervigilance.” I also developed inductive codes based on trust, choice, and the patient-doctor 

relationship in mental health [103] resulting in codes such as “Autonomy,” “Power Balance,” 

and “Trust.” As the transcripts were reviewed and codes applied, deductive codes such as 

“Misidentification,” “Non-observable behavior,” and “Nature of the relationship” emerged. The 

first, second, and third authors met after each round of coding to continually review and refine 

the codebook. The final codebook from phase one was applied in phase two with the same 

iterative process. Several new codes emerged from this phase including “Existing Involvement,” 

“Impact on the Relationship,” and “Comparing Reports.” A final round of coding was performed 

on transcripts with the full code book by the first and third authors to ensure all themes were 

documented. 

The survey data was analyzed using descriptive statistical analysis. For the clinician 

survey, the participants were asked to consider which questions from the Posttraumatic Stress 

Disorder Checklist (PCL-5) of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), 

they believed trusted others could answer and would be useful for clinical decision making. The 

PCL-5 is a DSM correspondent self-report measure of PTSD symptoms, meaning it is already 

organized and written for non-clinical persons [15]. They were then asked to re-word and order 

10 questions from the PCL-5 in order from most important to least important. To understand this 

data, the team looked at which questions were consistently most highly ranked. This identified 

the symptoms of most interest and use to clinicians in therapy. The five most highly ranked can 

be seen in Table 6. 
Table 6: Clinician ranked symptoms of most interest and use in therapy. 

Occurrence refers to the number of times each question was ranked in the top 10 by clinicians. 
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  To create the veteran and trusted other survey, I utilized findings from the clinician 

survey as a base. Participants were asked to choose an option on a Likert scale regarding their 

comfort with each feedback question and the likelihood the behavior identified in the question 

would be observed. Using the numerical equivalent of each answer on the Likert scale (i.e., 

somewhat likely = 4), the population mean answer was calculated. This mean identified the 

average response for each question across participants. These average answers as reported by 

veterans and trusted others can be seen in Table 7. 

  

Table 7: Comfort and Likelihood of Questions by Veterans and Trusted Others 

 
 

6.4 Findings 
 

In this section, I build a specific use case for the Social Sensing System, highlighting 

when this system functions and fails. I also share themes that emerged from the data regarding 

the future design of the Social Sensing Concept and its perceived use by the three participant 

groups. I divide the findings into four sections. First, I describe key characteristics of trusted 

others and their relationships with veterans. Next, I discuss what behaviors trusted others can 
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observe and if it is appropriate content for a text message question for the Social Sensing 

System. After I determine content, I discuss the imagined format and cadence of text messages 

from the system. I conclude with the perceived use of the system by the three participant groups. 

 

6.4.1 The Social Sensing System: A Viable Use Case for Trusted Other Feedback 
 

Most participants (28/30) agreed that they would want to use the Social Sensing System 

as part of the trauma-based therapy process. In this section, I share how each participant group 

viewed identifying appropriate trusted others within their proximity. Then, I highlight how the 

Social Sensing System is most appropriate for veterans and trusted others in relationships 

characterized by high levels of communication, trust, and existing involvement either formally or 

informally in veteran mental healthcare. 

  

Trusted Other Roles and Proximity 

In this study, I defined trusted others to participants as “trusted individuals who interact 

with the veteran regularly.” In responding to this definition, clinicians and veterans shared that 

they believed trusted others could be spouses, adult children, close friends and family members. 

Trusted others who participated in the study were representative of these responses. In addition, 

T4 was the uncle of a veteran with PTSD and also acted as religious counsel to other veterans 

with PTSD. V6 was the only participant who wanted to include his young adult children who 

were under the age of 18. 

Several clinicians, veterans, and trusted others believed that any individual who would 

act as a trusted other should be in regular physical proximity to the veteran. Five clinicians said 

that veterans should first think about selecting someone from their household who would be able 

to see their behaviors. VT2 and V4 explained that the individuals they trusted and were close to 

lived out of state, and accordingly, could not act as their trusted others. C6 explained how they 

would encourage a veteran to select trusted others and said: 

“I would say at first, when they are trying to identify trusted others, to think within their 

home. And then, if there is someone [outside of the home] who sees them on a regular 

basis [to include them].” (C6)  

However, some veterans interpreted 'regular interaction' to include not only physical but 

digital proximity, suggesting that technology can facilitate visibility into behaviors worth 
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reporting in the Social Sensing System. V5 explained that he talks to his friends most when 

playing video games through a Discord server. V3, V6, and VT2 shared that veterans will 

connect with trusted others over phone calls and text messages. V3, who speaks to his mother-in-

law daily, explained that she could act as a trusted other for him despite living out of state. He 

said: 

“She's just really on point. I know text does not fully communicate things like a face-to-

face conversation but she's weird like that. [She will say] 'Are you having a rough day?' 

or 'You must be having a good day.' She just knows and she's always right.” (V3) 

Individuals with physical and digital proximity to veterans on a regular basis were 

considered to be appropriate for roles as trusted others by participants. 

  

Strong Relationships as the Basis for Using the Social Sensing System 

At the crux of the Social Sensing System is the assumption that a veteran is willing and 

able to identify trusted others to participate in reporting. Seven veterans identified at least 2 

individuals and no more than 4 to act as their trusted others. This aligned with clinician 

expectations that 2-5 individuals could make up a veteran's Social Sensing System team. 

However, my findings indicate that avoidance and isolation behaviors associated with PSTD can 

make it difficult to reach this number. VT2 did not feel she had a trusted other to participate. V7, 

while close to her sister, did not want to be a burden and was actively trying to reduce her 

reliance on her. C3 explained that lack of social support is a critical challenge for veterans with 

PTSD. She said: 

“It would be nice to have at least 2 or 3 [trusted others] so you aren't relying on 1 

person. But not everyone is going to have someone and not everyone is going to have 

more than one.” (C3)   

My findings suggest that informants are already commonly part of veteran mental 

healthcare, particularly when relationships are strong and have an underlying sense of trust and 

open communication. T1, T2, T5, and T8 were, or had been, actively involved in their veteran's 

clinical mental health care by scheduling appointments, speaking with counselors and staff, and 

managing medications at the veteran's request. T1 had the most regular involvement in providing 

collateral information to her spouse's clinician on a biweekly basis. She said: 
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“My husband has his session, and then after he's spoken to the counselor, the counselor 

says, 'Can you have your wife call me sometime next week?' And I make a phone call and 

we go over how he's been doing in those two weeks...I often get off the phone with the 

counselor and [tell my husband] what he asked me about. I always thought that open 

channels of communication are better for helping him cope with [his PTSD].” (T1) 

Six clinicians reinforced that the Social Sensing System would be most appropriate for 

relationships with a high level of trust and communication. C1 and C4 already incorporated 

informants' observations of general changes and sleep patterns, respectively. VT1, V3, V5, and 

V6 explained that the individuals they identified as trusted others knew when they were having 

issues and had talked about those behaviors with them openly. V5 explained that they had been 

comfortable enough to ask informants to report his behavior to his clinicians in the past. He said: 

“At several points I had people near me write statements or letters to my doctor to try to 

help explain what they had observed and other perspectives. Which a lot of times helps a 

clinician have a better understanding of you know objective third party of what's going 

on.” (V5) 

Two trusted other participants that were willing to use the Social Sensing System had 

limited involvement in their veteran's care despite their desire to be included. They felt they saw 

behaviors worth reporting to the clinician. T10 had often asked her husband to be involved but 

he refused. She questioned whether he even attended his mental health appointments because he 

had committed suicide. T5 had pushed her husband to receive therapy and said that she had 

spoken to her husband's counselor once without his permission after overhearing his telehealth 

appointment. Now, he tries to have his telehealth counseling appointments when she is not 

around. She said: 

“One time he was talking to his clinician on the phone, he said something, and I said, 

'No, that's not how it is. You need to tell her exactly how it is...and she asked me what I 

thought I saw...he tries to do [his counseling] when I'm not around now or he won't tell 

me when he actually has counseling, so I don't get to just sit there and listen anymore.” 

(T5) 

Even if a trusted other has information to report, the Social Sensing System may not be 

appropriate in these situations. T2 and T10 expressed concern that if their veterans learned of the 

feedback that they would stop sharing anything with them at all. The data also suggests that even 
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veterans in strong relationships wondered if the Social Sensing System might negatively affect 

their relationships. V3, V4, V5, V6, and V7 said depending on what was reported, they might be 

upset, and it could cause tension with trusted others. V5 said: 

“I think it could change my relationship with people who might know someone is 

constantly thinking that I’m being crazy, I might end up…putting some people off or 

limiting my interactions with them because they do respond negatively, and I don’t want 

the added stress in my life.” (V5) 

The data suggests that strong relationships with an established sense of trust, 

communication, and existing involvement in formal or informal care are most likely to be 

successful using the Social Sensing System. This design cannot function for veterans who are 

isolated and may cause additional stress on relationships where trust, communication, or 

involvement in care is low. Finally, there is a sense that the data that is communicated by the 

trusted other must be narrow and focused so that it does not add stress to the veteran's life. 

 

6.4.2 Imagined Reporting Through the Social Sensing System 
 

When engaging participants, I first asked each participant group what they believed 

trusted others could report in an open-ended fashion. Afterwards, they were asked to review the 

specific PCL-5 related tasks. Accordingly, the findings are organized into five categories which 

include PTSD symptom clusters of trauma re-experiencing; avoidance of trauma-related 

situations, thoughts, and feelings; negative alterations in thoughts and mood; and hyper-arousal 

[56] and other observations.    

  

Trauma Re-Experiencing 

The findings suggest that some trusted others are in the position to identify and report on 

symptoms related to trauma re-experiencing such as upsetting memories, nightmares, flashbacks, 

or emotional distress [56,152]. Reporting on these symptoms requires physical proximity, verbal 

report of these symptoms from the veteran, or knowledge of their reactions to triggers. 

Interview data revealed that five clinicians, one veteran, and three trusted others said that 

trusted others could provide information regarding nightmares. In the survey, clinicians rated this 

topic as a top area of interest and reworded the text message question for trusted others to read, 

“How often does your Veteran have disturbing or upsetting dreams?” Trusted others were 
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somewhat comfortable answering the question and neither likely nor unlikely to observe it. This 

is likely because nightmares may only be observed by a trusted other who is able to watch the 

patient sleep, which is not relevant to the broad trusted other roles defined and represented in the 

study. Trusted others in this position might toss and turn, wake suddenly, or react to the 

nightmare. T7 said: 

“[My husband] had a lot of nightmares. I think there's hardly ever a night that he didn't 

wake up yelling or screaming.” (T7) 

However, nightmares may not necessarily have a visible component. T10, C9, and C10 

explained that the veteran might have to verbally express that they experienced a nightmare. C10 

felt that the presence of fewer nightmares could be useful information but warned that asking for 

these types of symptoms could put trusted others in difficult positions. C10 said: 

“A lot of the re-experiencing, I don’t think it would be very helpful to have family 

members or friends be put in the position where they feel they need to ask about it, or 

they are not equipped with the training or the skills to bring up those conversations.” 

(C10)   

Four trusted others, VT1, T3, T4, and T8 felt that they could provide collateral 

information regarding dissociation and flashbacks. VT1 and T3 believed they were able to see 

dissociation when their veterans checked out with blank stares. In terms of flashbacks, T3 and T8 

were not able to see the flashback occurring but had learned what aural and olfactory triggers 

caused them, and subsequently knew when the flashbacks would happen. T4 was also aware of 

triggers but indicated that he was able to see his nephew have a flashback which he characterized 

as a blank stare in a specific, triggering situation. He said: 

“When it's extremely dry, when he's out in his yard working and he's sweating and he's 

doing things... I would just sit there and watch him, and it wouldn't take long. You'd just 

see his blank face and you can tell he's somewhere else. He'll keep mowing the lawn and 

doing what he's doing. He has no idea how he did it though. You'll talk to him later. He 

goes, 'I don't remember cutting the grass.’” (T4) 

Some trusted others may be able to report on trauma re-experiencing symptoms, but they 

are not always readily observable. Trusted others should not be put in a position to directly ask 

about non-observable symptoms in this category. 
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Avoidance Behaviors 

There is strong evidence that trusted others can successfully report on avoidance 

behaviors such as avoiding particular situations or actions. In the PCL-5 exercise, identification 

of avoidance behaviors ranked first, and trusted others reported that it would be extremely likely 

that they observed this behavior. Through the interviews, six trusted others provided details 

around their ability to see avoidance behaviors. T1, T7, and T10 said they were able to identify 

their veteran's avoidance of crowds. VT1 noted that he could see when veterans avoided things 

they used to like. VT2 shared that she noticed that her husband avoided fireworks. T4 explained 

that in counseling with his nephew and nephew's wife, he recognized avoidance behavior in his 

nephew. He recognized the behavior from a story his nephew's wife shared in which his nephew 

would not respond to her when she knew something was wrong and asked about it. She said, 

instead of responding, he played video games.  

Not only can trusted others see avoidance behaviors but providing responses via the 

Social Sensing System may fill a gap in veteran self-report. Veterans reported that they believed 

trusted others were somewhat likely to observe this behavior and were somewhat comfortable 

with them reporting on it. In the interviews, only V2 shared that a trusted other would be able to 

identify his avoidance of grocery shopping. Clinicians explained that avoidance behaviors 

become normalized in chronic PTSD and may be difficult for veterans to detect themselves. As 

such, a trusted other report may fill this gap and identify avoidance behaviors, particularly those 

that are problematic in daily life. 

Avoidance behaviors are expected to be easily observed by trusted others. However, once 

in treatment, clinicians also expect that trusted others who may be more sensitive to change, 

could notice decreasing avoidance in the form of engagement. C4 explained: 

“Sometimes avoidance has been so long-term with chronic PTSD that [it] becomes a part 

of [the veteran's] normal functioning. So, it might not be apparent to them. Whereas the 

partner might more easily see these changes. Like, for years, they haven't been engaging 

in [something] and now they are engaging in activities with their children or going to the 

grocery store.” (C4)  

Both avoidance and engagement behaviors may be visible to trusted others and are of 

interest to clinicians. This may be especially helpful as veterans may not be aware of these 

behaviors.  
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Negative Alterations in Thoughts and Mood 

The data suggests that trusted others can observe symptoms associated with negative 

alterations in thoughts and mood such as feeling isolated, displaying negative affect, and 

demonstrating irritability and aggression, though not all forms of these are appropriate for the 

Social Sensing System.  

First, clinicians, veterans, and trusted others believed that trusted others would be able to 

report on increasing or decreasing irritability and anger. C3, C5 C7, C8, C9, and C10 said trusted 

others would be able to see outbursts, hear shouting, and notice persistent irritability or anger. 

However, as T8 pointed out, not all trusted others may feel comfortable reporting on this 

information. Yet, data from two participants suggests that this might also be a symptom veterans 

struggle to fully notice in themselves. V4 said that feedback from a trusted other could be helpful 

because while his anger does not seem that bad to him in the moment, he has received feedback 

to the contrary. Similarly, T5 confirmed that while she can see anger in her husband, he may not 

always recognize it himself. She said: 

“Sometimes [my husband] doesn't realize that something's bothering him...until I tell him 

later on how he reacted or how he acted toward me or the kid- how upset he was. Or if 

we were in the store and somebody bumped him, he doesn't realize when that switch goes 

off and he's hollering at someone, he doesn't realize until maybe even several hours later 

after we've sat down, and I bring it up to him that he acted that way.” (T5)    

Participants also believed that trusted others could provide useful collateral information 

regarding isolation and negative affect. C10 believed that trusted others could identify depressive 

behaviors while C7 was interested in understanding whether the veteran left their room or the 

house. Some participants flipped the tone of how trusted others might be asked about these 

behaviors to be both positive and related to their own relationship with the veteran. C6 and C9 

believed trusted others could be asked about connection to and vulnerability of the veteran. For 

example, was the veteran spending quality time with them? V3 and T4 echoed this sentiment of 

checking in on a connection with a trusted other by posing questions about the veteran's sex life, 

if appropriate.  

  Significant limitations in text message response topics arose in the interview data from 

trusted others regarding negative alterations in thoughts and mood. There are extreme, 
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observable behaviors in this symptom cluster including harming oneself and others. For example, 

V5, T4, and T10 discussed the ability of trusted others to report suicidal ideation. VT2 discussed 

violent behaviors. It is important to note that trusted others, who could be asked to provide 

feedback, may have the ability and desire to report on these behaviors. However, the Social 

Sensing System is not intended to manage this type of information which requires urgent 

intervention.  

All participant groups shared that trusted others would be able to effectively report on 

behaviors related to negative alterations in thoughts and mood. While some of the symptoms 

may be helpful in providing a more holistic picture of veteran behavior, others are inappropriate 

for the design of the system. 

 

Hyper-arousal 

Hyper-arousal behaviors were determined to be observable by trusted others and of 

interest to clinicians who ranked two-related questions regarding hyper-vigilance and startle 

response in their analysis of the PCL-5. Interestingly, veterans believed trusted others were most 

likely to witness these behaviors while trusted others only believed they were somewhat likely to 

see them. T4, who provided religious counsel for many veterans, explained that hyper-vigilance 

can be especially prevalent in veterans: 

“It's so drummed into them in the military to be hypervigilant, especially those with 

PTSD, it seems to be always with them. You can be cured of it, but they are 

hypersensitive to particular vehicles, particular people, sounds, smells, all those different 

things.” (T4)  

Five clinicians also felt trusted others would be able to report on sleep patterns. C5, C8, 

C9, and C10 said that trusted others who shared a bed with a veteran could indicate whether they 

had been sleeping better or worse. C4 was interested in a trusted other sharing how long it took a 

veteran to get back to sleep. T1, T2, VT1, and V2 also noted that trusted others could report on 

sleep patterns.   

  

Other Observations 

Two other areas of observations emerged in the findings. First, four clinicians believed 

that trusted others could provide collateral information regarding homework practice. C2, C3, 
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C7, and C8 were interested to know if the patient was completing their homework as instructed. 

C2 wanted to know if trusted others could provide data about barriers to completing homework 

exercises. She said: 

“[Collateral information from trusted others] could be especially helpful if a patient is 

having trouble implementing their homework.” (C2)  

Second, four participants that identified as a trusted other or veteran wanted to provide 

information regarding alcohol and substance abuse. One of these participants, T2, explained that 

this could also be done in positive manner by reporting on sobriety. She said: 

“There’s impulsive behavior, impulsive drinking, impulsive smoking of a variety that we 

probably shouldn't speak of...he went to bed sober last night, which was a huge 

accomplishment, and he slept through the night and didn't have any nightmares, got up, 

said, I feel great. You have to constantly positively reinforce that. You know, that’s a 

great job, that means you can do it again tonight. You know, you got so much done, I bet 

you, it felt good...There’s got to be a balance because if the person always hears of all 

the bad things they’re doing or how they suck at life, it’s just hurting them and that 

doesn't give anyone any ability to build back their mental health.” (T2)  

These additional observations were not originally conceptualized in the notion of the 

Social Sensing System. While it might be possible to tailor questions in these areas, it could raise 

issues of trust and privacy. I will discuss this in detail in the discussion section. 

  

6.4.3 Social Sensing System Logistics 
In this section I discuss the format and cadence of text message questions which could be 

used through the Social Sensing System. 

  

Text Message Cadence  

Clinicians indicated that text message questions should be sent to trusted others at the 

start of therapy to determine a baseline, throughout therapy to assess changes, and as a follow-up 

after therapy concludes to check-in. However, the cadence of questions varied by group and type 

of program in which the Social Sensing System could be deployed. For the two-week intensive 

outpatient program, clinicians desired feedback from trusted others anywhere from 3-8 times and 

were cognizant that asking too many questions too many times could be burdensome. 8 veterans 
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preferred that trusted others provide feedback at least once, with 3 desiring feedback 3-5 times 

and 3 wanting feedback more than 5 times. All trusted others agreed to provide some feedback; 3 

agreed to 1-2 times, 1 individual agreed to 3-5 times, and 6 desired to provide feedback more 

than 5 times. 

In an 8-week therapy program, clinicians desired feedback from trusted others weekly to 

bi-weekly. 8 veterans indicated that they would want trusted other feedback at least 3 times, with 

3 individuals seeking feedback 3-5 times and 5 individuals wanting feedback more than 5 times. 

All trusted others agreed to provide some feedback; 2 agreed to 1-2 times, 2 individuals agreed 

to 3-5 times, and 6 desired to provide feedback more than 5 times. 

Ranges in responses indicate some similarities between participant groups, however, due 

to the small number of participants in the survey it is difficult to assert what cadence is most 

appropriate for all groups. 

  

Feedback Formatting 

Text message questions for trusted others can come in multiple formats including Likert 

scale response, a yes/no response, or an open-ended/free response. Clinicians preferred the Likert 

scale response and the yes/no response options best. Eight of 10 clinician participants did not feel 

that the open-ended/free response would be appropriate, fearing it would invite unwelcome 

information including irrelevant (i.e., unrelated to PTSD) or sensitive (i.e., suicidal ideation, 

domestic abuse) information.  

Clinicians also stressed that text message questions should be written in a way that will 

be easy for a trusted other to understand. C7 and C9 said that trusted others may not have heard 

or know how to interpret terms specific to this realm such as 'hyper vigilance.' Instead, they 

advocated for the use of plain language. Similarly, C5 suggested adding examples of what 

behaviors a clinician might find useful to guide trusted others. 

  

6.4.4 Social Sensing System Implementation 
 

In this section I discuss how each participant group perceives how trusted other feedback 

will be used in therapy and expectations around data access and control. 

  

Perceived Use of Feedback in Therapy 
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The intent of data collected through the Social Sensing System is for use in the clinical 

setting. My findings demonstrate that participants believed this data could be incorporated into 

the clinical setting to gauge veteran response to treatment, validate self-report, and adjust therapy 

accordingly. 

Some participants felt that trusted other feedback provided through the Social Sensing 

System could be incorporated into the therapy session in shared interface under the guidance of a 

clinician. Clinicians envisioned using the trusted other feedback in a visual way to demonstrate 

progress over time; C5, C8, and C10 suggested displaying it in conjunction with self-report 

graphs such as the PCL-5. Similarly, veterans desired a high-level, visual way to review the data. 

Veterans stressed that if they had opted in to using a technology like the Social Sensing 

System that they would expect that the data be utilized, though they acknowledged incorporating 

this data into treatment could be challenging. V3 and V2 said this could be especially true early 

on in treatment when PTSD symptoms were likely to be worse. To ease this challenge, three 

veterans suggested that there might be a delay anywhere from a week to 30 days in discussing 

high-level, de-identified feedback with a clinician to avoid negative consequences. V2 said: 

“I would [want to review this information] in the presence of the doctor...if I was in a 

negative mood and it was early on in therapy and [I learn] hey, your trusted other is out 

there saying somethings happened, you know, then I might act out or do something silly.” 

(V2)    

Clinicians envisioned that they would use the trusted other data to verify self-report. 

While they noted that the data could be used to corroborate self-report, the examples they 

provided for use primarily focused on discrepancies. Five clinicians said that trusted others may 

be more sensitive to noticing changes which can be helpful for veterans who may under-report or 

be locked into an identity of PTSD that causes them to report the same way over time. Trusted 

other feedback which demonstrates changes in behavior that a veteran hasn't noticed to the same 

degree could reinforce that treatment is working. C8 explained how they would manage 

comparing the data and subsequently addressing it in session with the veteran. C8 said: 

“If it seemed like things seem to be improving according to the veteran and their family 

then I might comment on it and say wow, your family seems to see improvement to you 

know? But if it was discrepant, I think I might bring it up with the veteran...[I] would 

check in [and say] this is what they are reporting, why do you think that is? Maybe there 
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is a different explanation, like maybe the [trusted other] is mad at [them] for some other 

reason or...the family thinks they are doing better and they’re not. Then maybe we have a 

discussion around, are you seeing this or not? Is it their own difficulty recognizing their 

own progress?” (C8) 

Clinicians and veterans said that while self-report could provide additional information, it 

had limitations that should be considered if being used for clinical purposes. Two clinicians 

mentioned that trusted others are directly impacted by the actions of veterans and may lack 

context into the therapy process itself. Five clinicians said that several PTSD symptoms are not 

necessarily observable due to the nature of the symptom (e.g., flashbacks) or access of the trusted 

other (e.g., sleep difficulties). This could lead to hearsay reporting or misidentification. For 

veterans with co-morbidities, this could be even more complicated. T2, whose veteran had TBI, 

wasn't sure which symptoms resulted from which condition. V7, who did not want to use the 

Social Sensing System, warned that misidentification of symptoms was serious and real. She 

said: 

“One time I went to a bar, and I saw a girl pass out on the ground, and she looked like 

one of my friends from the military that got raped, and I freaked out. I cried in front of 

people. I ran to the bathroom. I was not okay. And my 'trusted friend' who ended up 

really not being my friend...people came back and said that she’s talking s*** about you 

and saying that you’re f***ing crazy. And I’m like, I basically had a flashback to one of 

my best friends in the military getting raped. I don’t know how else I would have reacted. 

I just don’t think it’s a good idea to have your friends or the people that you love get 

involved in something like that that they don’t understand.”  

Given the ways in which participants envisioned text message data be used in session and 

along with the limitations of self-report, it is unsurprising that clinicians would use this data 

primarily for additional collateral information to support conversations in session. They said that 

this could help to further tailor treatment especially by providing data surrounding barriers to 

engagement and progress over time. Veterans also demonstrated that feedback from clinicians in 

session could help them understand their progress but might also cause discomfort and negative 

consequences depending on what was addressed and how. 

  

Data Access and Control 
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Veterans felt that they owned the text message data submitted by trusted others as it 

pertained to their mental health. Accordingly, seven veterans expressed a desire to access their 

data on their own terms. Two veterans wanted immediate access to their data and did not want to 

wait for a clinician to review it. T3 said that this was important to him because he had been 

denied access to his health records by the military in the past. V4 said they wanted to be notified 

when trusted others provided feedback by either understanding the cadence or by receiving a 

notification. In terms of granularity, five veterans preferred to only see de-identified data 

whereas V1 believed they should have full access in the spirit of trust and progress. He said: 

“Everything should be out in the table. When you hide something, or you don’t tell 

people something you don’t know what to do about it. If you’re not being honest, you’re 

not being open, you’re not going to be able to figure out the best way to help somebody.” 

(V1)  

VT1 believed that veterans and clinicians should have access to the same level of data. 

Rather than giving granular information about sleep patterns, an interface might say “The veteran 

has issues with sleep” and function as a starting point for conversation. He said: 

“If a provider comes in and says, 'You didn't sleep six nights last week,' the [veteran is] 

gonna shut down. And if you give the provider that information, some of them are gonna 

do that because they're idiots.” 

Trusted others also believed that veterans should receive access to the data, and the 

majority said that this should happen under the guidance of a clinician. Two trusted others 

differed in their opinion. T4 believed that the patient should choose when accessing the data was 

best for them. T2 said the veteran should get access before their appointment, however, in this 

case she was used to her veteran receiving only monthly appointments and felt the Social 

Sensing System could be a way to stay engaged with treatment. In terms of granularity of the 

data, trusted others differed in their responses. T3, T4, T5, and T8 were comfortable with the 

patient seeing what they had reported with their names attached. T10 felt that they would 

willingly provide access to feedback text data regarding PTSD symptoms such as avoidance 

behavior but would not want the veteran to know that they had reported on substance abuse. T2 

believed all the data should be anonymous. They felt they could use the Social Sensing System 

to provide more honest feedback than they would normally share with the veteran. T2 said: 
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“I might be a little more apt to be more honest on the app...because I am not saying 

anything to his face.” (T2)  

Some veterans also expressed a desire to control what data was collected, who it was 

collected from, and where it was stored. VT1 believed that while clinicians could provide limits 

on what was possible within the Social Sensing System, ultimately the veteran should be able to 

exercise control in data collection. For example, he believed veterans should have the ability to 

opt into which text messages could be sent to trusted others. In the same spirit of control, 

veterans expressed a desire to be able to add and remove trusted others at will. As V6 pointed 

out, veterans need to choose their trusted others carefully as inaccurate reporting could 'mess up' 

a session. V2 worried that trusted others might sometimes have ulterior motives or negative 

feelings toward the individual at the time they were filling out the feedback texts. Similarly, V3 

pointed out that trusted others now have a 'say' in mental health appointments and suggested that 

the veteran should have control to remove them if they felt they did not have their best interest at 

heart. He said: 

“How easy would it be to remove somebody if for some reason they were out of your life? 

Because now they have access – they have a say in your mental health, especially if you 

got on the wrong foot that week.” (V3) 

Only one clinician commented on the possibility of how conflict might affect veteran 

perception and use of the Social Sensing System. C3 said: 

“I would think if the person were having really significant conflict with someone, it could 

be really detrimental to be getting information from that person if the patient knows 

about it and feels like that person is somehow getting in the way of their therapy.” (C3)    

Finally, V3 and VT1 shared their thoughts on data privacy. While V3 trusted that their 

data privacy would be upheld, VT1 believed that this data should not be stored in any way that 

attached it to a patient's name. He used himself as an example of what could go wrong. He is a 

firearms instructor and explained that if individuals like him received negative reports and were 

stored under his name, there was potential for the government to use these against him negatively 

to strip him of his Second Amendment rights (e.g., gun ownership). 
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6.5 Discussion 
 

The inclusion of multiple perspectives facilitated through computational systems 

necessarily raises questions of power dynamics, particularly which perspectives command the 

most power and attention [48,75,88]. The need to examine these power dynamics when 

designing new computational systems is essential. As Winner points out in his seminal work, 

such politics and power are inherent in design and may promote or challenge existing structures 

of power and authority or social patterns [200]. Recent work by Davis has emphasized the nature 

of power and politics in the design of medical technologies. She challenges anyone practicing 

design in this context to consider the following question: How do medical technologies afford 

embodied relations to health? Davis provides the mechanisms and conditions framework as a 

way to investigate this question and examine how the design of specific health technologies 

reconfigure the body, for whom, and under what circumstances [42].  

  I leverage Davis' mechanisms and conditions framework to examine the political 

dimensions of the Social Sensing System. In doing so, I reflect on the veteran's existing social 

structure, power conditions, and cultural norms which may encourage or discourage use of such 

systems. Currently, there is limited literature which explores the political and power dynamics of 

technology in the clinical context beyond the typical patient-clinician dyad. Additionally, this 

work extends Davis' framework to mental health, where therapies (including PE) are rooted in 

the patient's self-report. I investigate how and under what circumstances trusted other feedback 

supports, changes, or negates a patient's understanding of the embodiment of their PTSD (i.e., 

symptom clusters). 

Incorporating trusted other feedback into the therapy process highlights a shift in the 

patient-clinician dyad and stands to affect both clinical decision-making and patient engagement. 

Davis, who emphasizes power and politics in design, asks: How do medical technologies afford 

embodied relations to health[42]? I extend this work into the realm of mental health by exploring 

how and under what circumstances trusted other feedback supports, changes, or negates a 

patient's understanding of the embodiment of their PTSD (i.e., symptom clusters). Of the 30 

participants, 27 wanted to utilize the Social Sensing System as part of the therapeutic process. It 

is important to note that most of these participants reported the importance of a strong bond 

between the veteran and trusted other (e.g., open communication, involvement in care). When 

this bond was present, trusted others were comfortable providing feedback and veterans were 
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open to receiving it in a de-identified, high-level format. While some of the feedback may have 

been difficult to hear, especially early in treatment, veterans believed it could help them better 

understand their own behavior. There was evidence from all three participant groups (veterans, 

clinicians and trusted others) that this feedback could be especially useful in detecting both 

problematic behaviors which have become normalized as a result of chronic PTSD and progress 

which may have gone otherwise unnoticed. In this sense, trusted other feedback can support or 

even change a veteran's relationship with their own mind by causing them to reflect and re-

interpret their own behaviors related to PTSD symptoms. It may provide additional insights 

which support engagement with the therapeutic process by reinforcing that treatment is working. 

While trusted other feedback can support patient engagement and understanding of their 

own health, there are circumstances in which trusted other feedback can negate a patient's 

understanding of the embodiment of their PTSD. My findings highlight the mixed ability and 

comfort of trusted others to identify and report PTSD symptoms. Often, this can stem from lack 

of knowledge or the nature of the relationship between the veteran and trusted other. Trusted 

other reports may be intentionally (e.g., sabotage due to a fight) or unintentionally (e.g., 

misidentification) inaccurate. In such cases, the clinician is required to investigate the disparities 

between trusted other feedback and veteran-self report. The inclusion of such data may 

undermine a veteran's identity and the sense of trust between the patient and clinician.  

  

6.5.1 Analyzing Social Sensing Through the Mechanisms and Conditions Framework 
 

I utilize the mechanisms and conditions framework [42] to analyze features of the Social 

Sensing System to further investigate how the different features of the Social Sensing System 

reconfigure the body, for whom, and under what circumstances. I employ the vocabulary 

provided by Davis for mechanisms and conditions and have italicized each instance of these 

words for emphasis below. 

  

Selection of Trusted Others 

 The selection of trusted others challenges the cultural and institutional legitimacy of 

therapeutic practice and social dynamics by introducing the trusted other. Underlying power 

dynamics inherent in the patient-doctor relationship in which the clinician is more powerful may 

complicate the perception of the Social Sensing System. Clinicians may not welcome a change 
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in routine, and veterans may feel pressured into using the system if recommended by their 

clinician. Similarly, veterans may feel pressured to include trusted others who desire to provide 

feedback even if the veteran prefers they did not. The Social Sensing System demands selection 

of at least one trusted other. For veterans without a developed social support network, the 

inability to meet these criteria has the potential to compound their sense of isolation. In cases 

where potential trusted others are already involved in veteran care, the Social Sensing System 

may support therapeutic efforts by including the trusted other as another source of data. In either 

case, using the system requires that veterans display vulnerability in allowing trusted others to 

report on their behavior, which challenges the insular lifestyle of many veterans [48]. This 

potentially incurs a burden upon the trusted other for the outcome of the therapy and the clinician 

for maintaining the status quo relationship between the veteran and trusted other. Future systems 

should consider how to maximize veteran autonomy and choice in opting to use social support 

systems.  

  

Symptom-based Reporting 

Trusted other feedback is organized around PTSD symptom clusters (e.g., trauma re-

experiencing, avoidance, negative alterations in thoughts and moods, hyper-arousal). Feedback 

requests and encourages trusted others to answer questions designed to track the presentation of 

PTSD symptoms in the veteran and allows clinicians to include the feedback in future therapy 

sessions. The nature of some symptoms (e.g., sleep patterns) demands that trusted others be in a 

position to observe the behavior. The social dynamics of some trusted other/veteran relationships 

may naturally refuse reporting on these symptom clusters. The current design of the Social 

Sensing System which uses a specified list of questions discourages trusted others from 

reporting on non-observable symptoms. The design also allows trusted others to report upon 

symptoms that veterans struggle to fully assess in themselves but refuses reports of extreme 

behaviors such as suicidal ideations which would require urgent intervention. Finally, the Social 

Sensing System currently refuses reporting of data not related to symptom clusters, such as the 

use of alcohol. While clinicians reported this data would be useful, its inclusion potentially 

changes the perception of power between the trusted other and the veteran who may feel as if 

they are being judged. Further research is required to understand the trade-off between use of the 

data in therapy and the effect on the veteran/trusted other relationship. Future versions of this 
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system could include resources feature available to trusted others, where they can be directed to 

help-lines or other support tools. 

  

Valence and Implementation of Feedback 

Clinical wording of the questions, asking “how much avoidance” or “how hyper-vigilant” 

a patient appears to be naturally encourages a critical assessment of progress. This directly 

works against the intent of showing patients their improvement over time. Rather than 

emphasizing the negative, future designs may consider encouraging reporting on positive 

observations (i.e., engagement rather than avoidance). This still demonstrates change over time 

which was important for clinical decision-making and has been demonstrated in patient 

engagement [48]. 

The implementation of feedback in therapy may discourage veteran patients from 

engaging with their trusted others in order to avoid negative feedback. For veterans to perceive 

trust in the Social Sensing System, the findings suggest that veteran patients review anonymous 

data which discourages veterans from determining who said what. However, the design has no 

minimum number of required trusted others or cadence for the release of the data, it would not be 

impossible to identify responses and could result in unintended negative consequences between 

the veteran and trusted other. If veterans do not have what they {perceive} to be sufficient 

control, access, and privacy over their data, they may question the cultural and institutional 

legitimacy of the Social Sensing System. This threatens to decrease the veteran’s status and 

power. In addition, the Social Sensing System allows use of the data by clinicians in whatever 

form they desire. It does not currently consider their dexterity in their craft or in using the 

system. It reinforces the existing patient-clinician power structure. Any inappropriate use of the 

feedback directly contradicts the intended effect of the design. Future designs must consider how 

to navigate varying levels of clinician competency as well as a sense of control and safety over 

mental health data for veterans who may be particularly distrustful. 

 

6.5.2 Limitations and Future Work 
 

It is important to highlight that self-selection of veterans who already included trusted 

others as well as trusted others who were active participants in veteran care may have influenced 

the results of this research. However, this leads me to conclude that this system is perhaps best 
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suited for individuals with stable relationships. In addition, this population is not necessarily 

representative of all gender, regions, or micro-cultures within the veteran community or of 

varying levels of clinical expertise. Future research should consider how concepts such as the 

Social Sensing System function during actual therapeutic practice and if veteran, trusted other, 

and clinician perceptions differ in the reality of using such a system. In particular, how has the 

system affected a veteran's relationship with themselves as well as others in the circle of care? 

How can data collected through the Social Sensing System be visualized and used on the ground 

in a trauma-based care setting? Finally, future studies might consider incorporating both human 

and non-human intermediaries to provide a more holistic picture of mental health for veterans 

with PTSD and how this can be leveraged to support clinical decision-making and patient 

engagement. 

  

6.6 Design Implications 
 

In this section, I present design implications as a result of my findings and analysis of the 

Social Sensing System through the mechanisms and conditions framework. 

 

6.6.1 Customize the Cadence of Feedback 
 

Technologies can independently survey stakeholders to determine the desired cadence for 

text message deployment and release of the data. This may provide balance and manage 

expectations among the three groups. It may also reduce burden on trusted others, allow 

clinicians to determine how often they would want to incorporate feedback into their sessions, 

and provide reassurance that veterans have control in the process. 

 

6.6.2 Emphasize the Familiar and Positive 
 

Despite the initial design around the PCL-5, it is clear that obtaining accurate or what are 

perceived to be accurate reports from trusted others may be challenging. Trusted others may 

misidentify symptoms and relationship issues may impact reporting. Rather than identify 

symptoms, trusted others may be able to report on their relationship to the veteran (e.g., How 

connected do you feel?) or provide feedback in positive terms (e.g., How engaged are they?) 
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6.6.3 Veteran Control of Trusted Other Participation and Content 
 

A future interface should allow veterans to choose and remove trusted others, if 

necessary. Clinicians should have visibility into this process. Clinicians and veterans may also 

'co-design' the text message experience by choosing questions they would find useful and 

appropriate together. 

 

6.6.4 High-level Feedback from All Parties 
 

Given that clinicians did not want data surrounding serious topics reported via text 

message and did not suggest the need for follow-up on any text messages with trusted others, 

they may not need access to identifiable data. Instead, clinicians and veterans can have access to 

the same de-identified data through a shared interface. 

 

6.6.5 Gauge Relationship Impact 
 

The Social Sensing System should consider deploying regular assessments to the veteran 

and trusted other to gauge any changes in their relationship as a result of the Social Sensing 

System. Based on responses, the manner in which the Social Sensing System is used for this 

patient (i.e., how often feedback texts are sent, feedback text content) might be adjusted or the 

program terminated. 

 

6.6. Conclusion 
 

HCI is increasingly concerned with enhancing therapy for mental illness by creating 

supportive technologies around patient engagement. I extend this work by investigating how 

technology can leverage useful feedback from trusted others to support the therapeutic journey. 

This study makes the following contributions. First, I offer one of the first investigations of 

social support (i.e., trusted other) feedback for use in clinical practice for veterans. Second, I 

provide insights into perspectives of clinicians, trusted others, and veterans with PTSD and 

provide a conceptual design of the Social Sensing System for PTSD. Third, from gathering these 

insights, I provide an investigation of power and politics of such systems using the mechanisms 

and conditions framework [40]. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 

In the previous chapters, I have detailed four research studies in which I lay the 

foundation for design by understanding the care ecologies of veterans, seek validity of an initial 

concept through testing with clinicians, and complete an in-depth investigation of how human 

(e.g., trusted others) and non-human (e.g., sensor-captured patient generated data) intermediaries 

can be incorporated into a shared interface to support patient engagement and clinical decision-

making. I began this dissertation by stating “Understanding veterans’ care ecologies and 

designing user-centered interfaces can improve clinical decision-making and patient engagement 

during evidence-based therapy for PTSD.” I ask the following research questions: How do we 

characterize veterans’ care ecologies as they undergo clinical treatment for PTSD? What role can 

human and non-human intermediaries play in supporting patient engagement and clinical 

decision-making during clinical therapy for veterans with PTSD? What elements of design are 

essential for shared, user-centered interfaces which seek to support clinical decision-making and 

patient engagement in the context of veterans with PTSD? In the sections below, I address this 

thesis statement and each question. I then share areas for future work and a conclusion. 

 

7.1 Characterizing Veterans’ Care Ecologies 
 

In Chapter 3, I describe veterans’ care ecologies as they undergo clinical treatment for 

PTSD. This study lays the foundation for subsequent ideation, prototyping, and research. As this 

work developed and each additional study occurred, my understanding of the veterans’ care 

ecologies deepened. In this section, I will provide a summary of each layer of veteran’s ecology 

of care as presented in Chapter 3. Then, I will highlight any new characteristics of the care 

ecology uncovered in the subsequent studies. 

 

7.1.1 Veterans with PTSD: Limitations of Self-Report 
 
           Veterans, who are at the center of the ecology of care, face a variety of challenges when 

engaging in clinical therapy for PTSD. In Chapter 3, I describe how Veterans may struggle to 

engage in therapy for a variety of reasons. First, their military identity, which favors hyper-

masculine behaviors such as strength, and stoicism, can pose a barrier to seek and receive care. 

Second, PTSD can make it difficult for veterans to recognize their own symptomatic behaviors 
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or indicators of progress in therapy. Third, veteran self-report can be problematic due to issues of 

remembrance and bias. This may be exacerbated in veterans who suffer comorbidities such as 

traumatic brain injury (TBI). Self-report may be bolstered by using applications such as PE 

Coach to collect metrics associated with evidence-based therapy such as SUDs; these may be 

systematically collected and visually depict a decrease in symptoms displayed over time (e.g., 

Excel graph). In Chapter 6, I provide additional detail on the limitations of veteran self-report, 

sharing how veterans, trusted others, and clinicians acknowledge that veterans can become 

accustomed to problematic behaviors. For example, avoidance and anger may seem normal, 

when in fact, it is a symptom of PTSD. Furthermore, I share instances where veterans who have 

flashbacks or nightmares may have poor recollection of what occurred. In Chapter 5, I describe 

how clinicians treating patients during the pandemic use tools such as video calling and virtual 

worksheets to collect self-report information. 

Later, I also learned that self-report must be considered within the context of the 

individual circumstances. In Chapter 5, I explain how patient practice (and there by self-report) 

of therapeutic exercises is highly individualized. Clinicians manipulate the PE therapy protocol 

to meet the unique patient needs. Every patient calibrates their own SUDs unique to their own 

experience. The way they practice their homework exercises is personalized as well, particularly 

early on in therapy. For example, if a veteran tends to become over-aroused, the clinician may 

allow the patient to perform behaviors that would not otherwise be appropriate for the exercise. 

Despite having a manualized protocol for PE therapy, the actual patient practice varies based on 

their unique needs. 

 

7.1.2 Clinician (Community)  
 

Clinicians are a core part of this research and a necessary part of the veteran’s care 

ecology. In Chapter 3, I explain how clinicians and patients must first develop a sense of trust for 

the veteran to become vulnerable and share openly. This may be easier for clinicians with 

experience in the military. Once veterans are more open to communicating, clinicians utilize 

their intuition in individual and group sessions to interpret data (self-report) and guide treatment. 

In the first study, I had focused on clinician-matching and developing a positive relationship. 

While I do not discount the need for a compatible relationship, this was too simplistic a view on 

the role of clinicians in the veteran care ecology. 
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As studies progressed and I spoke to more clinicians and patients, it became clear that 

there was a distinction in how clinicians practice. First, some clinicians were considered novice 

at their craft. Patients described these individuals as lacking ability or knowledge around their 

treatment. Several patients felt they had been treated by novice clinicians who had done a poor 

job. In their opinion, it was more than a mismatch. It was lack of skill. Expert clinicians, who 

participated in Studies 2-4, explained that novice clinicians can struggle with certain aspects of 

evidence-based therapies. They may worry they will push their patients too far. Furthermore, 

they may not have the confidence and ability to manipulate the protocol to meet patient needs. 

In addition, in Study 1, I detailed how clinicians utilized a variety of disparate data 

sources to inform their understanding of patient progress through treatment. In Study 2, I 

confirmed that this current workflow can be time consuming and cumbersome for clinicians who 

are seeking better ways to ingest data and make treatment decisions. 

 

7.1.3 Trusted Others (Family and Community)  
 

Veterans may have informal care partnerships with veteran and/or civilian family and 

friends as they engage in clinical therapy for PTSD. These individuals can see veteran behavior 

through in-person or digital interactions. Veterans may rely on these individuals for real-world 

support including help with symptom management, medication adherence, and scheduling 

appointments. Some were less involved in medical tasks and treatment but could act as social 

support if needed. Veterans expressed that they were able to share more openly with other 

veterans due to a shared military culture. However, not all civilian or veteran relationships were 

characterized positively. Trusted others were eager to participate in care and felt they had or 

were able to provide useful information to clinicians. Clinicians already used trusted others as a 

part of veteran care in some capacity but explained that trusted other feedback was subjective 

and that including trusted other perspectives might worsen violence, aggression, or cause damage 

to an already fragile relationship. 

In Chapter 5, I investigate the use of trusted others, what they can see, and how they can 

participate as a formal member of the veteran care ecology. Two key lessons emerged. First, it 

became clear that trusted others are not always part of a care ecology. Veterans with PTSD may 

not have anyone who regularly interacts with them or may not have more than one person. Even 

if a veteran does have a spouse or child, and the relationship is not outwardly negative as 
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described in the first study, they may not openly share or involve those individuals in their care. 

Despite this, trusted others were eager to participate and share what they knew with clinicians. 

Second, trusted others can observe a variety of behaviors related to PTSD. Clinicians were open 

to receiving most of this information in a constrained format (I.e., closed questions, limited 

number) and most veterans were open to trusted others providing this feedback. However, some 

trusted others noted that they were able to identify extreme behaviors such as suicidal ideation. 

Clinicians were not open to receiving this feedback from trusted others through the means of the 

Social Sensing System. 

 

7.1.4 Society and Environment 
 

In the first study, I provided details regarding clinician practice to treat the electronic 

health record as a legal document. They only document what is required by law to protect the 

patients. Similarly, patients expressed mistrust of the United States government, fearing they 

would use their data inappropriately if it were accessible. In Study 3, this fear of data misuse was 

again confirmed by veterans. 

In Study 3, three new key characteristics relevant to the environmental layer of the care 

ecology emerged. First, because the research occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic, 

clinicians were especially interested in the environment of a veteran with PTSD. For many 

clinicians, this was the first time they were able to capture a glimpse into their home or work life 

via video sessions. They were familiar with backgrounds, sounds, and individuals who might be 

present. Second, this research highlighted the significant exchange of language between the 

clinician and patient in evidence-based therapy programs. The quality of this language should 

theoretically increase over time as part of PE and is currently captured through voice memo 

recordings or PE Coach on the patient’s mobile device. Third, one clinician highlighted that 

some veterans may lag behind in trends in technology adoption. Even if they owned 

smartphones, they may not be on unlimited data plans or high-speed networks. 
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7.2 Implications for the Inclusion of Human and Non-Human Intermediaries for Clinical-
Decision Making and Patient Engagement 

 
Figure 15: Veteran’s Care Ecology with Respect to Bronfenbrenner’s EST and layers involved in each study 

 

The care ecology of a veteran with PTSD lays the foundation for determining which 

human and non-human intermediaries can play a role and in what way to improve clinical 

decision-making and patient engagement during evidence-based therapy for PTSD. In this 

section, I review the cyclical notion of patient engagement and clinical decision-making. I then 

summarize evidence in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 that demonstrate how I’ve conceptualized the use of 

human and non-human intermediaries can improve both patient engagement and clinical 

decision-making. 

Patient engagement combines a veteran’s knowledge, ability, and desire to manage their 

own mental health through interventions that aim to increase health outcomes in a patient-

centered manner. It is crucial for continued performance in therapy and successful outcomes. 

Patient engagement affords veteran-patients personalization of care, access to data, and agency. 

Patient engagement feeds into clinical decision-making and vice versa. This is an unending cycle 

throughout therapy. For example, any data collected by patients can be used to improve clinician 
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understanding of patient performance in exercises, inform conversations between the patient and 

clinicians, allow the clinician to tailor treatment to meet the needs of the patient, and provide 

space for patient agency and understanding of clinical treatment. 

I explore how the non-human intermediary of sensor-captured patient-generated data via 

mobile phone and commercial wearable might improve patient engagement and clinical 

decision-making during evidence-based therapy for PTSD in veterans. The PEQ by nature of its 

design provides the veteran with a personalized measure of their performance in the imaginal 

exposure exercise each time they complete it in session under the guidance of a clinician and for 

homework. This provides the veteran with customized knowledge regarding their performance. 

Unfortunately, due to recruitment difficulties with the pandemic, I was not able to gather the 

veteran perspective on the patient-facing mobile application. However, the majority of clinicians 

who reviewed the concept felt that veterans should have full access to the PEQ data collected and 

imagined they would have the agency to discuss what they saw in-session with the clinician. 

Some clinicians felt that they would provide patients with access before an appointment as well. 

Clinicians felt that this could help veterans understand areas for improvement and highlight areas 

of progress in a clear way with data that could be considered more objective. However, clinicians 

did warn that some veterans might become “hung up” on the scores they received which could be 

a detriment to patient engagement.                                     

Clinicians agreed that they would find the PEQ data useful for clinical decision-making. 

As clinicians aptly pointed out, this is useful supplemental data and that exposure therapy and 

conducting imaginal exposures already works without PEQ. The goal of PEQ as a non-human 

intermediary is not to replace the expertise of the clinician or to replace their intuition. Instead, it 

is meant to augment their decision-making to the extent of their choosing. Clinicians believed 

that PEQ could confirm information they already knew (e.g., they live in a noisy environment), 

uncover new information (e.g., they are using their phone as a distraction during homework), and 

foster communication between themselves and patients to determine how to create an actionable 

pathway for the patient to move toward recovery.  However, this ability to improve clinical 

decision-making may be unique to expert clinicians. I discuss how novice clinicians may 

struggle to interpret and utilize information gathered from PEQ, perhaps undermining patient 

self-report and placing too much emphasis on treatment adherence, which has been criticized 

from the lens of patient engagement. 
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In Chapters 4 and 6, I investigate how human intermediaries known as trusted others can 

provide feedback via text message regarding patient behavior in the real world. In this study, I 

was able to obtain patient perspectives on the use of such a system. While self-selection bias 

could have influenced the study, the response from veterans on using this system was largely 

positive. The majority felt that use of the Social Sensing System could help them understand 

their own behavior during therapy. Veterans noted that they struggled to see certain behaviors in 

themselves and how those behaviors impacted others. While this feedback could be helpful, most 

veterans did share they preferred to receive the feedback at a high-level in an anonymized 

fashion. Furthermore, some veterans explained that this type of feedback feature would be best 

suited for a treatment program with a longer time frame so that feedback could be presented in 

aggregate in a delayed fashion. Otherwise, they might change their behaviors to avoid trusted 

others for fear of being watched or reacting in a negative manner. Veterans also worried that 

trusted others could utilize the text messages in a vengeful way and felt it would be important to 

control who could provide reports to clinicians and when. The Social Sensing System provides a 

platform for improving patient engagement but must be curated in such a way that the veteran 

feels as though the feature provides significant agency and ability to use the data in session with 

a clinician. 

Clinicians felt that the Social Sensing System could improve clinician understanding of 

veteran behavior throughout the course of therapy. Some clinicians wondered if trusted others 

could be more sensitive to noticing changes in veterans, both positive and negative, which could 

inform their clinical decision-making and subsequent conversation with patients. They did, 

however, note that they would be cautious about placing too high a significance on trusted other 

reports. They explained that while it offered another perspective, it was important to remember 

that it was likely from someone who was not trained to recognize PTSD symptoms and who 

might be directly affected by the veteran’s behavior. Again, this study, which was conducted 

with expert clinicians assumes that the data collected will be interpreted and utilized in a manner 

that fosters a sense of trust and communication between the clinician and patient. Patients were 

concerned that novice clinicians might use data in a way that would negatively impact the 

relationship. They questioned whether clinicians ought to have a granular level view of the data 

or if a high-level overview like a patient might receive would be sufficient for the purposes of 

informing clinical decision-making. 
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7.3 Implications for Designing Shared Interfaces for Evidence-Based Therapies 
 

In this section, I discuss what elements of design are essential for shared, user-centered 

interfaces which seek to support clinical decision-making and patient engagement in the context 

of veterans with PTSD. This section presents a summarized version of all design implications 

throughout this body of work.  

 

7.3.1 Leverage Military Culture in an Assets-based Approach 
 

Military culture cannot be separated from the veteran identity. Accordingly, embracing 

the military identity in an assets-based approach [118] can support patient engagement. For 

example, technologies can provide personalized data and measures of progress in terms 

consistent with military identities. In Chapter 6 I discuss the importance of highlighting positive 

feedback from trusted others to demonstrate strength and progress rather than emphasizing 

negative feedback or areas of weakness. Similarly, embracing the military identity can support 

clinical decision-making by influencing the speed and volume in exchange of data during 

therapy. In Chapter 3, I discuss how veterans are more likely to disengage with treatment when 

they do not develop rapport with clinicians. Accordingly, embracing the military identity, future 

designs may be able to guide and educate clinicians in cross-cultural competency. Interfaces may 

provide conversational prompts which serve to establish understanding between civilians and 

veterans or assist in matching clinicians or provide suggestions for appropriate clinician and 

patient matches. 

 

7.3.2 Balance the Perspectives of Human and Non-Human Intermediaries with Self-Report 
 

Currently, veteran self-report is the predominate source of data in evidence-based therapy 

for PTSD. My research, despite investigating the inclusion of human and non-human 

intermediaries, does not suggest that this change. Rather, human and non-human intermediaries 

should be considered as supplemental sources of information which can provide additional 

context and information. Like self-report, these sources of data are subjective and must be 

considered as such. For example, in Chapter 6 I discuss how reports from trusted others may not 

be accurate or may not be perceived as accurate by patients, causing a possible negative impact 
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on patient engagement. Shared interfaces must carefully consider how to uphold self-report as 

the core source of data when others are available as well as to collect and display data 

appropriately from each source. In the context of trusted others that trusted others report on their 

relationship to the veteran (e.g., How connected do you feel?) and provide feedback in positive 

terms (e.g., How engaged are they?) rather than reporting on symptoms. This will be crucial for 

maintaining patient agency, a key component of patient engagement. Furthermore, while 

supplemental information can improve clinical decision-making, it may also be used in a 

detrimental way by novice clinicians who may struggle to interpret or approach using this 

information in a productive way to promote patient engagement as described in Chapters 5 and 6.  

 

7.3.3 Promote Patient Safety and Control of Data 
 

My work investigates the collection of personal and potentially sensitive data regarding 

veteran mental health as they participate in evidence-based therapy for PTSD. In Chapter 3, I 

discuss veteran mistrust of government use of data and how clinicians avoid documentation of 

what is not legally required in the EHR. Again, in Chapter 6, the need for control of one’s own 

data and considerations for the security of that data emerged. In order to promote patient safety 

and control of data future shared interfaces should consider a variety of factors. First, in chapter 

3 I describe how shared interfaces may benefit from being created and maintained by a non-

institutional authority to protect veteran mental health data and instill confidence in the collect of 

data by veterans. These concerns were echoed in both Chapters 5 and 6. Trust in the system 

could improve patient engagement and improve clinical decision-making by allowing clinicians 

to view and manipulate data in an interface which they are not presently able to do. Second, data 

can be collected in ways that are abstracted or ephemeral in nature. For example, in Chapter 5, 

passive sensors collect number and duration of phone calls but not the content of those phone 

calls. Third, veterans should have the ability to turn on and off the use of data collection by 

human and non-human intermediaries. In Chapter 6, I describe how veterans should have the 

ability to include or remove trusted others at their discretion. Patients should also have the 

opportunity to decline transmission of the data from any homework session recorded to protect 

their privacy. This will protect patient agency, and if these decisions are made in conjunction 

with a clinician or at least made visible to the clinician, it can provide additional information 

relevant to clinical decision-making. 
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7.3.4 Consider Customization 
 

Shared interfaces should accommodate the unique health needs of each patient and the 

workflow of clinicians. When possible, variations in data collection, access to data, and the 

display of that information should be considered. In Chapter 5, clinicians articulated specific 

preferences for data streams, data access, and how they would approach the use of this data in-

session with patients. Allowing customization would allow for improved clinical decision-

making by tailoring interfaces to display these preferences and disregarding superfluous 

information which could distract clinicians. Similarly, in Chapter 6 I describe how the cadence of 

collecting and displaying trusted other feedback should be determined by clinicians, patients, and 

trusted others together to manage expectations and determine what would be most useful to 

support clinical decision-making and patient engagement. In Chapters 5 and 6, clinicians 

expressed a desired to have some control over patient access to data. They warned that some 

patients may fixate on data presented in a shared interface, which could have a negative impact 

on patient engagement. 

 

7.3.5 Determine Data Access 
 

In the context of this work, there was reasonable evidence that clinicians and patients 

may be able to have the same level of access to data in some cases. However, this may be due to 

the nature of how human and non-human intermediary data was conceptualized and presented 

specific to this case. In Chapter 6, clinicians did not want data surrounding serious topics 

reported via text message and did not suggest the need for follow-up on any text messages with 

trusted others. It is reasonable to assume that they may not need access to identifiable data. 

Instead, clinicians and veterans could have access to the same de-identified data through a shared 

interface to improve clinical decision-making and patient understanding of their own behavior. 

Similarly, in Chapter 5, several clinicians indicated that patients should have access to all their 

own data as a principal of trust. Most did not believe they ought to hide anything from their 

patients. However, some clinicians pointed out that some patients can become fixated, and that 

this could negatively affect patient engagement. I hesitate to say that patients and clinicians 

should always have equal access to data. Instead, researchers and designers should consider the 
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type of data being collected, the possible impacts on clinical decision-making and patient 

engagement, and to make determinations about the level of granularity that is needed to 

effectively support each. 

 

7.3.6 Acknowledge Limitations of the System 
 

While the practice of evidence-based therapy may benefit from the introduction of 

technology and shared-interfaces, it is important to note that this therapy already works 

reasonably well without it. As such, it is important to note that these technologies will not benefit 

every clinician or patient. Use of such technology should be considered on a case-by-case basis 

and evaluated often throughout its time of use. In Chapter 6, I discuss how the Social Sensing 

System should consider deploying regular assessments to the veteran and trusted other to gauge 

any changes in their relationship as a result of the Social Sensing System. Based on responses, 

the manner in which the Social Sensing System is used for this patient (i.e., how often feedback 

texts are sent, feedback text content) might be adjusted or the program terminated. Similarly, 

regular check-ins with patients and clinicians could be developed for the use of a larger system to 

determine if the technology is truly beneficial. If it is not supporting patient engagement and/or 

clinical decision-making, adjustments can be made or use of the shared interface terminated. 

 

 

7.4 Future Work 
 

There is much work to be done in the field of HCI for mental health, particularly around 

the use of shared-interfaces and inclusion of human and non-human intermediaries. In this 

section, I will detail specific areas which merit additional investigation that arose during my 

dissertation. 

 
7.4.1 Using Predictive Power on Data Collected by Human and Non-Human Intermediaries 
 

The collection of data by human and non-human intermediaries about veteran behavior 

and their intended subsequent use in appointments by veterans and clinicians provides 

measurable data that was previously unavailable. This high exchange of data between clinician 

and patient for evidence-based therapies could be leveraged to investigate a variety of patterns. 
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First, it may help to uncover specific segments of veterans and clinicians based on behavioral 

attributes. This could assist in better veteran and clinician matching. Second, after significant 

data has been collected, it may be possible to predict challenges and outcomes in therapy, 

allowing for clinicians to respond proactively over the course of treatment. Third, the language 

collected in imaginal exposure exercises as described in Chapter 5, could be explored using 

natural language processing. As I discuss in that chapter, clinicians probe patients for more 

descriptive language throughout the course of treatment. Future interfaces could perform similar 

personalized assessments of imaginal exposure exercise language and provide feedback to both 

patients and clinicians. Such a shared interface feature may help guide conversations between 

expert clinicians and patients; it could also provide guidance and feedback to novice clinicians in 

training to reinforce the practices of exposure therapy. 

 

7.4.2 Defining and Measuring Patient Engagement 
 

In the field of HCI there is growing interest in understanding and designing to improve 

patient engagement, yet this term is lacking consistency. As discussed in the introduction, there 

is no agreed upon definition [83,185] or way to measure patient engagement [136,185]. I 

recommend three paths forward toward defining and measuring patient engagement in HCI. 

First, an effort could be made to establish a high-level universal definition and characteristics of 

patient engagement in HCI, much like meta-analysis done in the healthcare field at large [83]. 

This has already been done to review measurement of patient engagement[136]. Second, due to 

the human-centered nature of HCI, I can also imagine an argument that rejects the idea of a 

universal definition of patient engagement in favor of more granular definitions that rely on 

specific populations (e.g., US veterans), conditions (e.g., PTSD), technological medium (e.g., 

inclusion of human and non-human intermediaries), and/or the type of care (e.g., evidence-based 

therapies). For example, patient engagement in the Global South for depression in an online peer 

support group may look quite different than patient engagement in veterans with PTSD in 

evidence-based therapy. Instead, patient engagement may be better defined within specific 

populations (e.g., US veterans), conditions (e.g., PTSD), technological medium (e.g., inclusion 

of human and non-human intermediaries), and the type of care (e.g., evidence-based therapies). 

Articulating these patterns and establishing a comparison would provide a view of patient 

engagement that is not yet present in the field. Third, patient engagement could also be explored 
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in terms of the unique characteristics and needs of a particular individual[136,185], determining 

what patient engagement means in a hyper-targeted manner. Study 3, which measures the 

patient’s performance in each session, is an example of how we might begin to think of this 

hyper-targeted approach. Future research could consider how to determine these unique 

characteristics beyond sPGD and into other mental illnesses (e.g., depression), technologies (e.g., 

social media), and chronic conditions (e.g., congestive heart failure). 

 

7.4.3 Creating an Instrument to Measure Perceived Usability in Patient-Clinician Interfaces 
 

Another area which merits additional exploration is the measurement of perceived 

usability. In planning the study for PEQ, I struggled to find an appropriate instrument to measure 

perceived usability in a shared interface for patients and clinicians. I began by reviewing general 

perceived usability surveys including the System Usability Survey (SUS) [8], the Post-Study 

System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) [114], the Computer System Usability Questionnaire 

(CSUQ) [115], the Suability Metric for User Experience (UMUX) [115], and the Technology 

Acceptance Questionnaire (Post-Study)[132]. These scales effectively addressed perceived 

usability but are not specific to topics relevant to health technologies. Accordingly, I then 

reviewed health-specific instruments including the Patient Engagement Scale (PHE) [72], 

mHealth App Usability Questionnaire (MAUQ) [215], Health Information Technology Usability 

Evaluation (Health I-Tues) [168], and Twente Engagement with eHealth Technologies 

(TWEETS) [99]. The health-specific instruments that I reviewed for potential use did provide 

health-specific questions on utility and usability but did not account for patient-clinician shared 

interfaces, acknowledge differences in education and literacy, account for disruptions in power 

balances (e.g., additional perspectives, patient access to data, expectation to have a conversation 

about data in session). Ultimately, I chose to use a generalized usability survey in combination 

with a semi-structured interview to meet my needs for Study 3.  

There may be opportunity to create a perceived usability for shared health interfaces. In 

order to address this gap, I had planned to create suggestions for such a survey using magnitude 

coding [224] on clinician and patient transcripts from Study 3. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-

19 Pandemic, I was unable to include veterans in that study and did not obtain the data needed to 

perform such an analysis. Future research should consider building a survey that articulates how 

to assess perceived usability in shared interfaces between clinicians and patients. I believe based 
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on my empirical experience with this body of work that a future survey could accounts for 

differences in education and ability to interpret health data, power dynamics in the patient-

clinician dyad, technical competence, and type of interface (e.g. clinician browser-based 

dashboard, patient using mobile application). 

 

7.4.4 Designing for Veterans Not Included in this Dissertation  
 

 The work of this dissertation considers how to design for veterans with PTSD. This is a 

stigmatized group that is disproportionately affected by PTSD [221] and experiences high 

dropout rates from treatment [138]. While providing tools to support clinical decision-making 

and patient engagement is important, there is more work to be done in terms of considering how 

to best serve the wide range of veterans with PTSD present and in need of care in the United 

States today. 

 My work explores how shared interfaces might support clinical decision-making and 

patient engagement in a very particular context. My work focuses on veterans who have access 

to gold standard treatments for PTSD such as PE therapy, access to technology such as a 

smartphone with a substantial data plan and FitBit, and expert clinicians. However, the reality is 

many veterans may not have the privilege of accessing one or any of these. Future research can 

explore how future shared interfaces can support patient engagement and clinical decision-

making for PTSD treatments in additional contexts including telehealth, other evidence-based 

treatments or combination treatments typically delivered through agencies such as the VA, 

and/or through less expensive means of data transmission (e.g., less data used on monthly data 

plan). 

 Furthermore, while my work focuses on veterans with a serious mental illness, the 

features of the system I describe throughout this work are aimed at serving those who may have 

more positive relationships with clinicians, themselves, and others. Throughout this work, it 

became clear that this system cannot serve all veterans with PTSD. Instead, it will work well for 

those who may not “over think,” want to be engaged in therapy, have limited comorbidities, and 

have positive and supportive relationships with trusted others. Yet, the most vulnerable veterans 

with PTSD may be those who have especially severe PTSD symptoms which may cause extreme 
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circumstances such as isolation or suicidal ideation. Future research should seek out solutions 

that serve these individuals. 

 Similarly, in Study 1, I introduce the notion that there are sub-cultures within military 

culture. My work has not explored how these sub-cultures could be incorporated through assets-

based design or otherwise. Future work could determine what it might mean to design for 

specific sub-populations including gender, race or ethnicities, service era, among others. 

  

7.4.5 Extending the Use of Similar Systems Beyond Evidence-Based Therapy for PTSD 
 

Evidenced-based therapy is guided by patient self-report and clinician intuition. Most 

evidence-based clinical treatments for chronic mental illnesses such as PTSD do not collect data 

between clinical sessions. Yet, most of the treatment occurs outside of the clinical setting 

through homework exercises. The additional collection and display of such data could support 

patient engagement and clinical decision-making for a variety of mental health treatments and 

chronic illnesses. I have presented six high-level design implications which should be considered 

when developing shared interfaces for patients and clinicians that include data collected by 

human and non-human intermediaries. Future systems should be built upon the notion of patient-

centric care and consider leveraging their culture, promoting agency in one’s own treatment, and 

ensuring safety and customization to meet patient needs. Future shared interfaces of this nature 

can consider the patient-clinician dyad and how the introduction of this type of technology may 

affect this dynamic. Furthermore, they should consider how to support clinicians with a range of 

expertise and decide what role clinicians will play in data access and customization for 

themselves and patients. These shared interfaces for patients and clinicians that include data 

collected by human and non-human intermediaries must carefully consider the balance of power 

between patient-self report and the inclusion of these additional perspectives as well as how they 

might be incorporate and utilized in the clinical setting. Additional research on the ground for 

PTSD and for other chronic conditions can reveal more design implications and practices for 

how this could be done in real-world clinical practice.  

 

7.4.6 Leveraging a Feminist Ecological Approach to Explore Future Designs 
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 In this work, I leverage Bronfenbrenner’s EST as a basis for considering how to craft an 

ecological design for veterans with PTSD. Applying this approach consequently forces a 

designer to not only consider the individual in “user-centered” design but the entire 

sociotechnical system (e.g., community, technology, culture, politics, etc.) that surround that user 

and inevitably impacts the user whether passively or actively. Furthermore, I combine EST with 

other feminist theories that consider the roles each entity plays in the sociotechnical system as 

well as the power and politics in these relationships (cite Haraway, Haraway, and Davis). Future 

work can operationalize this “feminist ecological approach” with key processes and tenants of 

design that designers and researchers should consider.  

A feminist ecological approach lends itself well to the realm of health as demonstrated by 

this dissertation. This approach necessarily considers the complex nature of care which includes 

formal and informal care partnerships as well as human and non-human intermediaries, care 

activities inside and outside of the clinical setting, the role of culture, as well as the power 

dynamics associated with existing and future care designs.  

However, this approach could be applied in  a variety of other scenarios where the “user” 

sits at the center of a complex sociotechnical system where power dynamics should be 

considered. For example, this approach could be applied in the realm of business to consider 

designing for employees. Using a feminist ecological approach, one could explore the ecological 

system that surround employees (e.g., specific business culture, other individuals including 

employees, customers involved in their work, organizational structure, cultural movements, etc.) 

as well as the power dynamics inherent to this unique sociotechnical system surrounding the 

employee(s). Understanding this feminist ecology could provide a clear understanding of user 

requirements for future designs (technological or not) and provide a framework for speculating 

or evaluating how the introduction of these designs impacts the user. 

 

7.5 Conclusion 
 

The delivery of evidence-based therapy for is constrained by data collected from patient 

self-report and clinician. However, many activities occur outside of the clinical office setting. 

Accordingly, clinicians need methods, tools, and data to efficiently track, assess, and respond to 

mental health needs while patients need tools that provide feedback to optimize their therapeutic 

exercises and increase engagement. At the beginning of this dissertation, I presented the 
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following thesis statement: “Designing user-centered interfaces for veteran care ecologies can 

support clinical decision-making and patient engagement during therapy for PTSD.”  

In order to investigate this thesis statement, I first detailed the care ecologies of veterans 

with PTSD, identifying the human and non-human intermediaries involved in their circles of care 

as well as barriers to care and future design opportunities. Leveraging this information, I 

explored how a clinician dashboard for PTSD, sensor-captured patient generated data, and 

feedback gathered via text message from trusted others (e.g., friends, family) could be designed 

into a shared interface and support clinical decision-making and/or patient engagement. I 

discovered that the four studies presented support my thesis statement in specific contexts. In 

Studies 2 through 4, my participant pool consisted of highly trained clinicians who were experts 

in the field of PE therapy. However, in Study 1, 3, and 4, participants voiced concerns that such 

data might influence clinical decision-making, but perhaps not in a positive way. Similarly, in 

Studies 3 and 4, participants explained that data collected from human and non-human 

intermediaries could help or hinder patient engagement depending on the veteran’s relationship 

with others and their desire and ability to productively incorporate non-human data streams into 

treatment. Accordingly, I conclude that interfaces such as those described in this dissertation 

support clinical decision-making and patient engagement during therapy for PTSD in the correct 

circumstances. Future systems should consider expanding these interfaces in an appropriate 

manner for clinicians and veterans not served in this work. 
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Appendices 
 

Qualitative Code Book 
 
Study 3: Using Sensor-Captured Patient-Generated Data to Support Clinician Intuition and 
Patient Self-Report in PTSD Therapy Code Book 
 

Parent Code Child Code(s) 
(if any) 

Description Example 

Barriers to Clinician Use of 
PEQ 

Anything that might stop a clinician from using the 
system from the clinician's perspective 

Is [going over PEQ 
data] something that is 
going to take 2 minutes 
or is it taking 30 
minutes and pulling us 
away from the point of 
the session? 

Barriers to Veteran Use of PEQ Anything that might stop a veteran from using the 
system from the clinician's perspective 
 

There are going to be 
some patients who 
don’t want us to record 
the sessions – it is 
probably coming from a 
place of discomfort and 
avoidance – they won’t 
want their therapist 
‘monitoring’ them. 

Clinical-Decision Making The action or process of making decisions regarding 
patient care by a clinician. This can be anything 
from the direction of a conversation or question to 
ask to a change in therapy at large. This can refer to 
their current practice or imagined decision-making 
using PEQ. 
 

I might be inclined to, 
you know, talk with the 
patient about the 
context in which they’re 
doing their homework 
and figure out with 
them how it might be 
improved to set them up 
for more benefit from 
doing homework. 

Clinician and Patient 
Relationship 

Describes characteristics of the clinician and patient 
relationship. Refers to the way that patients and 
clinicians behave towards each other. 
 

I usually try to build 
rapport with someone 
where they can be open 
with me. 

How to Address 
PEQ Data 

Describes the manner in which 
a clinician would approach 
PEQ data (e.g. would they ask a 
question, give feedback, etc.) 

I wouldn’t address the 
PEQ data specifically. I 
would ask about the 
homework like I usually 
do and then let the 
patient bring up any 
data they think is 
relevant. 

Tailoring 
Treatment / 
Deviation from 
the Norm 

Refers to any time a clinician 
tailors treatment to meet patient 
needs; may  refer to 'bending' 
the protocol to do things they 
might not normally do such as 
allowing a patient to reenact 
memories or move. 

I bend the protocol to 
meet the patient’s 
needs. 
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When to Address 
PEQ Data 

Describes when in the overall 
therapy OR when in the session 
the clinician would address 
PEQ data with patients 

I would address the 
PEQ data in the first 
couple of sessions only. 
That way, I could help 
the patient address 
problematic behavior 
that is distracting them 
but I wouldn’t use it in 
every session. 

Clinician Intuition Clinicians utilize their intuition to navigate and 
extrapolate from veteran’s self-report. Clinicians 
explain that during therapy sessions, they probe 
veterans’ experiences more deeply to better 
understand how veterans cope and manage their 
lives. 

 

Clinician Knowledge of World 
Outside of Office Setting 

When the clinician shares understanding of outside 
world of the patient as part of their care practice. 

I know about my 
patient’s home life, 
especially with 
telehealth in the 
pandemic. I know about 
noises and people in the 
house. 

Data Access Describes which data and when clinicians would 
grant patients access to PEQ data 

I would give them 
access immediately. 

Data Privacy Concern by both veterans and clinicians regarding 
patient data in technology systems 

Veterans might be 
concerned about what 
is being recorded and 
stored through PEQ. 

Impressions - Utility and 
Usability 

Anything that refers to a clinician's perception of 
the utility, functionality, or usability of any portion 
of the PEQ system. 
 

I’m not sure how much 
utility this would 
actually have in a 
session. 

It Gives Me a 
Little Extra 

Refers to clinicians explaining 
how PEQ data builds upon 
what they already gather as part 
of their imaginal exposure 
therapy exercise guidance and 
evaluation process. PEQ 
provides supplemental data. 

PE works without PEQ 
but the information is 
interesting. I could use 
it to help the patient 
early  on in treatment 
with things they might 
not mention. 

Interpreting PEQ Data How a clinician interprets PEQ data on the 
interface. 
 

I think the average of 
the PEQ is easy to 
read. 

Combining 
Sensors 

How a clinician combines 
different data streams to 
interpret PEQ data on the 
interface 

I would look to see if 
heart rate correlated 
with their physical 
movement. 

Heart Rate How a clinician interprets heart 
rate PEQ data on the interface 

I think the heart rate 
spikes look similar from 
the clinician guided 
imaginal to the patient 
imaginal for homework. 

Noise Levels How a clinician interprets noise 
level PEQ data on the interface 

I’m not sure I 
understand what noise 
level even means. 
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Phone Usage Clinician perception and 
understanding of phone usage 
data displayed in PEQ interface 

I  am concerned the 
patient used their phone 
this much during their 
imaginal. 

Physical Activity How a clinician interprets 
physical activity PEQ data on 
the interface 

I can see that the 
patient got up and 
walked during 
homework. 

What’s Missing Refers to what clinicians 
describe as "missing" or what 
they desire to have that is not 
currently captured in the PEQ 
data streams or interface. 

I wish we could see 
GSR here instead of 
heart rate. 

Seeing Progress/Habituation/ 
Over Time 

Demonstrating treatment progress is both 
motivational and informative for veterans. This can 
be prompted by clinicians or veterans and seen by 
both parties. There can be progress or lack of 
progress from session to homework or between 
sessions. 

I have patients chart 
their SUDs so they can 
see a visual of their 
progress over sessions. 

Self-Report Refers to any mention or method of self-report. 
Self-report is limited as it is inherently biased; this 
can be especially difficult for veterans with TBI. 
They may use strategies to improve recall (e.g., use 
mobile apps, notebook, or worksheets) 

Patients use worksheets 
to write down their 
SUDs from the 
imaginal homework. 

Self-report 
quality 

Refers to clinician perception 
of patients' self-report quality 

Usually patients don’t 
lie and it’s pretty easy 
to tell if they are lying.  

SUDs 
Calibration 

Discusses the process of 
clinicians helping veterans 
establish SUDS anchor points 

I help a patient think of 
the most distressed 
they’ve ever been to set 
the high anchor point.  

Understanding of System 
Functionality 

Describes how clinicians believe the backend 
functionality of the PEQ system to work; does not 
describe specific visual aspects of the interface by 
themselves. Must describe perceived functionality 
behind the design. 

Does the noise level 
record the audio from 
the recorded imaginal? 

Use of Technology Any technology used to collect and store data for 
veteran mental health care by any party involved in 
the network of care. 

I use a Discord Server 
to store and send 
documents to veterans. 
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